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Chapter 1

An introduction to SAW motors

Overview: This chapter describes the history and the definition of piezoelectric ul-
trasonic motors and, in particular, the history and the classification of SAW motors.
Furthermore, features and potential applications fields ofthe SAW motor are enumer-
ated. Next, an experimental SAW motor is described, which is referred to throughout
this thesis. Finally, the outline of this thesis is given.

1.1 Introduction

Miniaturization and more accurate control of processes andmotions are two major techno-
logical trends in industry. Examples are the demand of smallmotors in office equipment
such as printers (Uchino 1998) and optical instruments such as cameras (Zhao 2005) and
motions aiming at accurately controlled manipulation likemicrosurgery and assembly
processes. Furthermore, there is a demand for non-contaminating actuators, for instance
in the field of semiconductor production equipment. Additional constraints may be the
operation in vacuum and in an environment that requires absence of magnetic fields.

Electromagnetic motors also called Lorentz motors, invented in 1821 by the British physi-
cist and chemist Michael Faraday (1791-1867), dominate theindustry. However, no revo-
lutionary improvement can be expected without the discovery of new magnetic or super-
conducting materials. Moreover, the energy efficiency of electromagnetic transducers de-
creases rapidly with smaller form factors. By contrast, the energy efficiency of piezoelec-
tric ultrasonic motors is insensitive to size and thereforesuperior for mini-motors (Uchino
1998), which explains the increasing interest for this type of motor.

A particular kind of piezoelectric ultrasonic motor is the Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
motor. In this thesis, this motor is investigated as a potential solution to the demanding
problems resulting from the previously described needs. The primary goal is to determine
and understand the characteristics of a SAW motor that are interesting for applications
and to determine and understand the design parameters of a SAW motor.

1



2 Chapter 1. An introduction to SAW motors

rectangular bar

electrode

piezoelectric strip

phase 1

phase 2

Figure 1.1: The first attempt of a piezoelectric ultrasonic motor, patented by Williams
and Brown (1948). The bending modes of the rectangular bar were exited by 90 degree
out-of-phase signals. Consequently, a kind of rotation motion at one end of the bar with
respect to the other end was generated.

1.2 Definition and history

The name ‘ultrasonic motor’ commonly refers to a class of motors that uses microscopic
elastic vibrations to generate macroscopic rotations or translations of a rotor or a slider re-
spectively. The frequency of the microscopic vibrations isultrasonic, i.e., higher than the
upper limit of the human hearing range (about20 kHz). The conversion between vibra-
tion and resulting motion is based on friction (Ueha & Tomikawa 1993). Regarding this
definition, the name ‘ultrasonic motor’ is sometimes incorrectly used for motors that are
driven by air-streams rather than friction (Ji & Zhao 2005) or motors that have vibration
frequencies in the sonic range.

Williams & Brown (1948) patented the first attempt of a piezoelectric ultrasonic motor. It
consisted of four piezoelectric rectangle elements that were bonded to the four faces of
a square bar (figure1.1). The bending modes of the rectangular bar were exited by90
degree out-of-phase signals. Consequently, a kind of rotation motion at one end of the bar
with respect to the other end was generated. The motor did notmake it to a product due
to the lack of proper piezoelectric materials (Koç et al. 2002). In the subsequent 34 years,
only a few new types of ultrasonic motors were fabricated, e.g., Kleesattel et al.(1962)
andBarth(1973). Figure1.2shows the ultrasonic motor by Barth. The rotor was pressed
against the horns. The rotor was driven in clockwise direction by exciting horn 1 and in
reverse direction by exciting horn 2 (The horns vibrated in axial direction). All these new
motor types suffered from the problem of wear and tear, because the vibrating pieces were
fixed almost normal to the rotor surface. In 1982Sashida(1985, US patent) proposed a
traveling-wave ultrasonic motor to solve this problem (figure 1.3). Two high-frequency
90 degrees out-of-phase signals were applied to the piezoelectric segments via electrode
terminalsa andb. Consequently, a traveling wave (and an associated elliptical surface
motion) was generated in the elastic ring, which drove the rotor by means of friction
(figure1.4). The driving direction reversed by changing the sign of thephase. A modified
version of this motor is used by Canon for automatic focusing of a camera lens. Sashida’s
design initiated many proposals on how to generate an elliptical motion by using different
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rotor
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piezoelectric vibrator 1

horn 2

piezoelectric
vibrator 2

Figure 1.2: Ultrasonic motor by
Barth (1973). The vibrating
horns drive the rotor.

rotor
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piezoelectric
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− +
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a b

Figure 1.3: Sashida’s traveling-wave ul-
trasonic motor. A traveling wave, gen-
erated in the elastic ring, drives the ro-
tor.

types and combinations of vibration modes, such as longitudinal, torsional andsurface
acoustic waves(Ueha & Tomikawa 1993), (Uchino 1997), (Uchino 1998), (Zhao 2005).

A true Surface Acoustic Wave, known as a Rayleigh wave1, is aWave that is confined to
theSurface of a stator. The study of time-varying deformations or vibrations in material
media is commonly addressed asAcoustics (Auld 1990). The elliptical motion of surface
particles is a fundamental Raleigh-wave feature. Due to thiselliptical motion, a friction
force is exerted on a slider that is pressed against the stator surface, resulting in a motion
of the slider (figure1.4). The motion of the slider reverses by applying a wave in opposite
direction. To obtain a proper contact between stator and slider, a slider is equipped with
so-called projections (small ”bumps”) at its surface. The shape of these projections is
for example cylindrical or semi-spherical (e.g. figures1.13(a)and1.13(b)). In order to
motivate the use of projections consider a small gap betweena vibrating element and a
fixed part. If the air has enough time to flow away between the gap (in our case with
respect to the SAW time-period), the air film acts a damper. Otherwise, the air film is
trapped and squeezed and behaves dominantly like a spring. Due to this squeeze film, the
coefficient of friction would become very low, which hampersthe SAW motor operation.
The time to flow away depends on the contact area and the contact pressure and reduces
significantly by using projections. Hence, projections overcome a squeeze film of air
between slider and stator.

Although, the potential use of surface acoustic waves (SAW) as a driving principle was
already described bySashida(1985, US patent), the first successful attempts are more
recent. The seminal work in this area stems from 1992. In thatyear Kurosawa of the
Tokyo Institute of Technology (Japan) developed some initial ideas about the SAW motor
(Kurosawa et al. 2004). In the successive year, in 1993, the SAW motor project started.
The challenge was to obtain a proper contact with a high contact pressure between slider

1The British mathematician and physicist Lord Rayleigh (1842− 1919) described the Rayleigh wave in
his1885 paper ‘On waves propagated along the plane surface of an elastic solid’.
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z
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stator

ûz

λ

wave
propagation
direction

ûz λ f
Sashida’s motor µm’s 21 mm 44 kHz
SAW motor < 50 nm 1 - 0.01 mm 2-100 MHz

Figure 1.4: Principle of actuation of a traveling-wave motor and a SAW motor. The figure
is not on scale.

and stator such that the small wave amplitude (with respect to conventional ultrasonic
motors) would generate a motion. In their first successful attempt, the slider consisted of
three ruby balls glued onto a washer. Due to these contact balls, the projections, a high
contact pressure was obtained. Figure1.5shows an experimental stator ofKurosawa et al.
(1994). In the subsequent years, many milestones were set, like the fabrication of silicon
sliders to achieve more projections, miniaturization of the motor, application of energy
recycling and the use of coatings (table1.1).

Around 1994 H́elin et. al. started their research on the use of Lamb and Rayleigh waves
for ultrasonic motors at the University of Valenciennes andHainaut Cambŕesis, France.
The research resulted in a PhD. thesis (Hélin 1997).

In 1999 two students,Bergsma & de Jong(1999), of the University of Twente made a
study on the possible design of a clean linear precision actuator and proposed the Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) motor as a potential candidate. Subsequently, they analyzed the

Figure 1.5: Experimental stator of Kurosawa et al. (1994).
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Figure 1.6: Experimental SAW motor of Dijk (2000). Use of two sliders preloaded
against each other and utilizing end-of-stroke sensors.

1993 First operational SAW motor by Kurosawa et al.
1994 First (English) publication of a SAW motor (Kurosawa et al. 1994)
1997 A slider with 500 steel balls at the bottom (Chiba et al. 1997).

PhD. thesis (Hélin 1997).
1998 Slider made of silicon to achieve more projections (Osakabe et al. 1998)

Miniaturization of a SAW motor (Takasaki et al. 1998)
1999 Use of energy recycling (Asai et al. 1999).
2000 Use of two sliders preloaded against each other (Dijk 2000)
2002 Closed loop SAW planar motor (Vermeulen et al. 2002)
2003 The use of coatings for slider and stator (Nakamura et al. 2003)

Table 1.1: Some milestones in the development of SAW motors.

SAW motor in more detail. Another student of the University of Twente,Dijk (2000),
continued their work. He designed and built a successful operational prototype of a lin-
ear SAW motor at the Philips Centre for Industrial Technology(CFT, nowadays called
Philips Applied Technologies). The motor had two sliders that were preloaded against
each other. Furthermore, end-of-stroke sensors were utilized to detect whether or not the
motion direction of the slider should be reversed (figure1.6 and table1.1). In January
2001, the SAW motor was further investigated in the PhD research project described in
this thesis at the University of Twente in cooperation with Philips Applied Technologies.

1.3 Classification of SAW motors

This section gives an overview of the possible fundamental motion patterns by utilizing
Rayleigh waves.
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(a) 1 dof linear motion (b) 2 dof planar motion

Figure 1.7: Translations

1.3.1 Translations

Figure1.7(a)illustrates the basic setup of a linear 1 dof (degrees of freedom) motor. The
curly arrow represents a propagating Rayleigh wave at the stator surface, which pulls
the slider in (−x)-direction. For example,Kurosawa et al.(1994), Hélin (1997) andDijk
(2000) have demonstrated the linear translation. The linear translation extends to a planar
translation - i.e. a translation in 2-dimensions- by applying a second orthogonal propa-
gating wave front, as shown in figure1.7(b). The rotation aroundz is constrained (by a
slider guiding). The slider translates in a diagonal direction due to superposition of the
two waves. For example,Kurosawa et al.(1994) andHélin (1997) have described the
planar translation.

1.3.2 Constrained circular motions

Besides planar translations, it is possible to make planar circular motions. Figure1.8(a)
shows a basic construction of a constrained circular motionaround thez-axis that is en-
forced by the mechanical arm. The angle of rotation is limited. Figure1.8(b)shows a
construction with eight sliders that are rigidly connectedto a ring. There is no limitation
in the angle of rotation.Cheng et al.(2002) have demonstrated this constrained circular
motion.

1.3.3 Rotations

Figure 1.9(a)shows a construction for a one dof rotational motion around the y-axis.
The surface of the rotor is equipped with rings, again to overcome a squeeze film of air.
Kamphuis(2003) has studied this motion. In order to increase the output torque, Kamp-
huis recommended to increase the contact area between rotorand stator, for instance, by a
trench in the stator surface (figure1.9(a)). The one dof rotational motion extends to a two
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(a) limited angle of rotation (b) full angle of rotation

Figure 1.8: Constrained circular motions

(a) 1 dof rotational motion (b) 2 dof rotational motion

Figure 1.9: Rotations

dof rotational motion by means of a second wave front and using a sphere or hemisphere
instead of a rotor, see figure1.9(b). The direct driven, two dof, rotational motion has been
proposed and tested byYoseph et al.(2003).

The considered examples only utilize rectangular stators.However, the performance of
the rotational motion actuators could be significantly improved by using curved stators
instead. Furthermore, it is possible to exchange the role ofstator and slider (rotor), i.e.
such that the ‘slider’ is fixed and the ‘stator’ is moving.

1.3.4 Combinations

Combinations of the previously discussed motion patterns are possible too. For example,
Vermeulen, Peeters, Soemers, Feenstra & Breedveld(2002) have demonstrated the com-
bination of a 2 dof translational motion and a (limited) circular motion. Figure1.10(a)
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(a) 12 wave actuators (b) reduced number of wave
actuators

Figure 1.10: 3 dof planar motion (top view)

shows the basic structure of this setup. A preload force presses three rigidly connected
sliders against three separate planar stators. The arrows represent Rayleigh wave fronts,
which are generated at the edges of a stator. The number of wave actuators can be re-
duced while preserving the degrees of freedom as demonstrated byPeeters & Vermeulen
(2004). Figure1.10(b)shows the basic construction. They applied so-called Dual-Sided
Actuation (section4.2.3).

Because, the principle of actuation for all types is based on figure1.4, it suffices to study
the SAW linear motor in order to gain insight in the principleof motion actuation of all
previously mentioned types of actuators.

1.4 Features and applications of a SAW motor

In this section we enumerate the characteristics of a SAW motor in general and with re-
spect to a rotating traveling-wave motor (e.g. Sashida’s traveling-wave motor); the prin-
ciple of operation of a rotating traveling-wave motor is similar to a SAW motor. Next, we
discuss some potential application fields for a SAW motor. The features and applications
are partly based on results obtained during this research project.

Pros of SAW motors are:

– high force at low velocities (for example, a force of1 N is shown in figure3.35and
a force of10 N is described byNakamura et al.(2003)): suitable for direct drive
applications;

– high acceleration (small moving mass), wide velocity range (for example, velocities
of 0 - 0.047 m/s are shown in figure3.34and velocities of0 - 1.5 m/s are described
by Nakamura et al.(2003)), large blocking force and no backlash, high resolution
(for example, steps of1.7 nm are shown in figure4.16 and steps of0.5 nm are
described byShigematsu & Kurosawa(2004)), precise positioning (for example, a
steady-state error of 20.3 nm is shown in figure4.21);
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– silent operation, since rotation-translation transmission and velocity-reduction gears
are not required;

– relatively large stroke (for example, a stroke of8 cm is described in section1.5)
with respect to the displacement resolution;

– no inherent lubrication requirements: suitable for vacuum applications, negligible
effect of external electromagnetical fields and no inherentgeneration of electro-
magnetical fields can be expected (at the stator-slider interface);

– capable of operating in single and multiple degrees of freedom, while preserving
mechanical stiffness;

– a compact and structural simple construction, lightweight, suitable for miniaturiza-
tion (cm size).

Pros of a SAW motor with respect to another type of ultrasonicmotor: a rotational
traveling-wave motor (figure1.3) are:

– the stator of a SAW motor can simply be attached to a frame without damping
the wave, whereas the support of a stator of a traveling-wavemotor requires extra
attention;

– the influence of a change in motor temperature on the wave amplitude is smaller.
Consequently, no additional electronics are required for shifting the excitation fre-
quency.

Cons of a SAW motor:

– requirement of a high frequency power sources;

– necessity of wear resistant materials;

– difficult to fabricate high power (kW) motors;

– sensitive to fabrication tolerances;

– sensitive to contamination.

Cons of a SAW motor with respect to another type of ultrasonic motor: a rotating traveling-
wave motor are:

– efficiency is smaller;

– driving frequency is higher – larger losses (e.g. piezoelectric losses), higher de-
mands on electronics;

– smaller wave amplitude – influence of for instance, flatnessand roughness is higher.

The features of a SAW motor differ from those of electromagnetic motors. Therefore,
potential applications of a SAW motor may be in areas where the above features can be
utilized or where electromagnetic motors are inadequate (due to electromagnetic fields,
for example).

Potential application fields are:

– positioning of, for example, small mirrors, lenses, lasers and sensors in optical
setups;
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– positioning of samples in (electron-) microscopes for visualization and for material
research (e.g. magnetic resonance force microscopy);

– actuators for use in space, (no lubrication, vacuum compatible);
– actuators with extreme demands regarding (low) electromagnetic fields.
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1.5 Experimental setup

Throughout this thesis, we will refer to the experimental setup discussed in this section.
The setup is a modified version of the setup described byDijk (2000) (figure 1.6). In
order to better analyze the principle of operation only one instead of two sliders is used.
Therefore, also the preload mechanism is different. Besidesanalysis of the principle
of operation, the setup is employed to acquire validation data for the derived models
(chapter3) and it is used to implement and investigate actuation and control strategies
(chapter4).

Figure1.11shows a photo of the experimental setup. The numbers refer topart names
listed at the bottom of the figure, which are used in this section. The main parts of the
setup are discussed in detail.

2
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1 stator
2 slider
3 IDT
4 damping material

5 guiding axis
6 slider guiding
7 permanent magnet
8 flux conductors

9 sensor
10 encoder scale
11 matching network
12 tunable flux shortcuts (bolts)

Figure 1.11: Experimental setup

1.5.1 Stator and IDT’s

The stator (1) is made of a PZT piezoelectric ceramic:PZT805. See section2.3.2 for
a description of PZT. The stator is fabricated by Morgan Electro Ceramics, which is a
former Philips-daughter. The Philips grading name wasPXE43. The manufacturing
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PSfrag damping material
IDT 1 IDT 2

20 mm 35 mm

80 mm

160 mm

Figure 1.12: Geometry of the stator.

process of the stator is discussed inDijk (2000). The size of the stator is35×160×5 mm3.
The so-called interdigital transducers (IDT) (3) generateSAW’s (detailed discussion in
section2.3.1). In the experimental setup both IDT’s have 20 finger pairs and an aperture
width of 20 mm (figure1.12). The finger patterns are made of silver and have a thickness
of 6.8 µm. The stator is only poled (made piezoelectric) at the IDT’s. The stator is left
un-poled at the central part to prevent re-orientation of molecules, which would affect the
flatness and roughness. Moreover, the un-poled ceramic may be regarded as a mass of
minute crystallites, randomly oriented and hence the ceramic material will be isotropic
at the central part (Philips 1997). Once a wave is generated at an IDT it will propagate
to both ends of the stator. In this experimental setup, damping material (4) dissipates the
remaining energy. A small heat sink is placed on top of the damping material.

1.5.2 Sliders

Two types of sliders are utilized. The first type of slider is an experimental slider consist-
ing of an aluminum triangular shaped plate (18 × 1.5 mm) with 3 steel balls with1 mm
radius glued at the bottom (figure1.13(a)). The mass is0.6 10−3 kg and apart from the
gravitational force, there is no additional preload applied. This slider is used without any
external guiding. The second type of slider (1 cm2) is made of silicon and has 40 000 ball-
shaped projections (placed in a closed-packed orientation). The manufacturing process of

(a) experimental slider (b) zoom of a silicon slider surface (ob-
tained by an interference measurement mi-
croscope)

Figure 1.13: Two types of sliders.
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Figure 1.14: Degrees of freedom of the slider.
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Figure 1.15: Cross section of the experimental set-up.

the silicon sliders is discussed inDijk (2000) as well. Figure1.13(b)shows a detail of the
slider surface.

1.5.3 Slider guiding

Consider figure1.14. The unguided slider is constrained in 4 dof’s:z, Rx, Ry (via the
stator) andx (actuation coordinate).Rz andy are unconstrained or free. The guiding
has to take care ofRz andy constraints. In the experimental setup,y is constrained by
the slider guiding (6) and the guiding axis (5) (figure1.15). However, it appeared that
Rz does not have to be constrained in the practical setup; the friction of the ball-joint is
sufficient to prevent rotationRz. Refer to section5.3 for detailed information about the
slider guiding. Furthermore, in the remainder of this thesis we will use the orientation of
the coordinate systems of figure1.14, that is, the wave propagation along thex-axis and
thez-axis normal to the stator surface.
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Figure 1.16: Electrical part

1.5.4 Preload force

The preload force for the silicon sliders is applied by meansof a magnetic force achieved
by permanent neodymium magnets (7). A number of flux conductors (8) guides the mag-
netic flux. A metal sphere that is attached to the slider guiding is pulled in the direction
of the two north poles and the south pole (figure1.15). A symmetric setup is chosen to
apply a ‘stable’ force in the normalz-direction. We can vary the air gapsgy as well as
air gapgz. The preload forceFp depends on all air gaps. The preload force can also be
varied by the variable parallel flux reluctanceRv. The parallel flux reluctance consists of
air gaps that can be closed by bolts (12). We did not close the bolts for the experiments
discussed in this thesis.

1.5.5 Electrical circuit

Figure1.16(a)shows a schematic view of the electrical part of the experimental setup. A
control signal activates the system. After multiplying this signal with a high frequency
signal (carrier), an amplitude-modulated signal (AM) is obtained. The frequency of the
carrier signal is approximately 2.2 MHz. A power amplifier (gain) increases the volt-
age of the signal. Next, the signal arrives at a matching network (11) (section2.3.1).
Figure1.16(b)shows the structure of the applied matching network. Finally, the IDT is
excited.

1.5.6 Measurement

Table1.2shows an overview of the available measurement possibilities. The displacement
of the silicon slider can be measured by means of a linear encoder (9) of MicroE Systems.
The type is Mercury 3500, which has a resolution from5µm to 5 nm (depending on the
chosen interpolation).

The experimental slider (figure1.13(a)) displacement and velocity and the silicon slider
(figure 1.13(b)) displacement and velocity can be measured by a so-called vibrometer
fabricated by Polytec. For the velocity, a VD-01 encoder is used and for the displacement,
the DD-200 encoder is used. By utilizing a vibrometer we are able to measure directly at
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preload encoder vibrometer vibrometer
displacement displacement velocity

silicon slider yes yes yes yes
experimental slider yes yes
wave amplitude yes

Table 1.2: Overview of the available measurement possibilities.

the slider rather than via the slider guiding. A third vibrometer encoder (VD-05) can be
used to measure the high frequency wave displacement.

The preload force can be measured with two strain gauges glued to the slider guiding.
See figure1.15. The gauges measure the deformation of the guiding. The two gauges are
connected to a measurement bridge such that temperature dependencies are minimized.

1.6 Thesis outline

There exist a strong relationship between the experimentalsetup and the thesis outline as
demonstrated by figure1.17.

ch. 5

referencer

ch. 2 ch. 3

control actuation
wave

generation
motion

generation

ch. 4ch. 4

Figure 1.17: Outline of the thesis.

In the first part of chapter 2 (Acoustic waves) we introduce Rayleigh waves and the prop-
agation of Rayleigh waves in different stator configurations. Furthermore, Raleigh waves
properties that are important for modeling and design of a SAW motor are discussed, like
a relation for the minimal stator thickness, the required wave power and a relation for the
stator length. In the second part, the generation of Rayleighwaves by so-called interdig-
ital transducers is discussed. Furthermore, we examine applicable materials and losses
associated with wave generation and wave propagation.

In chapter 3 (SAW motor modeling), the principle of operation of a SAW motor and
the inherent properties are analyzed. To this end, three contact models are derived that
describe the microscopic and macroscopic behavior simultaneously. The different contact
models are:

– a contact model that describes the microscopic behavior between a single projection
and the wave motion. This model is used to explain the principle of operation in
detail;
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– a contact model that describes the microscopic behavior for a small number of pro-
jections. The model is used to describe the influence of multiple projections in the
ideal case.

– the microscopic behavior for a large number of projections. The purpose is to fit the
SAW motor behavior and discuss the implication of a large number of projections.

Next, the models are validated. Finally, the influence of themodel parameters on the
SAW behavior is studied in order to find the requirements for an optimal contact between
slider and stator.

Chapter 4 (Actuation and control) investigates the actuation and closed-loop control of
a SAW motor. First, a linear time invariant system model of the SAW motor is derived.
Next, the disturbance sources of the SAW motor are discussed. Hereafter, different strate-
gies to actuate the motor are examined. For one actuation strategy a controller is designed.
Finally, the SAW behavior under closed-loop control is demonstrated for some example
trajectories.

In chapter 5 (Design procedures), we consider the design of aSAW motor to obtain an
indication for the applied materials, the geometry, the construction, the actuation and the
practical limitations. First, the inherent SAW motor is discussed, where a design trajec-
tory is proposed to obtain design parameters. Next, the guiding design and the preload
mechanism are examined. Finally, the electronics of the control loop are discussed.

Chapter 6 (Conclusions) lists the conclusions and gives recommendations for future SAW
motor research.



Chapter 2

Acoustic waves

Overview: This chapter starts with a brief description of acoustic plane waves and, in
particular, Rayleigh waves. Next, properties related to Rayleigh waves are discussed.
An interdigital transducer can generate Rayleigh waves. Thelast part of this chapter
will focus on features, loss and design of an interdigital transducer.

2.1 Wave types

A SAW motor utilizes surface acoustic waves (SAW) or more specifically Rayleigh waves
to generate a motion. Knowledge of Rayleigh waves and its properties is therefore a
prerequisite to design a SAW motor (chapter5), explain SAW behavior and predict SAW
behavior (chapter3 and chapter4).

Figure2.1shows an outline of this section. In order to point out which physical principles
are required to describe acoustic waves, a brief derivationof a wave equation is given
in subsection2.1.1. In order to introduce wave terminology, subsection2.1.2discusses
acoustic plane wave solutions. The existence of Rayleigh waves in an elastic half space is
discussed in subsection2.1.3. Finally, Rayleigh waves in a more realistic elastic plate are
considered in subsection2.1.4.

2.1.1 Wave equation

In this section, we derive a wave equation of a linear, homogeneous solid. The goal is to
show which physical principles pertain to acoustic waves and to introduce wave related
variables. For a rigorous derivation see for exampleAuld (1990) or Oliner et al.(1978).
Consider an infinitesimal control volume of a solid in an Euclidian 3-space with Cartesian
coordinatesx = (x1, x2, x3)

T. The displacement of this infinitesimal control volume (par-
ticle) is represented by the vectoru = (u1, u2, u3)

T. (In order to compactly describe tensor
relations, we use a slightly different notation in this chapter, e.g.,(x1, x2, x3) instead of
(x, y, z)). The body forces exerted by the neighboring volumes on the infinitesimal vol-

17
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WAVE TYPES

physical
principles

wave equation
section2.1.1

boundary
conditions
half-space

boundary
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Rayleigh
waves

section2.1.3

Lamb waves
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properties
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consecutive
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Figure 2.1: Outline of the wave-types section.
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T13

Figure 2.2: Three stress tensor components.

ume are described by a stress tensor1 with componentsTij wherei is the direction of the
force andj is the surface normal toxj (i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}). Figure2.2shows an example of
stress components acting in thex1-direction. The stress componentT11 is a tensile stress
and the componentsT13 andT12 are shear stresses. The resulting ‘force’ acting on the
infinitesimal volume is determined by the stress differential between two faces times the
corresponding face-area. For example, the resulting ‘force’ in x1-direction is

dF1 =
∂T11

∂x1

dx1(dx2dx3) +
∂T12

∂x2

dx2(dx1dx3) +
∂T13

∂x3

dx3(dx1dx2)

=

(
∂T11

∂x1

+
∂T12

∂x2

+
∂T13

∂x3

)

dx1dx2dx3 (2.1)

The forces in the remaining two directions are found in a similar way. By using Einstein’s
summation convention (the convention that repeated indices are implicitly summed over),
we can compactly write the force in all three directions.

dFi =
∂Tij

∂xj

dx1dx2dx3 (2.2)

1While the distinction between covariant and contravariant indices must be made for general tensors,
the two are equivalent for tensors in the Euclidean 3-space (Dubrovin et al. 1984) and therefore omitted.
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By using Newton’s second law, the equation of motion per unit of volume (for no external
forces and no dissipation) becomes

ρ
∂2ui

∂t2
=

∂Tij

∂xj

(2.3)

whereρ denotes the mass density of the solid. Equation2.3gives a relation between the
particle displacement and the stress. Next, we consider theelasticity of the solid. To this
end, we define the strain-displacement relation for small deformations.

Skl =
1

2

(
∂uk

∂xl

+
∂ul

∂xk

)

(2.4)

The elastic constitutive relation between stressTij and strainSkl is described by Hooke’s
law.

Tij = cijklSkl (2.5)

wherecijkl are the components of the stiffness tensor (i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3}). By substi-
tution of equation2.4 in equation2.5 and this again in equation2.3 and by using the
symmetrySkl = Slk we obtain the wave equation in tensor notation.

ρ
∂2ui

∂t2
− cijkl

∂2uk

∂xj∂xl

= 0 (2.6)

Summarizing, we have used Newton’s second law of motion (equation2.3) and Hooke’s
law (equation2.5) to derive a wave equation for a linear, homogenous (non-piezoelectric)
solid. This wave equation is used to find plane waves (section2.1.2) and Rayleigh waves
(section2.1.3).

2.1.2 Uniform plane waves

This subsection discusses uniform plane waves – sometimes called bulk waves – in a
linear, homogeneous solid. For details, refer toAuld (1990). A uniform plane wave, the
simplest example of an acoustic wave solution, propagates along a particular direction
and has a field that is uniform in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction. We
discuss plane waves to introduce wave terminology and because plane waves are used to
explain so-called Lamb waves and Rayleigh waves in a plate (section2.1.4).

Basically, a uniform plane wave solution is found in three steps. First, a solution is pro-
posed. Second, this solution is substituted in the wave equation. Finally, the wave equa-
tion is solved (appendixA).

Consider a general plane wave solution that propagates alongthel = (l1, l2, l3)
T direction,

where|l| = 1 (figure2.3). The general solution of such a plane wave solution is

u = û cos (ωt − k l · x) (2.7)
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a propagating uniform wave alongl.

The argument of thecos is a function of timet and positionx. First supposex = 0, such
that the argument of thecos is ωt, whereω is the vibration frequency of material particles.
Secondly, supposex 6= 0. Consider figure2.3. The additional phase at a positionx with
respect tox = 0 is

− 2π

λ
|x||l| cos(θ) = −2π

λ
x · l = −k x · l (2.8)

where dot productx · l determines the length of the projection ofx onto the propagation
vectorl. The wave vectork (‘spatial frequency’) relates to the wavelengthλ and the phase
velocity c of the wave by

k =
2π

λ
=

ω

c
(2.9)

The phase velocityc of a plane wave is defined as the propagation velocity of an equiphase
wavefront (figure2.3). The amplitude vector̂u in equation2.7 determines the type of
the plane wave solution. For a linear, homogenous, non-piezoelectric solid, there are in
general three uniform plane wave solutions and three associated phase velocities. Fig-
ure2.4shows an example of three uniform plane waves solutions, which propagate along
l = (1, 0, 0)T (refer to appendixA for the calculation). The corresponding amplitude
vectors (eigenvectors) are:

ûl =





1
0
0



 , ûsv =





0
0
1



 , ûsh =





0
1
0





where the subscript ‘l’ denotes a longitudinal wave , ‘sv’ a vertically polarized shear
wave and ‘sh’ a horizontally polarized shear wave . For an isotropic material the two
shear waves degenerate, i.e., the shear wave phase velocities are equalcsh = csv.
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Figure 2.4: Uniform plane wave field displacement distribution. From left to right, lon-
gitudinal wave (l), vertically polarized shear wave (sv) and a horizontallypolarized shear
wave (sh).
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Figure 2.5: Isotropic half-space that is stress free at the surface.

2.1.3 Rayleigh waves in an isotropic half space

A SAW motor utilizes Raleigh waves. In this subsection, we examine Rayleigh wave
features that are used in the next chapters, e.g., the elliptical surface motion. Related
Rayleigh wave properties are discussed in section2.2.

An isotropic half-space is one of the simplest waveguide structures in which a Rayleigh
wave can exist (figure2.5). In this structure we only consider two dimensions (x1, x3),
i.e., the particle displacement inx2 direction is assumed uniform. The Rayleigh wave
solution is derived in appendixB by using the potential theory (Auld 1990), (Kino 1987).
The resulting Raleigh wave solution satisfies both, the wave equation (equation2.6) and
the stress-free boundary conditions (figure2.5).
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Figure 2.6: Displacement field distribution as a function of the depth for an isotropic
material (un-poled PXE43, material grade of the experimental slider).

The found displacement components inx1 andx3 direction are

u1 =
Ce

q

(
2sqex3s − (k2

r + s2)ex3q
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

û1(x3)

cos(ωt − krx1)

u3 =
Ce

kr

(
2k2

r e
x3s − (k2

r + s2)ex3q
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

û3(x3)

sin(ωt − krx1) (2.10)

whereCe depends on the excitation ands andq are constants.

s =
√

k2
r − k2

s q =
√

k2
r − k2

l (2.11)

The wave vectorskl, ks andkr correspond to a longitudinal wave, a shear wave and a
Rayleigh wave respectively. The Rayleigh wave vectorkr is a solution of an implicit
6th order polynomial the so-called Raleigh equation (equation B.29). An approximate
solution of this equation, which is better than0.5%, is (Auld 1990):

ks

kr
=

cr

cs
=

0.87 + 1.12σ

1 + σ
(2.12)

whereσ is Poisson’s ratio andcs the shear wave phase velocity.

Equation2.10and figure2.6demonstrate the elliptical motion of material particles. Note
that the rotation direction of the surface particles is anticlockwise, whereas the propa-
gation direction is positive. The amplitude of the particlemotions only depend on the
depthx3. Figure2.7 shows the relation between the amplitudesû1(x3) andû3(x3). The
amplitudes decay inside the material as a function of the wavelength, i.e., the decay is
reciprocal with the frequency. Furthermore, the rotation reverses at approximately one
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Figure 2.7: Displacement amplitude as a function of the depth for an isotropic material.
(un-poled PXE43, material grade of the experimental stator ).

fifth of the depth. (figure2.6and figure2.7). An interesting SAW motor parameter is the
ratio between the tangential and the normal displacement atthe surface. This parameter
is used in the SAW motor model, which is derived in the next chapter. In this example the
material dependent ratio is 0.65 (figure2.7).

Table2.1 lists the Rayleigh wave and the plane-wave phase velocities of the experimen-
tal setup (section1.5). The longitudinal wave and the shear wave phase-velocity are
calculated directly by the material parameters (equationA.7). The Rayleigh-wave phase-
velocity is obtained by equation2.12. Observe thatcl > cs > cr.

longitudinal wave, shear wave, Rayleigh wave,
cl m/s cs m/s cr m/s
4050 2117 1963

Table 2.1: The phase velocities of the experimental setup (section1.5).

Rayleigh waves at a thin layer on a half space

Consider a substrate covered with a thin solid layer of thicknessh, for example a coating
to improve tribological behavior. According toOliner et al.(1978), the distribution of the
particle displacements as a function of depth and the relative values of the components do
not change much with respect to a free surface as long as the layer is thin compared to the
wavelength (h ≪ λr).

2.1.4 Lamb waves and Rayleigh waves in a plate

In the previous subsection, we considered the existence of aRayleigh wave in an infinitely
thick half-space. However, a practical stator substrate has a finite thickness, which can
influence the wave propagation negatively. Therefore, we will derive a relation that de-
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Figure 2.8: Reflection of uniform plane waves at a stress free boundary of an isotropic
solid.

scribes the influence of plate thickness and wave frequency on the wave propagation. This
relation yields a design parameter for the stator thickness(chapter5).

We start with a brief introduction of Lamb waves, because a Rayleigh-wave like in a plate
can be considered as the superposition of two Lamb wave modes. For detailed informa-
tion, seeAuld (1990). Subsequently, a Lamb wave can be considered as a superposition
of successive reflected uniform plane waves (section2.1.2) against the lower and upper
faces of a plate. First, consider the reflection at one face. Figure2.8shows the scattering
of incident plane waves at a stress free boundary of an isotropic solid. According toAuld
(1990), a vertically polarized shear wave (sv) and a longitudinalwave (l) reflect partly
into the other type. Figure2.8(a)shows that that a shear wave (sv) reflects into a shear
wave and a longitudinal wave. Figure2.8(b)shows the same for a longitudinal wave.

Figure2.9shows a reflection pattern of waves within a plate. Dependingon the thickness
of the plate and the frequency of the waves different modes can occur. These modes are
symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to thex1 − x2 plane. A so-called dispersion
curve visualizes the different modes. Figure2.10 shows the dispersion curve that was
calculated (appendixC) for the isotropic stator material that is used in the experimental
setup (section1.5). Figure2.10shows that for a small frequency-thickness product (ωb)
only two modes can exist; an asymmetric wave modeF1 and a symmetric wave modeL1.
The number of possible modes increases with increasing frequency and plate thickness.
Moreover, for a high frequency and a large thickness, the velocity of the lowest two Lamb
modes (L1, F1) approach the Rayleigh wave phase velocitycr; indeed a Rayleigh wave is
a superposition of the lowest two Lamb wave modes. Figure2.11illustrates this.

Beating

There is a continuous coupling between surface waves at the upper and lower faces when
the plate thickness is finite. Therefore, surface waves at the top and at the bottom of the
plate cannot be treated independently but should be treatedas a fundamental symmetric
and an asymmetric Lamb wave. The phase velocity of the fundamental modes is different
for a finite plate thickness. Hence, due to an associated phase shift a Rayleigh-wave like
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Figure 2.10: Lamb wave dispersion curve for an isotropic material (un-poled PXE, ma-
terial of experimental stator). The solid lines are asymmetric waves and the dashed lines
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excited at the upper boundary will propagate to the lower boundary of the plate and back
again (figure2.12). This is called beating.

We like to prevent beating at the stator of a SAW motor, i.e., we prefer a uniform wave
amplitude. Therefore, anticipating a discussion in chapter 5 on SAW-motor design, we
like to find the minimal thickness to keep the Rayleigh wave predominately at one side
of a stator. The length of the stator isxlength and the thickness of the stator isb. Consider
the superposition of a fundamental symmetricL1 and an asymmetricF1 Lamb wave with
equal amplitude. The normalized normal-vibration amplitude of these Lamb waves and
the sum of these Lamb waves, at the surface, is

u3,L1
= cos(ωt − 1

cL1
ωx1)

u3,F1
= cos(ωt − 1

cF1
ωx1) (2.13)

u3,L1
+ u3,F1

= 2 cos

(

−ωt +
1

2

(
1

cF1
+

1

cL1

)

ωx1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

carrier

cos

(
1

2

(
1

cF1
− 1

cL1

)

ωx1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

envelope
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Figure 2.11: A Rayleigh wave equals the sum of the two lowest Lamb wave modes, for
limωb → ∞.

Figure 2.12: Beating in a plate due to a velocity difference between theL1 and theF1

Lamb wave mode.

wherecL1 andcF1 are the phase velocities of the two Lamb wave modes (figure2.10). The
superposition is written as the product of a carrier signal and an envelope. The tangential
vibration amplitudeu1,L1

+ u1,F1
yields a similar expression

u1,L1
= sin(ωt − 1

cL1
ωx1)

u1,F1
= sin(ωt − 1

cF1
ωx1) (2.14)

u1,L1
+ u1,F1

= 2 sin

(

−ωt +
1

2

(
1

cF1
+

1

cL1

)

ωx1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

carrier

cos

(
1

2

(
1

cF1
− 1

cL1

)

ωx1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

envelope

Hence, the resulting surface amplitude of a Rayleigh-wave like in a finite plate is

û = û0

∣
∣
∣
∣
cos

(
1

2

(
1

cL1
− 1

cF1

)

ωx1

)∣
∣
∣
∣

(2.15)

By using

ω =
2πcr

λr
x1 = nlengthλr (2.16)

where the subscriptr refers to a Rayleigh wave, we find

û = û0

∣
∣
∣
∣
cos

((
cs

cL1
− cs

cF1

)

πnlength
cr

cs

)∣
∣
∣
∣

(2.17)
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Figure 2.13: Polynomial curve fitting of the velocity ratio. The deviation forn > 4 is
due to numerical inaccuracy.

wherecs is the shear wave phase velocity. For an isotropic material,the argument
(

cs
cL1

− cs
cF1

)

depends only on Poisson’s ratioσ andnthickness= b/λr where andb is the stator thickness.
An analytical approximation of the derived numerical relation can be obtained by means
of polynomial least-square curve-fitting (figure2.13). The approximation forσ = 0.3 in
the intervalnthickness= [1.5 . . . 5] is

cs

cL1
− cs

cF1
≈ 1.33 10−1.03nthickness (2.18)

Furthermore, forσ = 0.3 the ratiocr/cs = 0.93 (equation2.12). Hence, we can approxi-
mate the amplitude by

û ≈ û0

∣
∣cos

(
3.87nlength10−1.03nthickness

)∣
∣ (2.19)

Figure 2.14 shows the amplitude decrease due to beating of a Rayleigh-wave like for
three different thickness values. The minimal stator thickness for a specified maximal
amplitude decreaseû

û0

is

b = λr log




3.87nlength

arccos
(

û
û0

)




1

1.03
= λr log




3.87x1

arccos
(

û
û0

)

λr




1

1.03
(2.20)

Concluding, the minimal stator thickness reduces by decreasing the wavelengthλr (or
increasing frequency), when the condition3.87nlength > arccos (û/û0) is satisfied. In
chapter5 we will use this stator thickness relation.
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Figure 2.14: The decrease in wave amplitude due to beating for an isotropic material with
a Poisson’s ratioσ = 0.3. The stator thicknessb is 2, 3 and 4 wavelengths.

2.2 Rayleigh wave properties

The properties derived in this section are under the assumption that the plate thickness is
sufficiently large such that the Rayleigh wave is not affectedby beating (section2.1.4).

2.2.1 Power flow

We derive a relation between the power flow –the power transported by a Rayleigh wave–
the frequency and the particle velocity/displacement amplitude at the surface. This rela-
tion is an important criterium for finding design parameters(chapter5). Furthermore, it
is convenient to know the power flow as a function of the particle velocity/displacement
amplitude, because these variables can be measured directly as the power flow cannot.

According toAuld (1990), the time-average power flow across a unit area normal to the
xi direction is

PS,i = −1

2
Re

{
jωTiju

∗
j

}
[

W

m2

]

(2.21)

where∗ denotes the complex conjugated andj is the imaginary unit. The power flow
PS is the acoustic equivalent of the electromagnetic time-average Poynting vector (Cheng
1989). Oliner et al.(1978) note that in piezoelectric material applicable for ultrasonics the
acoustic term is dominating. Therefore, equation2.21is also valid for piezoelectric ma-
terial. Furthermore, assume that the wave propagates in a pure mode direction, i.e., there
is only a power flow in the direction of the wave propagation vector (l). This assumption
is valid for isotropic materials and for anisotropic materials where the wave transducer
(section2.3) is set along a pure mode direction. A Raleigh wave is a non-leaky SAW
such that the power flow inx3 direction is zero. With these assumptions the Raleigh wave
power per unit width carried along the propagation direction (x1) is

P1 = −1

2
Re

{∫ 0

−∞
jωT1ju

∗
j dx3

} [
W

m

]

(2.22)
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Substitution of Hooke’s law (eq.2.5), the strain-displacement relation (eq.2.4) and the
Rayleigh wave particle distribution (eq.2.10) in equation2.22leads to

ˆ̇u3|x3=0√
P1

= c3
√

ω

ˆ̇u1|x3=0√
P1

= c1
√

ω (2.23)

wherec3 andc1 are constants that depend on the stator material. Table2.2 shows some
power flow constants.

material
ˆ̇u3|x3=0√

P1

[10−6 m/s
(W/m)1/2

]
ˆ̇u1|x3=0√

P1

[10−6 m/s
(W/m)1/2

] reference

unpoled-PXE 43 4.3
√

ω 2.8
√

ω calculated
unpoled-PXE 5 4.3

√
ω 2.6

√
ω calculated

Quartz Y cut – X 4.3
√

ω 2.9
√

ω Auld (1990)
128◦Y-X Lithium Niobate ≈ 3.25

√
ω ≈ 2.27

√
ω calculated

Table 2.2: Some power constants

The next relations can be derived from equation2.23.

û1, û3 ∝ 1√
f

for P1 = constant

ˆ̇u1, ˆ̇u3 ∝
√

f for P1 = constant
P1 ∝ f for û3 = constant
ˆ̇u1 ∝ û3 for f = constant

where∝ means ‘proportional to’. The relations are visualized in figure2.15.
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mental setup.)
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Figure 2.16: Geometry of a SAW wavefront with a limited width2a.

2.2.2 Diffraction

In the previous sections, we only considered wave propagation in the two dimensional
x1x3 plane. The assumption is that the wave motion inx2 direction is uniform. However,
in practice this will be not true, for example due to the limited width of the SAW wave
transducer; the so-called aperture width (section2.3). The generated Rayleigh wavefront
will locally be equal to the aperture width. But along the propagation path, this width and
also the wave amplitude and phase will change, i.e., the wavediffracts. The diffraction of
waves limits the useful stator length and thereby the strokeof a SAW motor (chapter5). In
this subsection, we discuss the cause of diffraction. Furthermore, we describe the relation
between the aperture width, the frequency and the useful stator length. In chapter5 we
will use these relation to find design parameters.

Figure2.16 shows the geometry of the considered problem. We like to find the wave
amplitude at a pointp. The width of the aperture is2a, i.e., the amplitude on thex2-axis
is zero for|x2| > a and (supposed) constant for and uniform|x2| ≤ a. The desired wave
propagation direction isx1 andkr is the wave vector. The so-called wave directionality at a
point at thex2-axis (|x2| < a) explains the cause of diffraction. Figure2.17demonstrates
the directionality as a function ofφ for different aperture width - wavelength ratios (refer
to Oliner et al.(1978)). It demonstrates that the directionality increases by increasing the
aperture width and by the increasing frequency (1

λr
= fr

cr
). There is only radiation in the

x1-direction forlim a → ∞. The wave amplitude at a pointp is the superposition of the
waves radiating from every angleφ. Figure2.18shows the resulting wave amplitude at
different distances. Due to phase shift, there are points where the amplitude increases and
points where the amplitude decreases.

Similar to optics, it is convenient to denote the distance from the aperture by a dimension-
less parameter

X =
λr

a2
x1 (2.24)
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Figure 2.17: Polar plots of the directionality for different aperture width/wavelength ra-
tio.

whereX is the so-called Fresnel parameter. For details, refer toKino (1987). Most energy
stays within the aperture width ifX < 1, i.e.,

x1 <
a2

λr
e.g. x1 <

a2fr

cr
=

0.012 2.2 106

2000
= 0.11 [m] (2.25)

This region is called the Fresnel or near-field region . From an efficiency point of view, it
is beneficial to stay within this region. The wave energy diverges ifX > 1. This region is
the Fraunhofer or far-field region.
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Figure 2.18: Wave amplitude at different values of the normalized distance from the
aperture.
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quency and aperture width. (For PXE43, the material grade of the experimental set-up)

Hence, the stator length should be within the Fresnel region. Furthermore, a larger Fresnel
region is achieved by increasinga2fr. Figure2.19demonstrates that in order to achieve a
larger Fresnel region at a constant power it is better to increase the aperture width rather
than the frequency.

2.2.3 Attenuation

This subsection describes different causes of attenuationin the context of a SAW motor.
On the one hand, to see where energy is dissipated and how thiscan be prevented and on
the other hand, to describe how waves can be deliberately attenuated. Different causes of
attenuation are:

1. Intrinsic loss in the solid. The intrinsic loss (of piezoelectric material) will be dis-
cussed in section2.3.2.

2. Loss due to scattering and conversion to bulk waves by a change in material prop-
erties (elastic discontinuities,mass loadingat the surface etc.). This can be caused
by a slider that is pressed against the stator.

3. Conversion of energy from fundamental to harmonic frequencies in a non-linear
medium, e.g., for large amplitudes.

4. Loss associated with aleakysurface acousticwave.

5. Loss due toviscous contaminationof various kinds, including deliberate damping
on the surface.

The dominating mechanisms depend on the setup and the ambient conditions. Some of
the causes are discussed in more detail.
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Figure 2.20: Leaky surface acoustic waves are radiated into a medium.

Wave scattering

An example of mass loading is a slider pressed with a large preload force against the
stator surface. Besides loss to surface waves, incident energy is lost in bulk waves
(Munasinghe & Farnell 1972). De Benedictis(2003) has measured the reflected surface
acoustic waves. He observed an increase in reflection with increasing preload force.

Viscous contamination and leaky waves

Consider the effect on a Rayleigh wave when an isotropic substrate at which a wave is
propagating is loaded by a medium such as water (Auld 1990), (Kino 1987). Assume that
the wave in this medium can propagate with a longitudinal phase velocitycl that is lower
than the Rayleigh velocitycr of the substrate. If the Raleigh wave vector iskr, than it is
expected that a quasi-plane wave with a wave vectorkl is excited in the liquid with an
angleθ to the normal. See figure2.20

kl sin(θ) = kr

cr sin(θ) = cl (2.26)

Hence, the Rayleigh wave attenuates due to the radiation of wave energy into the medium,
i.e., mode conversion. This mechanism is positively used inthe experimental setup (sec-
tion 1.5), that is, absorption material is placed at both ends of the stator to overcome
reflection. Such a loading medium is finite in size. Hence, thewave scatters within the
absorber and will finally be converted to heat. The attenuation due to radiation is for
example large for polymers, plastics, and rubbers, which are therefore suitable absorber
materials.

2.3 Generation of Surface Acoustic Waves

The goal of a SAW motor wave transducer is to generate Rayleighwaves with a large am-
plitude. Criteria for the choice of a particular transducer and the design of this transducer
are:
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– complexity of the transducer;
– efficiency/power consumption;
– compactness;
– absence of magnetic fields;
– suitable for control;
– vacuum compatibility;
– fabrication complexity/cost.

In the literature, e.g.,White (1970) andAuld (1990), various transducers are described.
The conversion of these transducers is based on Lorentz forces, thermoelastic effects or
piezoelectric effects. A magnetic-based (Lorentz force) transducer is not recommended.
Because, this would void a key feature of the SAW motor namely theabsence of magnetic
fields. Furthermore, thermoelastic transducers are among other things notideal from a
control point of view.

Table 2.3 shows some piezoelectric transducers. A wedge transducer utilizes a longi-
tudinal bulk wave transducer to generate a unidirectional Rayleigh wave. The incident
longitudinal wave is directed towards the substrate at an angle θ such that the tangential
longitudinal wave vectorsin(θ)kl equals the Rayleigh wave vectorkr (similar to the sit-
uation shown in figure2.20). The wedge transducer is widely used in non-destructive
evaluation to detect flaws in non-piezoelectric material.

An edge transducer is a localized sv-shear wave transducer with a width comparable with
the penetration depth of the Rayleigh wave. This transducer is used in non-destructive
evaluation and for delay lines which are employed in for example color TV sets.

An interdigital transducer (IDT) consists of a metallic finger structure on a piezoelectric
substrate or on a non-piezoelectric substrate with a piezoelectric layer. A voltage applied
to the finger structure causes a spatial periodic electric ‘fringing’ field at the substrate.
Accordingly, due to piezoelectric coupling, a strain field is generated. The accompany-
ing elastic stress will propagate to the left and right side,as a superposition of all kind
of waveguide modes. However, the surface waves are favored because the electrical and
mechanical fields confine to the electrode surface. Furthermore, due to spatially peri-
odicity of the transducer fingers, another selection mechanism is provided; waves add
constructively and reach its maximum if the distance between two adjacent fingers is half
a wavelength. Interdigital transducers are for example used in different kind of SAW fil-
ters and they are in general utilized for surface acoustic wave motors. The next subsection
discusses the IDT in more detail and motivates why IDT’s are favored.

2.3.1 Interdigital transducer

An IDT has some advantageous features with respect to other piezoelectric-based SAW
transducers. An IDT issimplein the sense that no transition from one material to another
is required. A transition from one material to another is affected by scattering and hence
additional power loss. Furthermore, well-established lithographical processes can be used
to apply a finger pattern. Moreover, no mode conversion is necessary, which overcomes
a possible source of power loss. The wave generation of an IDTis distributed, which
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features application

θ

substrate

bulk wave
transducer

surface wave

wedge transducer

- mode conversion
- longitudinal bulk wave
- non piezoelectric substrate
- unidirectional
- broad frequency band

Non Destructive
Evaluation

substrate

bulk wave
transducer surface wave

edge transducer

- SV shear wave
- non piezoelectric substrate
- unidirectional
- broad frequency band

delay line,
Non Destructive
Evaluation

+++ −−−

piezoelectric substrate

surface wave

electric field

interdigital transducer

- distributed transducer
- piezoelectric substrate
- bidirectional
- small frequency band

SAW filter,
SAW motor

Table 2.3: Some examples of piezoelectric transducers

increases theefficiency(White 1970). A drawback is the increase of transducer length
(compactness) when lowering the center frequency, in particular when thenumber of
fingers is large for example in the case of a unidirectional transducer. Furthermore, when
a piezoelectric substrate is used for wave generation and for driving a slider, the choice
in design is limited. However, this can be overcome by using apiezoelectric layer on a
non-piezoelectric substrate or by applying a coating on a piezoelectric substrate.

Figure2.21shows the top view of a bidirectional IDT. A bidirectional IDT generates a
wave in both directions. The number of finger pairsN = 5 and the overlap of the fingers
is equal to the aperture width2a. When the overlap differs, it is called an apodized or
weighted IDT. The metallization ratio, the ratio between the electrode width and the gap,
is chosen0.5 in this case. The distance between two adjacent fingers of thesame polarity
is the center wavelengthλ0.

IDT model

A model is used to obtain the electrical input admittance andthe transfer function between
the electrical input voltage and the wave vibration velocity (e.g. ˆ̇u3). A relation of the
input admittance is useful for the design of an IDT, e.g., to obtain an IDT that can be easily
matched. (Matching is discussed in the next subsection). The transfer function between
the electrical input voltage and the wave vibration velocity is important in determining
the SAW motor displacement resolution (section4.3).
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2a

λ0

Figure 2.21: Top view of an unapodized IDT finger pattern. The number of finger pairs
N = 5 and the metallization ratio is0.5.

Ba GaCT

Figure 2.22: Model of the unperturbed IDT input admittance.

IDT admittance In the literature, e.g., (Campbell 1998), different models and analytical
techniques to model an interdigital transducer have been presented, e.g. impulse response,
coupling of modes, perturbation technique etc. Among those, the equivalent circuit model
(also known as the Smith circuit model) has been widely used because of its simplicity
and good insight (Inagawa & Koshiba 1994). In appendixD such an equivalent circuit
model is utilized to find the electrical input admittance:

Yel = 8N2G0
sin2(x)

x2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ga

+ j 8N2G0
sin(2x) − 2x

2x2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ba

+ jωCT (2.27)

whereN is the number of finger pairs,G0 = K2Csf0 the equivalent acoustic admittance,
x = Nπ(f − f0)/f0, CT = NCs the total IDT capacitance,f0 denotes the IDT center
frequency,Cs is the static capacitance of one periodic section andK2 is the Raleigh wave
electromechanical coupling factor. The admittance consists of three parts;Ga the radiation
conductance,Ba the susceptance andjωCT the part due to the electrical capacitance.
Figure 2.22 shows a representation of the input admittance and figure2.23 shows an
example. In generalBa behaves as a capacitance forf < f0, as an inductance forf > f0

and is zero at the center frequencyf = f0. Hence, we do not have to considerBa in the
region of this center frequency.

IDT response For slowly varying input signals we may use a static functionto describe
the relation between the input voltage and the wave vibration velocity. However, for short
bursts signals we need to consider the IDT response. A so-called delta-function model
describes the qualitative relation between the input voltage and the wave velocity in the
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Figure 2.24: An delta function model of an IDT.

time domain (figure2.24). The outputy (wave vibration velocity) is the superposition
of the weighted and the delayed excitation signalu (voltage). The weighting factorsAn

correspond to the finger overlap andT is the time it takes for a wave to propagate from
one finger pair to the adjacent one. The output forN finger pairs is

y(t) =
N∑

n=1

Anu(t − n T ) (2.28)

This can be written as a convolution between the IDT impulse responseh and the inputu.

y(t) = (h ∗ u)(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
h(τ)u(t − τ)dτ (2.29)

where

h(t) =
N∑

n=1

Anδ(t − n T ) (2.30)

whereδ is the delta function.

Figure2.25 demonstrates the convolution (with some additional delay). The four step
responses are measured at the unapodized bidirectional IDTof the experimental setup
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Figure 2.25: Measurement of the input voltage and the normal wave amplitudeû3. The
burst length of the input voltage is varied.

(section1.5). The number of finger pairsN = 20 and the delayT between two finger
pairs isλr/cr. In figure2.25(a), the input voltage is a burst of40 sinusoids. The wave am-
plitude increases due to the superposition of waves (figure2.24). Therefore, a steady-state
valueu3,ss is reached after20 wave periods, i.e., when the number of periods corresponds
to the number of finger pairs. The wave amplitude starts decreasing after40 periods,
because the excitation of waves stops. The wave response after excitation is due to the
‘outflow’ of the IDT. The response of figure2.25(b)reaches the steady-state valueu3,ss

after20 wave periods as well. However, after20 periods the generation of waves stops,
hence, the wave amplitude decrease. Figure2.25(c)shows the wave response for a burst
of 10 periods. The wave amplitude does not reach the ’static value’ u3,ss, because the
number of periods is smaller than the number of finger pairs. Aconstant wave amplitude
is reached after10 periods. The remaining part of the response is due to the ‘outflow’ of
the IDT, i.e., the constant value is due a superposition of 10waves and after20 periods
the number of added waves is decreased one by one. A similar result can be seen for5
periods (figure2.25(d)). An IDT is linear; hence by doubling the input voltage, the wave
amplitude response doubles as well.
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Figure 2.26: A matching network with an inductance and a transformer.

Matching network

Consider a loadZL that is driven via a transmission line with a characteristicimpedance
ZC. To achieve a maximum power transfer between the line and theload, the load
impedanceZL should match the characteristic impedanceZC (Cheng 1989). Moreover,
matching prevents reflection of electrical energy and thereby protecting the driving circuit
from being damaged. The transmission line has a real-valuedline impedance (ZC is usu-
ally 50 Ω) and the load (the IDT) has a complex impedance. By using a matching circuit
the total impedance of load and matching circuit can be made equal to the line impedance.

Equation2.27 shows that at the center frequency the radiation susceptance Ba is zero.
Hence, the load admittance is the sum of the radiation conduction and the IDT capac-
itance admittance. (Note that we disregard the small wire resistance and the parasitic
capacitances and inductances).

There are many matching circuits possible. However, not allare equally realistic from
a component-value point of view, e.g., inductances in the nanohenry range are difficult
to obtain. InDavis(1993) 5 types of high-frequencyΠ and T matching networks are de-
scribed that consists out of 3 or 4 components (only inductances and capacitances). Given
the load impedance (IDT impedance) and an extra variable, a quality factor of the match-
ing network, some networks are labeled as preferred based onthe practical realizability of
the component values.Campbell(1998) andOliner et al.(1978) describe another kind of
network with a series or shunt inductance in cascade with a transformer. See figure2.26.
The inductance in figure2.26(a)should compensateCT and the transformer should trans-
form the remaining real impedance to the characteristic one. Similar, the series inductance
of figure2.26(b), should compensate the imaginary part of the electrical impedance.

Some practical considerations for matching networks are:

– frequency dependency of capacitances – suitable types arepolystyrene (PS) capac-
itances and mica and glass capacitances of ceramic class I;

– type of cores– ferrite rings (e.g., Philips type 4C65) is suitable for frequency in the
order of MHz;

– generated flux – a ferrite ring has a saturating magnetic fluxdensity;

– loss in the ferrite ring;

– wire diameter – depends on current.
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Figure 2.27: Normalized power flow of bidirectional IDT’s that are perfectly matched.

Concluding, the type of matching network needs to be chosen onthe basis of the IDT
impedance, the electrical power and the frequency.

Second order effects

There are some effects that degrade an interdigital transducer’s performance.

– We already mentioned that a bidirectional IDT generates waves in two directions.
The inherent insertion loss is 3dB. The same relation holds for an output IDT in
which acoustic energy is converted back into electrical energy (Auld 1990). An
output IDT can be used for example for energy reuse (Asai et al. 1999). Due to
the so-called reciprocity relation waves will reflect or regenerate at the transducers
due to the induced voltage. This phenomenon causestriple transit interference.
Figure2.27illustrates this phenomenon for perfectly matched transducers (without
a slider). Only50 % of the normalized input power transforms into acoustic power.
Next, at the output IDT,25 % of the power transforms into electrical power and the
remaining power is equally re-emitted as acoustic energy intwo directions (12.5 %)
and so on. Less energy is re-emitted (and transformed to electrical energy) if the
transducers are deliberately mismatched or mismatched dueto the use of not back
drivable amplifiers.

– Besides the generation of Rayleigh waves,bulk wavesare generated. The bulk
waves propagate inside the stator substrate and reflect at the stator faces. The gen-
eration of bulk waves increases the insertion loss. It is found that for YZ Lithium
Niobate the amount of power radiated in bulk waves drastically increases when the
number of finger pairs is reduced belowN = 5. ForN = 5, 10% of input energy
is converted to bulk waves. For 128 degrees rotated YX Lithium Niobate, experi-
mental experience indicates that the same situation holds (Campbell 1998). For an
increasing number of finger pairs the efficiency increases aswell.

– An input and an output IDT may be considered as the plates of aparasitic capacitor.
A signal applied to the input IDT will couple directly to the output IDT at the
velocity of light, known aselectromagnetic feedthroughor as crosstalk (Campbell
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1998). This property falsifies the feature that a SAW motor does not generate EM
fields. However, it is expected that the IDT’s can be shieldedsuch that the slider is
(almost) EM-field free. Research is recommended.

– The thin metal fingers deposited on a piezoelectric substrate introduce impedance
and mass loading discontinuities and accordingly reflections (Campbell 1998). Those
reflections can lead tointernal resonances and associated losses. Furthermore, the
input impedance spectrum will change. However, when the film-thickness ratio
h/λ0 is smaller than 1% the reflection is small. The finger thickness h is usually
within the range of 500 – 2000̊A (1Å= 10−10 m). For smaller thickness (< 500 Å)
the conductivity will be poor.

– According toUchino & Hirose(2001) the admittance frequency spectrum could be-
come distorted for high vibration amplitudes at the resonance frequency due to the
non-linear behavior of the elastic compliance. An associated problem is the heat
generation of piezoelectric material, which could cause adegeneration of the trans-
ducer characteristic. The inherent losses of piezoelectric material will be discussed
in the next subsection.

2.3.2 Piezoelectricity

Suitable types of piezoelectric material

Different types of piezoelectric material are used for SAW devices. The most popular are
single-crystalmaterials such as quartz, Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) and Lithium Tantalate
(LiTaO3). These crystals are available in different cuts, which give them particular speci-
fications. For example,128◦Y-cut X-propagating Lithium Niobate has a high electrome-
chanical Rayleigh wave coupling factor (in X direction). Apart from single-crystals, zinc
oxide (ZnO)thin filmsdeposits on a fused quartz, glass or sapphire substrate are commer-
cially used for SAW devices. A third type is the piezoelectric ceramics, which are only
used at low frequencies≪ 100 MHz (Ikeda 1990). An example of a piezoelectric ce-
ramic is the group of solid solution of lead titanate and leadzirconate modified additives,
known as PZT (Philips 1997). PZT is a polycrystalline ferroelectric material that canbe
fashioned into components of almost any shape and size. Hence, stators with a relative
large thickness (section2.1.4) can be fabricated. An additional advantage of PZT is the
complete rotational symmetry with respect to the poling axis, i.e., PZT is isotropic in a
plane normal to the poling axis.

Coupling factor

In the previous subsection we introduced the electromechanical coupling factorK2 . This
constant is a measure of the ability to convert electrical energy to mechanical energy and
vice versa or as stated byIkeda (1990) a measure of ‘the smallness of the ineffective
fraction of energy’. The couplingK2 can be derived from the constitutive relations when
the vibration mode of a transducer is taken along one of its axes. However, for an IDT
K2 is difficult to determine because the fields are no longer uniform. Hence, the coupling
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material K2 [%] reference QE
m reference

single Quartz ST-X 0.16 Uchino(2000) > 105 Uchino(2000)
crystal LiNbO3 128◦Y-X 5.5 Uchino(2000) 104 - 2 104 Nakamura & Adachi(1998)
ceramic PXE 5 soft PZT 75 Philips(1997)

PXE 43 hard PZT ≈ 1.6 calculated 1000 Philips(1997)
thin ZnO/glass 0.64 Uchino(2000)
film ZnO/sapphire 1.0 Uchino(2000)

Table 2.4: Piezoelectric materials.

constant is usually determined experimentally. For a SAW motor, a piezoelectric material
with a large coupling factor is preferred.

Mechanical and dielectric loss

The loss of piezoelectric ceramics is large compared to single-crystal piezoelectric ma-
terials. For instance, the mechanical quality factor of PZTis more than a factor 100
smaller than that of quartz.Härdtl (1982) wrote in a review article that below the Curie
temperature the domain wall motion is the main cause of this large loss. This domain
wall motion causes both extrinsic dielectric losstan δ and extrinsic mechanical lossQE

m

(Uchino & Hirose 2001). Extrinsic refers respectively to a stress-free condition and a
short-circuit condition. At resonance the mechanical lossis dominant and at off-resonance
the dielectric loss.

An additional effect in PZT is the decrease of the mechanicalquality factor when the
vibration velocity is increased (Uchino & Hirose 2001). This causes a significant rise in
temperature when a certain velocity is exceeded. This critical velocity is defined as the
velocity where the temperature is 20 degrees Celsius above the room temperature and
lies within 0.3 and 0.6 m/s. According toNakamura & Adachi(1998) this quality factor
degradation effect is small for single-crystal Lithium Niobate.

For SAW motor applications, it is recommended to use piezoelectric material with a high
mechanical quality factor to suppress heat generation (Uchino & Hirose 2001).

Material choice

In the previous subsections, we concluded that for a SAW-motor application a high elec-
tromechanical coupling factor and a high mechanical quality factor is preferred. Table2.4
lists some materials. The single crystal 128◦Y– X Lithium Niobate appears to be the best
material for SAW motor applications. If for some reason a ceramic material is preferred,
a hard ceramic material with high quality factor is recommended.

The stator of the experimental setup (section1.5) is made of a hard PZT material. The
historical reasons for this choice were the availability ofPZT material and the available
knowledge of PZT at Philips. However, since 128◦Y– X Lithium Niobate is superior, we
can expect better results when using Lithium Niobate.
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Pforward = 100 Preflected= 19

Pin = 81 Pout = 7

Patt. = 1Pwave = 17 Pwave = 17

Ploss = 47
(bulk waves, dissipation)

Preg ≈ 3.5Preg ≈ 3.5

Ptransmit = 2IDT IDT
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Figure 2.28: Power distribution of the stator (without slider) of section1.5.

2.3.3 Power distribution

In this subsection, we give an estimate of the power loss mechanisms of the stator used
in the next chapters. The stator consist of two IDT’s appliedon a piezoelectric ceramic
substrate (PXE43), whereh/λ0 = 0.74 % andf0 = 2.2 MHz (h is the finger thickness).
See section1.5for details. The goal is to obtain an indication of the power distribution of
the stator (without slider) and to identify points for efficiency improvement.

Figure 2.28 shows the estimate of the power loss mechanisms. The electrical input
power Pforward and the reflected powerPreflected are measured with a standing wave ra-
tio (SWR) / power meter. The reflection is due to the not perfect matching networks.
The acoustic power flowPwave is calculated from the measured wave amplitude (sec-
tion 2.2.1). The power loss of the input IDT is simply the difference (Pin − 2Pwave) and
is among other things due to the loss of the piezoelectric material and the generation of
bulk waves. The wave attenuationPatt. is estimated by using the coefficient of attenuation
given inWhite (1970) and compensating for the assumed squared frequency dependency
(Campbell 1998). The output power is determined by measuring the output voltage at
the known load. By means of the IDT reciprocity, the regenerated acoustic powerPreg is
determined fromPout. The transmitted powerPtransmit is due to mismatching of the output

IDT. The insertion loss10 log
(

Pforward
Pwave

)

= 7.8 dB.

Possible points of improvement are:

– use of material with a higher quality factor – piezoelectric loss and wave attenuation
reduces;

– decreasing the film-thickness ratioh/λ0 – decreases reflection and associated loss;
– use of unidirectional transducers instead of bidirectional transducersWhite (1970),

Oliner et al.(1978) andCampbell(1998) describe different kinds of unidirectional
transducers.
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2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter background information has been discussed,which will be used in the
consecutive chapters. These corresponding chapters are denoted between brackets.

– Acoustic waves and in particular Rayleigh waves have been discussed. A Rayleigh
wave is a surface acoustic wave that propagates along the surface of a half-space
and rapidly decays inside the material. As a result, material particles at the surface
of a stator perform anelliptical motion. [chapters3 and4]

– The IDTrelationbetween inputvoltageand wavevibration velocitymay in general
be considered asstatic. However, we have to account for the IDT dynamics if
the envelope of the input voltages abruptly changes or if theduration of the input
voltages is short with respect to the IDT length (open-loop stepping, for example).
[chapter4]

The remaining conclusions are used in chapter5.

– A practical stator has a finite size. Therefore, the Rayleigh-wavefrequency timesthe
statorthicknessshould be chosen sufficientlyhigh to overcome so-calledbeating.
A relation for the minimum stator thickness has been derived.

– A relation between thepowerflow and the waveamplitudehas been derived. This
relation is used as a criterium for finding design parameters.

– A Rayleigh wave diffracts due to the limited transducer aperture width. However,
most power stays within the aperture width if thelength of the propagation path is
within the Fresnel region.

– Absorption material placed at the stator ends is required to damp Rayleigh waves.
The damping is due to wave conversion to longitudinal waves.

– An interdigital transducer(IDT) has beenrecommendedfor Rayleigh wave gener-
ation.

– An IDT generateselectromagnetic fields.
– Low insertion loss is achieved if the transducer impedancematchesthe line impedance,

a piezoelectric material with ahigh quality factorand alarge coupling factoris
chosen and if thenumber of finger pairs is large.



Chapter 3

SAW motor modeling

Overview: In this chapter, we develop contact models of a SAW motor. These models
are utilized to describe the principle of operation and to explain some inherent SAW
motor properties and features. Moreover, they will be applied to investigate the influ-
ence of material variations on the motor behavior. The models are validated by using
data obtained from an experimental setup.

3.1 Introduction

Models for stator-slider behavior are often called contactmodels even if they include a
description of the behavior of stator and slider beyond the intrinsic contact. In the next
sections such contact models of a SAW motor are developed. The goal of the models is
twofold: to analyze and explain the motor behavior and to getan impression of the design
parameters. A model has the advantage that parameters can bevaried easily. Furthermore,
non-measurable behavior can be examined, e.g., the stick-slip behavior that underlies the
actuation and impractical parameters values can be investigated to find tendencies or for
explanatorily reasons. To simplify the analysis, the stator-slider behavior is approximated
by a discrete-parameter or lumped model. The models we will examine describe respec-
tively:

1a) A singlepoint of contact between a spherical slider (ball) and a Rayleigh wave. The
tangential contact isrigid. This model is examined to explain the basic principle only.It
does not model the key features of an SAW motor. In the literature, e.g.,Hélin (1997)
andMorita et al.(1999), similar models are described.

1b) A singlepoint of contact between a spherical slider (ball) and a Rayleigh wave. The
tangential contact iscompliant. This model predicts the key features of a SAW mo-
tor and is used to analyze and explain the motor behavior and to find design parame-
ters. The model is based onFeenstra & Breedveld(2003). The tangential compliance
has been also included byAsai et al.(2000) for pillar-shapedprojections. Furthermore,
Asai & Kurosawa(2004) have described a similar model with similar results for a spher-

45
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ical slider as well, which supports our model; the differences are related to the model
implementation.

2a) Contact betweenmultiplespherical projections and a Rayleigh wave. Each projection
is treated as a single projection. This model is valid for a small number of projections.
The model is used to describe the qualitative tendency of multiple projections.

2b) Contact betweenmultiplespherical projections and a Rayleigh wave. Empirical pa-
rameters are used to model a large number of projections. Thepurpose is to fit the SAW
motor behavior to the experimental data and discuss the implication of a large number of
projections.

In section3.2, the single point of contact models are derived. In section3.3, the multi-
ple points of contact models are examined. Next, the models are validated. Finally, in
section3.6the influence of parameter variations on the motor behavior is investigated.

3.2 Modeling a single point of contact

As mentioned above, we will derive a model of a spherical slider (ball) in contact with
a Rayleigh wave. The wave motion is considered first. Second, the behavior in normal
direction is considered. In order to explain the basic principle, the tangential contact is
first assumed rigid. Next, we consider a compliant tangential contact to explain the SAW
motor key features. Finally, the macroscopic behavior is analyzed.

3.2.1 Wave motion

In this section, a simplified relation for the wave motion is derived. Consider the situation
drawn in figure1.4. The wave propagates to the left (−x) and the surface particles make a
clockwise elliptical motion. The normal and tangential displacement surface components
are respectively

uz = ûz cos(ωt + krx)

ux = ûx sin(ωt + krx) (3.1)

whereω is the angular frequency,kr is the Rayleigh wave vector andx is a position. To
simplify this wave displacement relation, we rewrite the argument of thesin andcos terms
as

ωt + krx = kr(crt + x) (3.2)

wherecr = ω/kr is the Rayleigh phase velocity (wave propagation velocity).Suppose
that the initial slider positionx(0) = 0 and that slider velocitẏx ≤ ẋmax. The maximal
slider velocityẋmax is in general≪ cr. Hence,x ≤ ẋmaxt ≪ crt such that

kr(crt + x) ≈ krcrt

= ωt (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the impact.

Therefore, the wave displacement is simplified as

uz ≈ ûz cos(ωt)

ux ≈ ûx sin(ωt) (3.4)

Figure2.7shows the particle displacement vs. the stator depth. For small depths (≪ λr),
the particle displacements amplitudes are approximately constant. Accordingly, the wave
motion can be interpreted as a solid elastic body that performs an elliptical motion, see
figure 3.1. If a slider loads the stator, the wave amplitude decreases due the reflections
against the slider (section2.2.3). We assume that the decrease in amplitude due to one
projection is small and may therefore be disregarded.

3.2.2 Normal motion

The first question that arises is whether the normal motion may be considered indepen-
dent of the tangential traction.Johnson(1994) points out that the tangential tractions
do not effect the normal motion if the materials of the two bodies are elastically similar.
Moreover, it is shown that, even for dissimilar materials, the effect is small and may be
reasonably neglected. Accordingly, the problem simplifiesto a normal impact between
two bodies: an elastic sphere and an elastic body.

During impact, energy is stored at the contact region of slider and stator, which can be
described by a stiffness element. We assume that the impact is frictionless, quasi static
and elastic. (These assumptions are validated at the end of this subsection). Hence, we
can use the static contact theory of Hertz (e.g.Johnson(1994)). The normal forceFn for a
sphere-plane contact is (the radius of the wave is large relative to the radius of the slider)

Fn =
4

3

√
RE

︸ ︷︷ ︸

kn

δ3/2
z (3.5)

whereδz is the sum of the indentation of slider and stator, which equals uz−z for uz−z >
0 and0 otherwise. See figure3.1. The radius of the slider isR and the composite Young
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Figure 3.2: Normal impact model.

modulus is

E =

(
1 − σ2

1

E1

+
1 − σ2

2

E2

)−1 [
N

m2

]

(3.6)

The material parametersE1, σ1 andE2, σ2 are the Young modules and the Poisson ratio of
respectively the slider and the stator. Dissipation could be included by defining a complex
composite Young modulusEc = E(1 + i tan φ), wheretan φ is a loss factor that depends
on both materials.

Fn =
4

3

√
REcδ

3/2
z

=
4

3

√
RE

(

δ3/2
z +

3

2

tan φ

ω
δ1/2

z δ̇z

)

= knδ
3/2
z

︸ ︷︷ ︸

stiffness

+ Rnδ
1/2
z δ̇z

︸ ︷︷ ︸

damping

(3.7)

However, it appears from material data that the damping force is negligibly small. There-
fore, the material dissipationRn is disregarded in the remainder of this thesis.

Equation3.8 shows the non-linear differential equations, which describe the normal be-
havior. The slider mass is denoted bym andRz represents air damping, which is assumed
to be linear. (In subsection3.2.3, we will see that the structure and the value of the air
damping is not critical for the total contact behavior). Theslider is pressed against the
stator with a preload forceFp, which is the sum of the gravitational force (mg) and an
additional applied external force.
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description parameter value unit
Normal wave amplitude ûz 10 nm

Wave frequency f 2.2 MHz
Young modulus slide E1 213 GPa

Young modulus stator E2 77 GPa
Poisson ratio sphere σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.3 -

Radius sphere R 1 mm
Mass of sphere m 0.2 g

Preload force Fp 2 mN
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Table 3.1: Simulation parameters of the normal model.

contact:uz − z > 0

{

ż = 1
m

∫ (

knδ
3/2
z − Rzż − Fp

)

dt

δz = ûz cos(ωt) − z

no-contact:uz − z ≤ 0

{
ż = 1

m

∫
(−Rzż − Fp) dt

δz = 0

(3.8)

Figure3.2(a)shows an iconic representation of the normal model. The opencircle indi-
cates a contact point that detects the moment of contact and accordingly switches between
‘contact’ and ‘no-contact’. The normal forceFn is an input variable for the tangential
models. This model and next models are implemented as bond-graph models and simu-
lated in the modeling and simulation package20-sim(2003). See for exampleBreedveld
(1984), Karnopp et al.(2000) andVan Amerongen & Breedveld(2003) for detailed infor-
mation about bond graphs. Figure3.2(b)shows an bond-graph representation of the nor-
mal model. Sub-modelX0e is a so-called switched junction, which detects the moment
of contact and accordingly switches between ‘contact’ and ‘no-contact’. The remaining
sub-model are standard sub-model in the bond-graph paradigm.

Contact behavior

Consider a setup consisting of a steel sphere with a diameter of 1 mm and a stator made of
PZT. Table3.1lists the parameters. The damping valueRz is estimated from experimental
data. The remaining parameters are taken from literature.

Figure3.3 shows the contact behavior in normal direction during one period of contact.
In figure3.3(a)the normal displacementz is not at steady state and in figure3.3(b)z is
at steady state. The top plots show the normal wave displacementuz and normal slider
displacementz. There is ‘contact’ between wave and slider when−θ < ωt < θ. The
figures demonstrate that the slider displacement does not follow the wave motion, which
is due to the high frequency of the wave motion with respect tothe mass of the slider and
the compliance of the normal contact. The inset shows the small variation of the slider
displacement within one wave period. The bottom subplots shows the normal forceFn,
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Figure 3.3: Normal contact behavior of a sphere.

which increases when slider and wave start contacting (second subplot). The difference
between the wave and the slider displacements determines the normal forceFn.

Step response

The results of figure3.3 take place within one period of contact (0.45µs). The time span
of next result is significantly larger (1 ms). Figure3.4 shows the response of the normal
slider displacementz, when driven by a burst of waves. Two features are discussed:
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Figure 3.4: Normal slider behavior between sphere and wave motion.
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1. Rise time There are various definitions for the rise timeTr. The definition we use
is the time required going directly from 10 % to 90 % of the finalvalue. It will be
demonstrated in next section that the rise time in normal direction (Tr ≈ 0.03 ms) is
significantly smaller than the rise time in tangential direction. Therefore, the normal
behavior is not observable in the tangential behavior.

2. Steady state The slider displacement approaches a steady-state value, due to dissi-
pation byRz. We will derive a relation for this steady state condition. We disregard the
air-dampingRz and the slider inertia termmz̈, sinceż ≈ 0 andz̈ ≈ 0 (the slider cannot
follow the wave motion). Consequently, only a balance between preload forceFp and av-
erage normal forcēFn remains (equation3.8and equation3.5). The ‘bar’ atF̄n indicates
that we consider the average force per period of time.

Fp = F̄n

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π

Fn dωt

= kn
1

π

∫ θ

0

(ûz cos(ωt) − z)3/2 dωt (3.9)

whereθ is the angle where slider and stator make contact (see figure3.3). Because equa-
tion 3.9 is an elliptic integral, it does not have a general analytical solution. Therefore,
the steady state slider velocity needs to be found numerically (e.g. by simulation) or by
approximation. However, there are two particular cases where an analytical solution exist.
The slider displacement for zero wave amplitudez = z0 is a trivial case,

z0 = −
(

Fp

kn

)2/3

(3.10)

For the second case, consider the transition point between continuous contact and inter-
mittent contact of wave and slider; for a small wave amplitude there is always contact
(θ = π in figure3.3) and if the wave amplitude is increased the contact becomes intermit-
tent (θ < π in figure3.3). We call the wave amplitude at the transition point the ‘release’
amplitudeûz,r. The slider displacement at this transition point isz = −ûz,r. Therefore,

Fp = kn
1

π

∫ π

0

(ûz,r cos(ωt) + ûz,r)
3/2 dωt ⇒

ûz,r =

(

3

16

πFp

√
2

kn

)2/3

(3.11)

Figure3.5 shows the (simulated) steady state slider displacement versus the wave am-
plitude. Indeed, for small amplitudes, there is always contact between slider and stator.
If the wave exceeds the ‘release’ amplitude, the contact is intermittent. In section3.6
–variation of model parameters– and chapter5 –design parameters– we utilize the release
amplitude.
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Figure 3.5: Normal displacement versus wave amplitude.

Validation of the assumptions

In this subsection, we discuss the validity of the assumptions made in subsection3.2.2. We
assumed a frictionless impact. According toFaik & Witteman(2000), the dissipation due
to friction is small compared to material damping, if the coefficient of friction is smaller
than unity. This condition holds (the material damping is negligibly small and the in this
thesis considered coefficients of friction are smaller thanunity), therefore we may assume
a frictionless impact. Second, we validate the assumption that the contact is quasi-static.
Often the criterion of Love is used (Johnson 1994); the influence of generated waves
due to impact may be neglected if the acoustic waves travel back and forth several times
before the impacts ends. However, this criterion is too restrictive for three-dimensional
bodies and in particular for the considered sphere-plane impact. An alternative criterion
by Hunter (Johnson 1994) is based on the impact velocity; the response is dominated by
the compliant contact if the relaxation time is short compared with the period of the pulse.
Based on this criterion,Johnson(1994) states that in most cases a more severe restriction
is placed on the limit of elastic behavior.

The limit of elastic behavior of an elastic-plastic sphere-plane contact is at a point beneath
the surface of impact. The corresponding maximal contact pressurepY , at the surface of
impact, is related to the so-called yield stressY of the softer body. The yield stress is a
material dependent constant. The maximal contact pressureof a sphere-plane contact is
pY = 1.6Y where, according to Hertz’s theory

pY =
3

2π

kn

√
δz,Y

R
(3.12)

Hence, the corresponding maximal indentation in the range of elastic indentation is

δz,Y =
4

9

(
1.6Y Rπ

kn

)2

(3.13)

The maximal elastic indentation, using the parameters of table 3.1 andY1 > Y2 = 600
MPa (Philips 1997), is 590 nm. The simulated maximal indentation is significant smaller.
Therefore, all assumptions are valid.
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Figure 3.7: Tangential model of a rigid slider and a rigid stator.

3.2.3 Tangential motion

Rigid behavior

Consider again figure3.1. We assume that the slider and stator are rigid in tangential
direction and that the interaction between wave and slider resembles dry (Coulomb) fric-
tion. Figure3.6 shows the dry friction behavior. The frictional forceFt depends on the
sign of the sliding velocityvr, the coefficient of frictionµd and the normal forceFn. The
sliding velocity is zero if|Ft| < µdFn.

Equation3.14 shows the relations for the tangential motion. The sliding velocity vr is
u̇x − ẋ, whereu̇x is the tangential wave vibration velocity andẋ the slider velocity. The
slider mass ism. Figure3.7(a)and figure3.7(b) show an iconic representation and a
bond graph representation respectively. The friction sub-model Rc is implemented as
Ft = Fnµd tanh(slopevr) where the parameterslopedetermines the steepness of the dry
friction and the variableFn modulates the friction force.

ẋ = 1
m

∫
Ftdt

Ft = µdFnsign(u̇x − ẋ)

u̇x = ûxω cos(ωt)

(3.14)

Contact behavior With the aid of the derived normal and tangential model we areable
to explain the basic principle of operation of a SAW motor. Consider again the setup of a
steel sphere and a PZT stator. Table3.2 lists the simulation parameters.
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description parameter value unit
Normal wave amplitude ûz 10 nm

Tangential/Normal amplitude ratio 0.65 -
Wave frequency f 2.2 MHz

Young modulus slider E1 213 GPa
Young modulus stator E2 77 GPa

Poisson ratio slider σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.3 -

Radius slider R 1 mm
Mass of slider m 0.2 g
Preload force Fp 2 mN
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Coulomb coefficient of friction µd 0.18 -
Steepness of friction implementation slope 5000 -

Table 3.2: Simulation parameters for the rigid and the compliant tangential models.

Figure3.8shows the simulated contact behavior. Figure3.8(a)shows the behavior during
acceleration and figure3.8(b) shows the behavior at a steady state slider velocity. The
first two subplots of both figures show the normal behavior. The slider displacementz in
figure 3.8(a)already reached steady state. The normal behavior is similar to figure3.3.
The third subplots show the slider velocityẋ, the tangential vibration velocity of the wave
u̇x and the sliding velocityvr = u̇x−ẋ. These subplots demonstrate that the slider velocity
ẋ does not follow the wave vibration velocitẏux. This is due to the small variation of the
tangential force relative to the stored momentum of the slider mass. The slider mass
behaves likes a ‘flywheel’. The wave vibration velocity is larger than the slider velocity at
−ψ < ωt < ψ. The bottom plots show the tangential force as imposed by figure 3.6; the
tangential force is positive ifvr is greater than zero and negative otherwise. In figure3.8(a)
the average tangential force per periodF̄t is greater than zero (the average of the light-gray
area); the slider will accelerate. In figure3.8(b), the steady state velocity is reached; the
average tangential force is zero.

Step response Figure3.9shows a typical response of a SAW motor. A burst of waves
drives the slider and accelerates it from zero velocity to a steady state velocity. If the
wave amplitude becomes zero again, the slider starts decelerating, until the velocity is
zero. The rise timeTr in figure3.9 is 66 ms. The rise time of the normal impact was 0.03
ms (figure3.4). In general, the rise time of the normal impact is significantly smaller.
Consequently, the dynamics of the normal motion are not observable in the tangential
direction.

As mentioned, the slider starts braking when the wave amplitude becomes zero. This
happens in figure3.9 for t = 0.2 s. The model simplifies during braking (figure3.10).
The normal forceFn at sliding equals the preloadFp force almost instantaniously. Ac-
cordingly, the slider slips with a constant deceleration, i.e.,ẍ = − 1

m
Fpµd.
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Figure 3.9: Tangential slider velocity when driven by a burst of waves.

Compliant behavior

In the previous section we have discussed the contact behavior for a rigid tangential con-
tact. Although it explains the basic behavior, later results will show that it does not predict
the SAW motor behavior accurately. Therefore, compliant tangential behavior is included.
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Figure 3.11: A compliant tangential model.

We propose the model shown in figure3.11. A stiffness sub-modelkt accounts for both
the sphere and the stator tangential deformation. The smallmass∆m represents the
mass of deformed stator and slider material, however, it hasno dominant influence on
the behavior, but it accounts for a preferred model causality1. Compliant dampingRd

represents material damping and is added for numerical stability. The compliant damping
has no influence on the behavior as well. The remaining sub-models were discussed
previously. Equation3.15shows the relations, whereFr andFc are the forces applied by
the friction and the stiffness sub-models respectively.

1To simulate a model, the input and output variables of the sub-models have to be determined, i.e.,
the causality has to be assigned (Karnopp et al. 2000). The preferred causality (integral causality) for a
stiffness sub-model is force out (and velocity in) rather than force in (and velocity out). The fixed causality
for a friction sub-model is force out as well. By using a smallmass in between the friction and stiffness
sub-models the preferred causality can be satisfied (equation 3.15).
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ẋ = 1
m

∫
Frdt

ẋd = 1
∆m

∫
(Fc − Fr)dt

Fr = µdFn tanh((ẋd − ẋ) slope)

Fc = kt

∫
(u̇x − ẋd)dt

(3.15)

Consider the tangential stiffnesskt. When a tangential force is applied to two bodies
pressed into contact, which is less than the limiting force,no sliding motion will occur.
Nevertheless, there will be a relative motion referred to aspresliding displacementδx.
According toJohnson(1994), Cattaneo(1938) proposed a solution to the problem of
tangential loading for a constant normal forceFn (appendixE). However, when the nor-
mal force is changing, the behavior may be quite complex, because normal force, normal
stiffness and tangential stiffness are non-linear, interacting functions of the normal dis-
placement. In general, the state of contact between two bodies subjected to variations in
normal and tangential load depends on the history. As a first approximation it is actually
the breakaway displacementδx,max that is constant (Armstrong-H́elouvry et al. 1994). The
stiffness function is than

Ft =
Fb

δx,max
δx

=
16G

√
δzR

3
δx

= kt(δz)δx (3.16)

whereFb = µdFn is the breakaway force,δz the normal indentation,R the radius of the
spherical slider and,

G =

(
2 − σ1

G1

+
2 − σ2

G2

)−1 [
N

m2

]

(3.17)

whereG1 andG2 are respectively the shear modulus of slider and stator. Foran isotropic
materialGi = Ei

2+2σi
. Some remarks should be made:

– The dissipation due to micro-slip is neglected.
– The tangential stiffness functionkt is modulated by the normal indentationδz, i.e.,

Ft = Ft(δz, δx). Due to the assumption that the normal impact is not influenced
by the tangential motion, the normal stiffness function is only a function ofδz,
i.e., Fn = Fn(δz). Consequently, the storage of elastic energy is not conservative.
However, the deviation is small, i.e., the power ‘transported’ from the tangential
power-port (Ft, δ̇x) to the normal power-port(Fn, δ̇z) is negligibly small compared
to the intrinsically stored elastic energy of the normal stiffness

∫
Fndδz. Therefore,

the total contact stiffness can be modeled as a modulated tangential stiffness and a
separate independent normal stiffness.
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Figure 3.12: Contact behavior between slider and stator that are compliantin tangential
direction. The dark grey areas indicate regions where slider and stator stick.

Contact behavior Figure3.12shows the contact behavior of a steel sphere and a PZT
stator with compliant tangential contact. Figure3.12(a)shows the behavior during accel-
eration. Figure3.12(b)shows the behavior for a steady state slider velocity. The only
additional simulation parameters, with respect to the rigid tangential model (table3.14),
are the mass of deformed material∆m and the compliant dampingRd. (The parame-
ters for the tangential stiffness are the same as for the normal stiffness). The mass and
the damping should be chosen sufficiently small such that they do not affect the overall
behavior:∆m= 10−15 kg andRd= 10−6 Ns/m.

The first two subplots of figure3.12(a)and figure3.12(b)show behavior which is identical
to figure3.2; the top subplots show the wave and slider displacements andthe second
subplots show the normal forceFn. The third subplots shows the tangential velocitiesu̇z,
ẋ andvr. The sliding velocityvr = ẋd − ẋ, the velocity acrossRc, is zero in case slider
and stator stick. These stick regions are indicated in the bottom subplots by the dark-grey
areas. Furthermore, the tangential force is shown in the bottom subplots. The average
tangential force (average of the light-gray areas) of figure3.12(a)is positive, hence the
slider accelerates (as mentioned before). The average tangential force of figure3.12(b)is
zero hence the slider velocity is at steady state.

For completeness the total contact model is shown in figure3.13. It demonstrates the
unidirectional coupling between normal and tangential motion, i.e., the tangential motion
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Figure 3.13: Total contact model.

has no influence on the normal motion. Figure3.14clarifies the principle of operation
in more detail. The normal and tangential sphere and stator deformation are represented
by the springs (kn andkt in figure3.13). The tangential wave motion is exaggerated for
explanatory reasons. Every picture has a number that refersto the event numbers which
are shown at the bottom plot of figure3.14.
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1. There is no contact between
wave and slider.

2. There is no contact between
wave and slider.

3. The wave touches the slider
and the contact is sliding. The
wave velocity is smaller than the
slider velocity. The tangential
spring is stretched. A negative
forceFt acts on the slider.

4. The sliding velocityvr = 0,
i.e., the contact ‘stucks’ as in-
dicated by the wavy line at the
contact interface. The tangential
force is negative because the tan-
gential spring is stretched.

5. The behavior is similar to
event 4.

6. The contact still stucks but
now the spring is compressed.
Hence the tangential force is
positive.

7. The behavior is similar to
event 6.

8. The second ‘stick’ region.
The tangential spring is a bit
compressed.

9. There is no-contact between
wave and slider. The sequence
of stick and sliding starts all over
again.
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Step response Figure3.15shows the slider velocity when driven by a burst of waves.
The figure demonstrates the decrease of the steady state slider velocity ẋs due to the
tangential compliance (0.073 → 0.044 m/s). The change in rise timeTr is less (66 →
56 ms). In section3.5 we will see that this model predicts the slider behavior rather
accurately.

3.2.4 Macroscopic behavior

In this subsection, we will examine the macroscopic behavior of a SAW motor by utilizing
the previous derived contact model. The goal is to explain the macroscopic behavior from
a microscopic point of view. This insight is used to improve the SAW motor specifications
and to eliminate some less favorable features of a SAW motor (chapter4). Furthermore,
we use the interpretation of the macroscopic behavior in thenext chapter (chapter4) to
describe a model for controller design. First, we discuss the motor characteristic. Next,
this motor characteristic is analyzed by splitting it up into two parts.

Motor characteristic

The considered macroscopic variables are the average tangential forceF̄t and the slider
velocity ẋ, which are the variables that ‘interact’ with a load like theslider mass.

F̄t =
1

2π

∫ π

−π

Ftdωt (3.18)

The relation between these two variables is static and can bevisualized by a so-called
motor characteristic. Figure3.16(a)shows a motor characteristic, which is obtained by
the model of figure3.12and the parameters of table3.2. The tangential average force is
‘measured’ while applying a known slider velocityẋ. Consider the first quadrant of the
motor characteristic. It shows a large tangential force fora small slider velocity. The force
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Figure 3.16: Motor characteristic

decreases for an increasing wave velocity. Besides that it shows that the driving force is
limited by the maximum friction forceµdFn.

Figure3.16(b)illustrates a path that is followed when a slider mass is actuated by a burst
of waves (the step response of figure3.15). The slider is initially at rest, which corre-
sponds to pointa. Due to the burst, the slider accelerates from point b to the steady-state
velocity c. After a while, the wave amplitude becomes zero again. Consequently, the
slider brakes due to the negative friction forced → e. At zero velocity, the braking force
changes to zeroe → a.

Observe that a motor characteristic can be split-up into tworelations:

1. a relation between the wave amplitudeûz and the no-force slider velocitẏxs. Theẋ-
axis of figure3.16(a). (The steady-state velocity of the previous subsections equals
the no-force velocity);

2. a non-ideal non-linear force source that may be interpreted (by using Norton-Thvenin
equivalence relation) as a series connection of

– an ideal velocity sourcėxs;
– a non-linear damper, which depends on both the velocity differenceẋs− ẋ and

the wave amplitudêuz.

First, we analyze the relation between the wave amplitude and the no-force velocity. Next,
we examine the non-ideal non-linear velocity source.

No-force (steady-state) velocity

Figure3.17shows the no-load slider velocitẏxs versus the normal wave amplitudêuz.
Three regions can be distinguished, which are separated by the ‘threshold’ and ‘release’
amplitude.
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Figure 3.17: Tangential slider velocity versus wave amplitude.

Dead-zoneThere is no slider motion if the wave amplitude is smaller than the threshold
amplitudeûz,th. The contact behavior explains this phenomenon; the sliderand
the stator continuously stick within the dead-zone region.The tangential spring
stretches and compresses, but the slider will remain at rest. The average tangential
forceF̄t is zero.

Continuous The slider starts to move if the wave amplitude exceeds the ‘threshold’ am-
plitude. There is always contact between wave and slider if the wave amplitude
does not exceed the ‘release’ amplitude (see page52). In this region, the contact
between wave and slider slides and sticks.

Intermittent In region 3, the wave amplitude is greater than the ‘release’amplitude.
Therefore, the contact between slider and wave is intermittent. See for example
figure3.14. The ‘modes’ during operation are stick, sliding and no-contact.

Non-ideal non-linear force source

The characteristics (the curves) in figure3.16(a)can be described by a non-ideal non-
linear force source, which is a function of both the velocitydifferenceẋs − ẋ and the
wave amplitudêuz.

F̄t = F̄t(ẋs − ẋ, ûz) (3.19)

Figure3.18(a)shows the force sourcēFt as a function of the velocity difference. It demon-
strates that̄Ft resembles dry friction for zero wave amplitude. Furthermore, it shows that
the ‘friction force’ decreases by an increase ofẋs − ẋ and an increase of̂uz. Subse-
quently, the non-ideal non-linear force source can be interpreted as a series connection of
an ideal velocity sourcėxs and an equivalent non-linear damperRt. We emphasize that
this damper is not physical present; the damper relation changes by applying a different
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Figure 3.19: Total interpretation of the macroscopic behavior.

SAW frequency or a different so-called actuation method (section4.2).

F̄t = Rt (ẋs − ẋ, ûz)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

equivalent
non-linear damper

× (ẋs − ẋ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

velocity
difference

(3.20)

Figure3.18(b)shows the equivalent damper values versusẋs − ẋ for different wave am-
plitudes. The equivalent damper values are determined using the model in figure3.12.
We ‘measured’ the tangential average force for a fixed slidervelocity ẋ. The damping
values decrease for increasing wave amplitude. Figure3.19shows the total interpretation
of the macroscopic behavior. Note that we have not derived a relation for bothẋs(ûz) and
Rt(ẋs − ẋ, ûz), i.e., we still need a contact model to compute the macroscopic behavior.

Input power and efficiency

Figure3.20shows the first quadrant of the motor characteristic in whichthe output power
(mechanical power) as a function of the slider velocity is drawn. The output power reaches
its maximum value a little right of the ’50 % no-force velocity’ - point.
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We will consider two definitions of the efficiency. It is reasonable to designate the power
flow of the wave (section2.2.1) as the input power. Accordingly, the input power is
independent of the slider velocity such that the efficiency has the same shape as the output
power.

η1 =
Poutput

Pwave
= γPoutput (3.21)

whereγ is a constant. An alternative –theoretical– way to determine the efficiency, is
by utilizing a contact model. In the model we can probe the input power and the output
power.

η2 =
Poutput

Poutput+ Pdissipated
(3.22)

The corresponding efficiencyη2 is shown in figure3.20.

3.3 Modeling multiple points of contact

In the previous section, the behavior of an s-poc (single point of contact) was examined.
This section discusses the behavioral consequences for m-poc (multiple points of con-
tact). First, the ideal (theoretical) situation is discussed. The goal is to show the tendency
of multiple projections on the motor behavior. Furthermore, the model is used to demon-
strate that an m-poc model can be simplified to an s-poc like model. This model is valid
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for a small number of projections only. Second, the anomalies of the actual situation are
determined and discussed. Finally, additional parametersare introduced to account for
the anomalies.

3.3.1 Ideal situation

In this section, it is demonstrated that the ideal (theoretical) m-poc behavior can be mod-
eled by an s-poc model. The assumptions for the considered ideal situation are:

1. wave motion is not influenced by slider;
2. preload force is uniformly distributed over contacts;
3. stator surface is flat;
4. slider projections are identical;
5. projections are rigidly connected;
6. deformation of one point of contact is not influenced by theneighboring contact

points;
7. only translation in normal and tangential direction is possible.

Example

With these assumptions, we first build an m-poc model and showthe contact behavior.
The model is illustrated for a slider with 3 spherical projection, i.e., 3 spherical projec-
tions. The slider is connected to a frictionless linear guiding to allow only motion inx
direction (assumption 7). Figure3.21shows the normal impact model, which is actually
a parallel connection of three s-poc models. It consists of asingle slider massm with
air dampingRz driven by the normal vibration velocities via three compliant contactskn.
The phase lag between the wave motions is2π/3. The tangential model is shown in fig-
ure3.22. The massm is driven in tangential direction by three sources. The interaction is
via a compliant contactkt, a small mass∆m and a friction sub-modelRc.
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Figure 3.21: Normal impact model for three points of contact.
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Figure 3.22: Tangential model for three points of contact.

Figure3.23 shows the contact behavior of the m-poc model. Figure3.23(a)shows the
behavior during acceleration and figure3.23(b)shows the behavior at steady state slider
velocity. The simulation parameters are listed in table3.3. The top plots show the normal
slider displacementz and the three normal wave displacements. The second subplots
show the normal forceFn of each projection and the sum of the three forcesFn,sum. The
third subplots show the tangential wave velocities and the tangential slider velocitẏx.
The bottom plots show the tangential forceFt of each projection and the sum of these
forcesFt,sum. The average normal forcēFn,i of each projectioni ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the same.
Therefore the total average force is̄Fn,sum = 3F̄n,i. Furthermore, the average tangential
force F̄t,i of each projection is the same as well. Therefore, the total tangential average
forceF̄t,sum is 3F̄t,i. In figure3.23(b)F̄t,i = 0 because the slider velocity is at steady state.

The same results are obtained for an arbitrary number of projectionsp. We conclude that
for the considered ideal situation withp projections and an unchanged preload force per
projection

– the steady state velocity does not change;

– the average tangential slider force isp times greater.

Model simplification

In this subsection, we demonstrate that an s-poc model can replace an m-poc model.
The macroscopic behavior predicted by an equivalent s-poc suffices when we are not
interested in the behavior of each individual projection. Asimpler analysis and a reduction
of computational load motivates the simplification. First,we will discuss the tangential
motion and second the normal motion.
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description parameter value unit
Normal wave amplitude ûz 10 nm

Tangential/Normal amplitude ratio 0.65 -
Wave frequency f 2.2 MHz

Young modulus slider E1 213 GPa
Young modulus stator E2 77 GPa

Poisson ratio slider σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.3 -

Radius sphere R 1 mm
Mass of slider m 0.6 g
Preload force Fp 6 mN
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Coulomb coefficient of friction µd 0.18 -
Number of projections p 3 -

Steepness of friction implementation slope 5000 -
Mass of deformation ∆m 10−15 kg
Compliant damping Rd 10−6 Ns/m

Table 3.3: Simulation parameters for an ideal multiple contact point slider.
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Tangential motion The tangential force, which acts on the slider mass (and any addi-
tional load) is

Ft,sum =

p
∑

i=1

Ft,i

wherep is the number of projections andFt,i the tangential force of projectioni. The wave
period is very small relative to the tangential rise time, i.e., the contributed momentum of
one projection per period of time is very small with respect to the total slider momentum.
Hence, we may use the average forceF̄t,sum = pF̄t. This implies that we may also use an
equivalent forcepFt, whereFt is the tangential force of only one projection.

Normal motion Because the wave period is small compared to the normal rise time we
may also use the average normal force

mz̈ = F̄n,sum− Fp − Rzż

= pF̄n − Fp − Rzż

This implies that an equivalent normal forcepFn may be used as well.

Therefore, we can compute the macroscopic behavior by usingan s-poc model. We will
refer to this simplified model as the ideal m-poc model.

3.3.2 Actual situation

A practical number of projections lies within the range 1000-40000. For such a large
number of contact points the previously mentioned assumptions are not valid anymore.
Accordingly, a discrepancy will exist between measurementand simulation. First, the
anomalies are discussed. Next, two additional parameters are added to the model to ac-
count for the non-idealness.

Anomalies

Wave motion The wave amplitude varies along the slider length due to reflections
against the slider projections. Figure3.24 illustrates the decrease. The reflectivity is
due to mass loading and due the elastic discontinuity (subsection 2.2.3). De Benedictis
(2003) observed an increase in reflection with increasing preloadforce. Furthermore,
measurements showed that a rather uniform wave amplitude pattern at the leading edge
of the slider is changed to a rather chaotic and attenuated pattern at the trailing edge of
the slider.

Normal distribution The preload force at each projection is not the same due to a
number of reasons:
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Surface acoustic waves

Bulk waves

Figure 3.24: Reflection of Rayleigh wave against the slider.

h

1 2

Figure 3.25: The indentation is influenced by a neighboring projection.

1. A slider is not uniformly loaded by the applied preload force, which produces stress
and displacement in the slider. Consequently, the pressure at each projection is not
uniform. See for example (Johnson 1994);

2. Not all the slider projections are identical. The difference in shape may arise from
production tolerances and due to wear;

3. The stator surface is not perfectly flat due to production tolerances and due to wear.

Mutual interference Figure3.25shows an illustration of mutual interference of slider
projections that are placed close to each other. The valueh is the stator height without
any loading. The stator material between projection 1 and 2 does not come back to the
original height. Hence, in this situation the theory of Hertz is not valid anymore. (Further
research is recommended to explore this phenomenon).

Additional parameters In the foregoing subsections we have discussed the differences
between an ideal m-poc model and an actual motor. This discussion suggests the defini-
tion of at least two new parameters.

1. effective wave amplitude;
2. effective number of projections.

Anticipating section3.5, figure3.26demonstrates (by simulation) that these two parame-
ters form a kind of ‘basis’, e.g., an increase of the number ofprojectionsp and an increase
of the wave amplitude results in two responses with the same steady state velocity but
with a different slope. Therefore, by using these parameters together, we can change both
the slope and the steady-state velocity. We assume that the ratio between the normal and
tangential wave displacement remains the same. The new parameters have to be found
experimentally.
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Figure 3.26: The number of projections̃p and the wave amplitudêuz form a kind of
‘basis’.

3.4 Model implementation

3.4.1 Time change

The proposed model predicts the contact behavior of one waveperiod. As a consequence
a large number of simulation steps are necessary to simulatethe macroscopic response
behavior. Therefore, the total computation time can be relatively large, particularly when
the model complexity is high. We will demonstrate that the computation time can be
decreased by using model knowledge.

The variation of the average forces (F̄n and F̄t) within n periods is small. Therefore, it
suffices to calculate the normal force and the tangential forces only once inn periods. To
account for the remainingn − 1 periods we need to multiply the tangential force withn,
such that the tangential momentum (the integral of the tangential force) remains the same.
Figure3.27 illustrates this. The top plot shows the tangential force and the second plot
shows the equivalent tangential force forn = 4 periods. The second subplot indicates
that we already know the momentum after 1 period of time. Therefore, the successive
‘active’ contact period can already be calculated. The bottom plot illustrates this. We
may interpreted this ‘trick’ as a ‘time/frequency change, which decreases the computation
time significantly. The maximum allowed speed-up factorn for a certain accuracy has to
be found by trial and error.

3.4.2 Hybrid modeling

In the previous subsection, we discussed a method to decrease the computation time.
In this subsection we discuss the use of a hybrid model in order to further reduce the
computation time. In fact, the proposed model is already hybrid because of the switching
between contact and no-contact mode.
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∫ 4/f

0

Ft dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

4

∫ f

0

Ft dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Figure 3.27: Illustration to speedup the simulation by a factorn = 4.

For the friction implementation we used atanh-function to model the friction in a very
simple and straightforward manner. This non-linear smoothfunction is utilized to build
up the force to the breakaway level. However, due to the high differential resistance
around the origin a stiff set of differential equations remains. A variable-step integration
method deals rather efficiently with these kinds of models (Breedveld 2000). However,
for a large number of crossings around this origin the total simulation time will increase
by this implementation.

Hybrid modeling is a way to overcome a stiff set of differential equations; instead of a
smooth transition we switch between discrete ‘modes’. Eachmode has a behavior in the
sense ofPolderman & Willems(1998), which represent the continuous dynamics of the
system. In our particular case, we distinguish three discrete modes. Figure3.28shows
the hybrid automaton (Van der Schaft & Schumacher 2000).

The four discrete modes are:

Init The hybrid automaton starts at the initial discrete mode ‘Init’, where the wave ampli-
tude and the slider velocity are zero. From the initial mode the automaton evolves
to ‘stick’.

Stick The tangential stiffness determines the tangential forceFt. The sliding velocityvr

is set to zero. Hence, we omit the time-consuming friction submodel. A transition
to ‘sliding’ takes place if|Ft| ≥ |µdFn|.
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stick
Ft = ktδx

sliding
Ft = µdFnsign(vr)

no-contact
Ft = 0

Init |Ft| ≥ |µdFn|

|vr| < DV

uz > z

uz ≤ z uz ≤ z
δx = δx,max

Figure 3.28: Hybrid automaton of the tangential model.

Sliding The tangential force is determined by the friction, where the sliding velocityvr is
u̇x − δ̇x,max− ẋ. Figure3.29illustrates the relation between the velocities. The pres-
liding velocity δ̇x,max is due to a change in normal displacement. The contact evolves
again to ‘sliding’ if |vr| < DV , whereDV represents an infinitesimal neighborhood
aroundvr = 0 (Karnopp 1985). The resetδx = δx,max explicitly resets the presliding
displacement.

No-contact A transition from ‘stick’ or ‘sliding’ to the ‘no-contact’ mode takes place if
uz ≤ z. The tangential force is zero. The transition from ‘no-contact’ is always to
‘slip’ and is enabled ifuz > z.

This hybrid model contains additional code for detection, switching and resetting of inte-
grators, which requires extra time to implement. However, there is a net gain in computa-
tion time.

The total model, hybrid and with the ‘time change’, is implemented and simulated in 20-
sim. For simulation we use the suitable ‘Vode Adams’ integration method. This is the
explicit variable-step stiff integration algorithm of Cohen and Hindmarsh. This method is
specially suited for explicit models that combine high and low frequency vibrations with
little damping (20-sim 2003).
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ẋ
u̇x

δ̇x,max

Figure 3.29: Velocities in tangential direction.

3.5 Model validation

In this section, we check the validity of the developed models by experiments performed
with a 1 projection, a 3 projections and a multiple projections slider. The models that
are validated are respectively the s-poc model, the ideal m-poc model and the actual (not-
ideal) m-poc model.

3.5.1 Single point of contact (with tangential compliance)

In this subsection, the s-poc model of section3.2 will be validated. Since we do not
have the ability to perform an experiment with only one pointof contact, an experiment
from literature (Kurosawa et al. 1996) is taken. In this experiment a stator made of127.8◦

y-rotatedx-propagating LiNbO3 (Lithium Niobate) is used, which is equipped with two
IDT’s with a driving frequency of 9.6 MHz, see figure3.30. The slider consists of only one
small steel ball, which is preloaded by means of a permanent Neodymium magnet placed
at the back of the stator. The preload is changed by varying the spacer thickness between
magnet and stator. Kurosawa et al. state that, due to the effect of the magnetization of the
steel ball, the slider moved without rotation. Furthermore, the uniformity of the magnetic
force was confirmed within the operational area of the motor.

Figure 3.30: Experimental setup of Kurosawa et al.
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Table3.4lists the model parameters. The wave amplitude is measured by means of a laser
dopler vibrometer. The Young modulus of the steel ball and the stator and the Poisson
ratio of the steel ball are taken directly from literature. Since LiNbO3 is anisotropic, an
average value of the Poisson ratio was derived byAsai & Kurosawa(2004). The friction
coefficient is measured by a tribo-meter and the slider mass is calculated from the ball
radius and the mass density.

description parameter value unit
Normal wave amplitude ûz 18.8 nm

Tangential/normal amplitude ratio 0.89 -
Wave frequency f 9.6 MHz

Young modulus slider E1 210 GPa
Young modulus stator E2 172 GPa

Poisson ratio slider σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.27 -

Radius slider R 0.5 mm
Mass of slider m 4.13 mg
Preload force Fp {7.3, 3.7, 0.9} mN
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Coulomb coefficient of friction µd 0.15 -
Transition stick-slip velocity DV 0.005 m/s

Speed-up n 200

Table 3.4: Simulation parameters for figure3.31.

Figure3.31shows the measured data (crosses) together with the simulated data (solid-
lines). The slider is driven by a burst of waves and the velocity is measured by means of
a high-speed camera. The variableFp is the preload force. The increase in the acceler-
ation/tangential force with increasing preload force is clearly visible in both experiment
and simulation. Furthermore, the slopes during acceleration correspond well, in particular
at the bottom plot. However, the simulated steady state velocity is larger than the exper-
iment. For comparison, we also show the simulated responsesfor a wave amplitude of a
factor 1.1 smaller (dashed-lines). The resemblance with the steady state velocity is better.
The cause of the small differences between model and experiment is not clear. The wave
motion could be influenced by the slider contact, which causes a smaller amplitude at the
contact. The parameters are uncertain. Alternatively, themodel stucture inaccuracy could
be the cause of the difference.

3.5.2 Ideal multiple points of contact

In this section, we compare the ideal m-poc model with the experimental -3 ball- slider.
The experimental setup is described in section1.5. In section3.3.1, we have demon-
strated that an s-poc model can approximate an ideal m-poc. If we study the assumptions,
we recognize that the first assumption cannot a-priori be assumed: The wave motion is
not influenced by slider contact. Indeed, we will see that a better result is obtained if
the wave amplitude for simulation is chosen smaller than themeasured wave amplitude
(without slider). Furthermore, assumption 7 does not hold -only translation in tangential
and normal direction is possible-, because the experimental -3 ball- slider can rotate as
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Figure 3.31: Experimental data taken from Kurosawa et. al. and simulation data obtained
with the s-poc model. The wave amplitudes areûz,exp = 18.8 nm (crosses),̂uz,sim = 18.8
nm (solid-line) and̂uz,sim = 17.1 nm (dashed line).

well. However, we minimized the change of rotation by setting the initial slider position
symmetrical with respect to the wavefront (figure3.32).

In the previous experiment, the stator was made of LiNbO3, where in the next experiments
the stator material is PZT. The simulation parameters listed in table3.5 are found from
literature and separate measurements. (The Young modulus of the stator corresponds
to the value of poled PZT, because the value of unpoled PZT wasnot supplied). The
vibrometer measures the slider velocity. Figure3.33shows the step responses for different
wave amplitudes. We adapted the wave amplitude of the first plot in such a way that it
coincides with the first part of the response. Approximatelythe same factor 1.1 is used
to adapt the wave amplitude of the second and third plot. We see that the slopes and the

wave

Figure 3.32: Initial position of experimental slider.
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description parameter value unit
Tangential/Normal amplitude ratio 0.65 -

Wave frequency f 2.2 MHz
Young modulus slider E1 210 GPa
Young modulus stator E2 77 GPa

Poisson ratio slider σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.3 -

Radius spheres R 1 mm
Mass of slider m 0.6 g
Preload force Fp 6 mN
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Coulomb coefficient of friction µd 0.18 -
# projections p 3 -

Transition stick-slip velocity DV 0.005 m/s
Speed-up 200

Table 3.5: Simulation parameters for figure3.33.

steady state velocities fit reasonably well. The velocity variation of the slider is partly due
to the rotation of the slider.

3.5.3 Actual multiple points of contact

In this experiment, the silicon slider is utilized in the experimental setup of section1.5.
The behavior of such an m-poc slider is not ideal and therefore the two proposed addi-
tional parameters;

– effective wave amplitude;

– effective number of contact points.

are used (section3.3.2).

Step response

Table3.6 lists the parameters. The coefficient of friction is found bya tribo-meter, the
total preload force is measured, the contact point radius isfound by curve fitting and the
Young moduli and Possion ratios are taken from literature. The two new parameters are
found by curve fitting (by using the gradient search algorithm in 20-sim(2003)).

Consider figure3.34. The slider velocity is measured directly at the slider by means of
the vibrometer. The second plot is used to find the two additional parameters. For the
remaining three plots only one parameter - the effective wave amplitude- is found. The
ratio between the experimental and simulated wave amplitudes is for the first three plots
1.0 and for the last plot1.1. The effective number of contact pointsp̃ is 1350, which is
much smaller than the real number of contact points (40000).The figure demonstrates
that the ‘actual m-poc’ model behavior can be fit on the measured behavior by adapting
both the wave amplitude and the number of projections.
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Figure 3.33: Validation of the ideal m-poc model by means of the experimental -3 ball-
slider.

Figure3.34also shows the slider velocity in case the wave amplitude becomes zero. Since
the mass and preload force are known, the coefficient of friction can be calculated. The
calculated coefficients equal the coefficients found by the tribo-meter. This implies that
once the coefficient of friction is known we can determine thepreload force by the braking
velocity.

Motor characteristic

In this experimental setup, the SAW motor was placed on a platform that could be tilted
such that the load -the gravitational force- changes. (The slider is attached in a slightly
different way with respect to previous experiment). The velocity is calculated from the
encoder position measurement. Table3.7 lists the simulation parameters. Figure3.35
shows the motor characteristic of the experimental setup, in which the open circles are
obtained by measurements. The effective number of contact points and the amplitude are
found by curve fitting.

The ratios between the simulated and experimental wave amplitude for line b, c and d
are respectively{2.0, 1.8, 1.5}. These ratios are large compared to the previous experi-
ment. Also the number of effective contact points is larger 1350→ 6000. The differences
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description parameter value unit
Tangential/Normal amplitude ratio 0.65 -

Wave frequency f 2.2 MHz
Young modulus slider E1 107 GPa
Young modulus stator E2 77 GPa

Poisson ratio slider σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.3 -

Radius slider R 5 mm
Mass of slider m 106 g
Preload force Fp 14 N
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Coulomb coefficient of friction µd 0.13 -
# projections p 40000 -

Transition stick-slip velocity DV 0.005 m/s
Speed-up n 200

effective # projections p̃ 1350 -

Table 3.6: Simulation parameters for figure3.34.

description parameter value unit
Normal wave amplitude sim. ûz,sim {7.5, 6.1, 4.6} nm
Normal wave amplitude exp. ûz,exp {11.4, 10.8, 9} nm
Tangential/Normal amplitude ratio 0.65 -

Wave frequency f 2.2 MHz
Young modulus slider E1 107 GPa
Young modulus stator E2 77 GPa

Poisson ratio slider σ1 0.3 -
Poisson ratio stator σ2 0.3 -

Radius sphere R 5 mm
Mass of slider m 106 g
Preload force Fp 10.7 N
Air damping Rz 2 Ns/m

Coulomb coefficient of friction µd 0.13 -
# projections p 40000 -

Transition stick-slip velocity DV 0.005 m/s
effective # projections p̃ 6000 -

Table 3.7: Simulation parameters for figure3.35.
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Figure 3.34: Experimental (solid-line) and simulation data (dashed-line) of aSAW motor
with a silicon slider. Note that the scalin of the bottom subplot is different.

are explained by the slightly different slider attachment.Concluding we can say that the
macroscopic behavior of the actual m-poc model can be fitted onto the measured macro-
scopic behavior by utilizing the two addtional parameters.
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Figure 3.35: Motor characteristic of the experimental setup. The circles are found by
measurements and the solid lines are found by simulation. The simulation wave ampli-
tude for respectively line a, b, c and d are 0 4.6, 6.1 and 7.5 nm

3.5.4 Review

Table3.8shows an overview of the discussed validation experiments.The s-poc and the
ideal m-poc models predicted the experiments quite well. The fit was better when the
wave amplitude decreased approximately a factor 1.1. The actual m-poc model fitted the
measured behavior well by the aid of two additional parameters. The ratio between the
simulation and the experimental wave amplitude lies between the value 1 and 2. The
ratio between the effective and the real number projectionslies between the value 3 %
and 15 %. A better fit of the m-poc model is probably possible byelaborating the mutual
interference of the neighboring projections.

model
#

projections
stator

material
slider adaptation

s-poc 1 LiNbO3 steel ball wave amplitude
ideal m-poc 3 PZT steel balls wave amplitude

actual m-poc multiple PZT Si slider

{
wave amplitude
effective number of projections

Table 3.8: Overview of the validation experiments.

3.6 Variation of model parameters

This section is based onFeenstra & Breedveld(2004). In order to design a SAW motor
with prescribed specifications (e.g., force-velocity relation) it is helpful to use design pa-
rameters. To get a first impression of the design parameters,the influence of parameter
variations on the motor behavior is investigated by means ofthe s-poc model with tan-
gential compliance. The material parameters that are varied, are the friction coefficient
and the Young modulus of the stator. Besides material parameters, the influence of the
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preload force is examined. In the past, some work has been performed to obtain ‘better’
specifications. For example,Hélin (1997) did an experiment with sliders with a variety of
friction coefficients,Nakamura et al.(2003) investigated the hardness andKurosawa et al.
(1996) studied the influence of the contact point radius and the number of contact points.
(The contact points in Kurosawa’s study had a cylindricallyshape and the definition of ra-
dius is therefore different). However, in practice there isalways interdependency between
parameters, whereas the use of a model has the advantage thatparameters can be varied
independently. Furthermore, non-measurable behavior canbe examined and unrealistic
parameter values can be used to find tendencies or to improve understanding.

3.6.1 Coefficient of friction

The nominal parameters are listed in table3.2. First, we study the influence of the coeffi-
cient of friction on the no-force velocity. Figure3.36(a)shows the relation for three dif-
ferent wave amplitudes. Two limiting situations are considered. If the coefficient of fric-
tion approaches zero, the influence of the tangential stiffness becomes negligibly small.
Accordingly, the velocity increases to a value that corresponds with the rigid tangen-
tial model of figure3.7 (where the coefficient of friction does not influence the no-force
slider velocity). If the coefficient of friction approachesinfinity, the tangential stiffness
will dominate. For acontinuous contact amplitude, ûz = 4 nm, (see page61) the slider
velocity becomes zero because the slider sticks to the stator. For anintermittent contact
amplitude, ûz = 8 nm and 12.5 nm, the velocity approaches a constant value. The contact
sticks during contact.

Figure3.36(b)shows the tangential average force. Clearly, ifµd approaches zero, the
force becomes zero. If the coefficient of friction approaches infinity, the average force
for continuous contact amplitudebecomes zero and forintermittent contact amplitudeit
approaches a constant value. Hence, a high coefficient of friction is beneficial to obtain a
large force at anintermittent contact amplitude.
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Figure 3.36: Velocity and average force as function of the coefficient of friction.
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3.6.2 Young modulus stator

Figure3.37shows the influence of the stator its Young modulusE2 on the motor behavior.
Again we consider two limiting situations. ParameterE2 becomes dominant with respect
to the slider Young modulusE1 if it approaches zero. Consequently, the normal and
tangential contact stiffness decrease. The contact becomescontinuousfor all wave ampli-
tudes because the normal slider displacementz decreases. Furthermore, the contact sticks
such that the tangential slider velocity and the average tangential force become zero. IfE2

approaches infinity, the influence of the modulus becomes negligibly small. The elastic
behavior is determined byE1. Hence, the velocity and force approach a constant value.

Therefore, a statorand a slider with a high stiffness (Young modulus) is advantageous
to obtain a high velocity, a large force and thereby a larger motor efficiency. Apart from
increasing the stiffness by the Young modulus, the projection geometry can be adapted
or the number of projections can be increased. The increase in velocity and force by
increasing the number of projections is demonstrated byKurosawa et al.(2001).
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Figure 3.37: Velocity and average force as a function of the Young modulus of the stator.

3.6.3 Preload force

Figure3.38(a)shows the slider velocity as a function of the preload forceFp. The preload
force is the sum of the gravitational force and an additionalapplied external force. Con-
sider a preload force that approaches zero. Consequently, the normal slider displacement
approaches the wave amplitude, i.e.,limFp→0 z = ûz. The contact becomes intermittent
for all wave amplitudes and the slider velocity approaches the tangential wave velocity
amplitudeˆ̇ux. If the preload force increases, the opposite happens. The normal slider dis-
placementz decreases and the contact becomes continuous and sticks. Hence the velocity
approaches zero.

Figure3.38(b)shows the tangential average forceF̄t versus the preload forceFp. Clearly,
the forceF̄t approaches zero for a decreasing preload force. For an increasing preload
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Figure 3.38: Velocity and average force as function of the preload force.

force, a similar explanation holds as for the slider velocity. The contact is or becomes
continuous and sticks. In between those limits, there exists a point of maximum tan-
gential force. (Kurosawa et al.(2001) have measured the same qualitative behavior for
cylindrical contact points). It is not possible to find an analytical solution for the ‘op-
timal preload force’, however we can find an approximation. Equation3.11defines the
release amplitudêuz,r; the amplitude at the transition point from continuous to intermittent
contact. By rewriting we find the ‘release preload force’

ûz,r =

(

3

16

πFp

√
2

kn

)2/3

⇒ Fp,r = û3/2
z

16

3

kn

π
√

2
(3.23)

wherekn is the normal stiffness. Figure3.38(b)demonstrates that this ‘release-preload
force’ approximates the preload force for a maximum tangential force. In chapter5 we
use this approximation.

3.7 Conclusions

The main purpose of this chapter was to analyze the principleof motion of a surface
acoustic wave motor. To this end, contact models of a SAW motor have been built in
order to describe the principle of operation, explain inherent SAW motor features and for
finding design parameters. It has been shown that

1. the wave motion may be interpreted as an elastic body that is driven by two dis-
placement sources;

2. the variation in the normal slider displacement and the tangential slider velocity per
wave period is very small;
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3. the rise time of the normal displacement is significantly smaller than the rise time
of the tangential velocity, therefore the response of the normal motion is not ob-
servable in the tangential motion;

4. the driving wave amplitude can be categorized in one of three regions.

– In the dead-zone region the wave amplitude is small. The slider does not move
because the slider and the stator continuously stick.

– In the continuous region, the wave amplitude is larger thanthe dead-zone
amplitude and therefore the contact will slide and stick. The slider moves.

– If the wave amplitude is larger than the threshold amplitude the contact will
become intermittent. The ‘modes’ are stick, slide and no-contact.

5. the SAW motor its macroscopic behavior can be interpretedas a velocity source in
series connection with a equivalent damper;

6. the macroscopic behavior of an ideal multiple point of contact (m-poc) model is
exactly predicted by a single point of contact (s-poc) model;

7. for anidealslider withp projections and a preload force ofFp,slider = p×Fp,projection,
the steady state slider velocity does not depend on the number of projections and
the average tangential slider force will be linearly proportional to the number of
projections;

8. an actual motor has some anomalies relative to an ideal m-poc model. Among other
things,

– the wave motion decreases along the slider length;
– the normal force is not uniformly distributed over the contact surface;
– the deformation at one point of contact is influenced by neighboring points.

However, by introducing two additional parameters the experimental responses can
be fitted.

Data from literature and data acquired with the described experimental setup has been
utilized to validate the different models.

1. The s-poc model predicted reasonably accurately the stepresponse behavior of a
steel ball on a LiNbO3 stator. The result became better if a smaller wave amplitude
(of the simulation) was chosen.

2. In a second experiment the experimental 3-ball slider hasbeen considered. The
stator is made of PZT, which is less stiff then LiNbO3. The ideal m-poc model
predicted the measured step behavior rather well. The resemblance improved by
decreasing again the wave amplitude of the simulation.

3. In the third experiment a silicon slider was used. The ‘actual m-poc’ model could be
fit on the measured behavior by adapting both the wave amplitude and the number
of projections.

To get a first impression of the design parameters, the influence of parameter variations
on the motor behavior has been investigated. The results are
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1. A high coefficient of friction is beneficial to obtain a large force at anintermittent
contact amplitude.

2. A high stiffness (Young modulus) of both stator and slideris advantageous to ob-
tain a high velocity, a large force and thereby a higher motorefficiency. Apart
from increasing the stiffness by the Young modulus, the projection geometry can
be adapted or the number of projections can be increased.

3. There is an optimum preload force for the average tangential force, which is ap-
proximated by the so-called release preload force.



Chapter 4

Actuation and control

Overview: This chapter investigates the actuation and closed-loop control of a SAW
motor. First, a linear time invariant mechanical model is derived. Next, the dis-
turbance sources of the SAW motor are discussed. Hereafter,different strategies to
actuate the motor are examined. For one actuation strategy acontroller is designed
and tested for different trajectories on the experimental setup.

4.1 System

In the previous chapter, we have modeled the intrinsic SAW-motor behavior. Direct mea-
surements of the slider velocity –by means of a vibrometer– were used to validate the
dynamic behavior of these models. For closed-loop control of the experimental SAW-
motor we utilize a displacement encoder (section1.5). The encoder ruler is connected via
the guiding to the slider. The introduced additional dynamics have a negative influence
on the closed-loop behavior. Therefore, we analyze the guiding dynamics for reason of
controller design and to discuss improvements of the guiding. Finally, disturbances of the
SAW motor are examined in order to gain insight and discuss approaches to prevent or
eliminate these disturbances.

4.1.1 Mechanical model

In this subsection, we derive a mechanical model in which we include the first vibration
mode of the slider guiding. This first vibration mode is theRz mode (figure4.1(a)).
Figure4.1(b) shows an ideal physical model of the considered problem. Thecenter of
rotation is in the center of gravity (cog). TheRz mode is excited since the point of
actuation of the sliderxm does not correspond to this cog. The encoder ruler is attached
to one side of the slider guiding. The other side of the sliderguiding is connected via
bearings to the slider axis. The connection to the slider axis is compliant and enables the
guiding to rotate. The angle of rotation is small, which allows simplification of the model.

87
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Figure 4.1: Slider guiding.

We have shown that the intrinsic SAW motor model may be interpreted as a series con-
nection of a velocity sourcėxs and a non-linear equivalent damperRt (section3.2.4).
Furthermore, a linear-time-invariant (LTI) mechanical model is required to allow simple
controller design in the frequency-domain and the complex-plane. Therefore, we assume
that this equivalent damperRt is linear. Due to this rough approximation we may ex-
pect differences between model behavior and actual behavior. Furthermore, we assume
a linear compliant-dampingRd = 2b2R′

d and a linear stiffnessk = 2b2k′. Figure 4.2
shows an iconic and a bond graph representation of the model.The encoder displacement
is xe =

∫
(ẋc + aeṘz)dt. The transfer functions froṁxs to ẋc and fromẋs to Ṙz are

respectively

Hẋs→ẋc(s) =
Rt(s

2J + sRd + k)

s3mJ + s2(mRd + a2
mmRt + JRt) + s(mk + RtRd) + kRt

Hẋs→Ṙz(s) =
ammRt

s3mJ + s2(mRd + a2
mmRt + JRt) + s(mk + RtRd) + kRt

(4.1)

and the fourth order transfer function from the velocity sourceẋs to the encoder displace-
mentxe is

Hẋs→xe(s) =
1

s
Hẋs→ẋc(s) + ae

1

s
Hẋs→Ṙz(s)

=
Rt(s

2J + s(Rd + aeamm) + k)

s(s3mJ + s2(mRd + a2
mmRt + JRt) + s(mk + RtRd) + kRt)

(4.2)

Parameter estimation

In this subsection we estimate the parameters of the transfer function given by equa-
tion 4.2. The massm = 0.1 kg and the lengthae = 33 mm are measured. The inertia
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Figure 4.2: Mechanical model.

J = 2.7 10−5 kg m2 and the lengtham = 0.7 mm are calculated with the help of Solid-
works (Solidworks corporation 2004). We estimate the remaining parameters by step
response identification. Figure4.3shows the velocitẏxe, which is derived from the mea-
sured displacement and filtered by a 4th order low pass butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 2000 Hz. The noise superimposed on the signal iscaused by the stator
roughness to be elaborated in subsection4.1.2. The equivalent damperRt is found by
the dominant step response behavior, which is described by equation4.2 if the guiding
stiffnessk approaches infinity.

H̃ẋs→ẋe = lim
k→∞

sHẋs→xe

=
Rt

sm + Rt
⇒

ẍe
m

Rt
+ ẋe = ẋs ⇒

ẋe = ẋs

(

1 − e−
Rt
m

t
)

(4.3)

The resulting behavior corresponds with the linearized intrinsic SAW motor behavior, i.e.,
a series connection of a velocity sourceẋs, a damperRt and a massm. The damper value
Rt = 19 is found by fitting the solution equation4.3to the rising slopes of figure4.3. The
Rz vibration mode is visible for timet > 0.08 s. An inset of figure4.3 shows a detail
of the vibration. The frequency is 130 Hz. We estimate stiffnessk = 18 by using this
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Figure 4.3: Parameter identification.

name parameter value unit
equivalent motor damping Rt 19 Ns/m
motor mass m 0.1 kg
motor inertia J 2.7 10−5 kg m2

stiffness k 18 Nm
damping Rd 0.001 N m s
length af 0.7 mm
length ae 33 mm

Table 4.1: Parameters of the LTI mechanical model.

resonance frequency and the relation for the resonance frequency

ωr ≈
√

k

J
(4.4)

Finally, the dampingRd = 0.001 is estimated from the attenuation of the resonance
(figure4.3). Table4.1 lists all the parameters.

Figure4.4 shows different representations of the mechanical model. The bode plot of
figure4.4(a)shows the transfer function from the velocity sourceẋs to the encoder dis-
placementxe. The transfer froṁxs to xe is fourth order. The slope of the modulus is−20
dB per decade for frequencies lower thanω = Rt

m
and−40 dB otherwise. The resonance

frequency of theRz-mode is denoted byωr. Figure4.4(b)shows the pole zero mapping
of the system. There are 4 poles and two zeros. The step response of the encoder velocity
is shown in figure4.5. As expected, there is a considerable deviation during braking due
the assumption thatRt is linear. We utilize this mechanical model in section4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Different representations of the system: from input velocity toencoder dis-
placemenṫxs → xe.

Improvements The vibration modes of a system often limit the closed-loop bandwidth.
Shifting of the resonance frequencies to a higher value can therefore be beneficial. The
resonance frequencies introduced by the slider guiding canbe increased by

– reducing the mass and inertia of the moving part, for exampleJ in equation4.4;
– increasing the stiffness of the guiding, for examplek in equation4.4;
– coincide the cog of the moving part with the point of actuation (interface between

slider and stator);
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– measuring at the center of mass, for exampleae = 0 in equation4.4.

We will continue this discussion in chapter5.

4.1.2 System disturbances

The motor behavior is affected by different sources of disturbance. We examine these
sources for controller and actuation design and to discuss improvements in the motor
design. In chapter2 we have shown that the wave amplitude at the stator surface isnot
uniform due to

1. attenuation (section2.2.3);

2. diffraction (section2.2.2);

3. reflection (section2.2.3);

4. beating (section2.1.4).

Another source of disturbance is the friction force of the slider guiding. Furthermore,
the contact interface between slider and stator plays an important role in the SAW motor
behavior. We elaborate the sources that disturb the contactinterface.

Stator roughness In figure4.3the stator roughness is clearly visible as a high frequency
disturbance superimposed on the dominant response. This disturbance is position depen-
dent as shown in figure4.6(a). This figure shows the slider velocity as a function of the
slider displacement for three repetitions. The dominatingspatial frequency is 20µm. Fig-
ure4.6(b)shows the stator relief. The direction of the slider motion is perpendicular to
the grooves. The arrows indicate the grooves and the averagedistance between the arrows
is indeed∆x ≈ 300/15 = 20µm.
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Figure 4.6: The periodicity of the stator surface.
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Figure 4.7: The slider velocity and the preload force as a function of the slider displace-
ment.

Variation of the preload force Figure4.7shows the slider velocity as a function of the
slider displacement for 2 experiments. Note that the displacement range is larger than
the range of figure4.6(a). The overlaying responses demonstrate that the variationsin
velocity are indeed position dependent. The bottom plot shows the preload force, which
becomes smaller when moving inx-direction. In section3.6 we have demonstrated that
the slider velocity increases when the preload decreases. Hence, when moving inx-
direction, the preload force, the attenuation and the diffraction contribute all to an increase
of the slider velocity. In the opposite direction the effects do not add up, i.e., the preload
force decreases, which reduces the slider velocity and the decrease of attenuation and
diffraction increases the wave velocity.

Variation of the coefficient of friction The SAW motor is driven by friction. The motor
behavior is therefore disturbed by variation of the coefficient of friction due to:

1. slider and stator conditions (contamination, scratches, wear);

2. ambient conditions (humidity, temperature, etc.);

3. Rayleigh wave (amplitude, shape of the wave envelope, frequency of the wave en-
velope etc.).

The first two items are rather obvious. The third item is predominantly due to the increase
of the coefficient of static frictionµst with time (Armstrong-H́elouvry et al. 1994), i.e.,
the valueµst depends on the history.

We assume that the deviations in the wave amplitude, guidingfriction and stator rough-
ness can be modeled as input disturbances. The variation of the preload force is disre-
garded, because we mainly consider small displacements ranges. The variation of the
coefficient of friction is reduced by cleaning the SAW motor on a regular basis, by work-
ing in an environment with a low humidity and by applying so-called PWM actuation
(section4.2.4).
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Figure 4.8: The steady state slider velocityẋs as function of the inputu. (Single-Sided
Actuation). The experiments (a) and (b) are performed at different moments.

Improvements We refer to chapter2 for suppression of the wave amplitude variation
along the stator length. Disturbances of the contact interface can be decreased by:

– applying a stator with a smaller roughness, e.g., by polishing;

– using a different preload mechanism (chapter5 design procedures);

– putting the SAW motor in a clean and controlled environment.

Threshold amplitude

A slider starts to move when the wave amplitude exceeds a certain threshold amplitude. In
practice the threshold amplitude varies due to the previousdescribed disturbance sources
(see figure4.8(a)). Moreover, compare figure4.8(a)and figure4.8(b), which are acquired
at the same setup at a different day. It shows the relation between an input signalu (linear
proportional to the wave amplitude) and the slider velocity. The input of figure4.8(b)
increases steadily starting from zero. At a certain value the slider velocity jumps discon-
tinuously to a steady state value. When the input decreases from a positive value, the
velocity decreases continuously to zero. On the other hand,figure4.8(a)does not show
the discontinuous jumps. The difference in the behavior is explained by the variation in
the frictional behavior.

A dead zone with a time-variant and position-dependent threshold amplitude is not ben-
eficial from a control point of view. Therefore, four actuation methods are compared in
order to examine their ability to deal with this problem.

4.2 Actuation methods

This section is based on (Feenstra et al. 2005).

A so-called Interdigital Transducer (IDT) can generate Rayleigh waves. Two IDT’s are
required to obtain a one degree of freedom motion, i.e., one IDT to generate a wave in
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Figure 4.9: Actuation of a SAW motor.

positive direction and one IDT to generate a wave in the opposite direction (figure4.9).
The actuation block calculates both actuation signals (umin anduplus) as a function of the
control inputu. Subsequently, a high frequencyfc (MHz) carrier signal multiplies the
signals to obtain an amplitude modulated (AM) signal. The AMsignals drive the IDT’s
of the SAW motor. The four strategies that are discussed are qualified by their relative
efficiency and their ability to eliminate the dead zone.

4.2.1 Single-sided actuation

The simplest way to achieve two actuation signals is by usingthe sign ofu for switching.
Signaluplus is u if the sign ofu > 0 and signalumin is u if the sign ofu < 0. Figure4.8
already showed two experiments performed with this so-called Single-Sided Actuation
(SSA). It demonstrates that both the dead zone and the variation remain. In order to
define the relative efficiency, we approximate the relation between the no-force velocity
ẋs and the control inputu where0 ≤ u ≤ 1 (figure4.8) by:

ẋs =

{ ẋs,max

1−uth
(u − uth) for u > uth

0 for 0 ≤ u ≤ uth
(4.5)

whereuth is the threshold control input anḋxs,max is the slider velocity foru = 1. By
rewriting equation4.5we can findu = u(ẋr) for 0 ≤ ẋr ≤ 1, whereẋr = ẋs/ẋs,max is the
normalized slider velocity.

u(ẋr) = (1 − uth)ẋr + uth for for 0 ≤ ẋr ≤ 1 (4.6)

Accordingly, the wave power can be written as a function ofẋr.

Pssa = Pssa,max

(
u2

plus + u2
min

)

= Pssa,max(ẋr − ẋruth + uth)
2 for 0 ≤ ẋr ≤ 1 (4.7)

wherePssa,maxis the wave power for|u| = 1. Now, we can define the relative efficiency as
the wave power of other actuation methodsα (to be discussed next) with respect to SSA:

ηrel =
Pssa

Pα

(4.8)
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Figure 4.10: Relation between input signal and actuation signals for single-sided actua-
tion with compensation.

4.2.2 Compensated single-sided actuation

It is possible to eliminate the dead zone if the threshold amplitude uth is known; a value
corresponding to the (smallest) threshold amplitude is added to the steering signalu. Note
that overcompensation occurs when the compensation is larger than the actual dead zone.
Velocities near zero are not reachable in case of overcompensation. Figure4.10shows
results of an open-loop experiment performed with compensated single-sided actuation
(CSSA). It demonstrates the intended decrease of the dead zone. However, the dead zone
is not completely eliminated, as could be expected. The relative efficiencyηrel is 100 %,
because the relation betweenẋs anduplus or umin is identical to SSA.

4.2.3 Dual-sided actuation

A third strategy is proposed byVermeulen, Peeters, Soemers, Feenstra & Breedveld(2002).
They assumed that the stator roughness causes the dead zone,rather than the stick behav-
ior. Nevertheless, this method implicitly tackles the stick phenomena and consequently
eliminates the dead zone. Since both IDT’s are actuated simultaneously, this method is
called Dual-Sided Actuation (DSA). For example, if DSA foru = 1 corresponds to SSA
(only one wave) the actuation signals are

uplus =
1 + u

2
umin =

1 − u

2
(4.9)

The principle of slider motion is explained by the surface particle displacement shown in
figure4.11. For equal wave amplitudes (u = 0), the motions are symmetric (a standing
wave). Consequently, the slider does not move. For unequal wave amplitudes, the surface
particle motion is elliptical and may generate slider motion. The dead zone disappears
when the normal wave amplitude is such that constant stick behavior between slider and
stator is overcome. For a smaller wave amplitude, the threshold amplitude only reduces.
Overcompensation is not possible. Figure4.12shows the results of an experiment per-
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Figure 4.11: The particle motions due to DSA at the surface of a stator.

formed with this strategy, which shows that this actuation method almost eliminates the
dead zone.

However, figure4.11shows that the particle displacement amplitudes depend on the po-
sition x. This dependency causes an additional position dependent disturbance. Apart
from the position dependent disturbance, this method has another drawback: the relative
efficiency is decreased. Consider equation4.9and supposeu = ẋr. Then, the input power
for DSA is

Pdsa = Pssa,max

(
u2

plus + u2
min

)
= Pssa,max

1 + ẋ2
r

2
for − 1 ≤ ẋr ≤ 1 (4.10)

Hence,50 % of the maximal power is dissipated for a zero slider velocity. Figure4.13
showsηrel for uth = 0.2. The relative efficiency of DSA is100 % for ẋr = 1 and only8 %
for ẋr = 0.

4.2.4 Pulse-width modulation

The fourth actuation method consists of the application of apulse train of constant am-
plitude but variable pulse-width, therefore, this method is called pulse-width modulation
(PWM). We emphasize that the PWM signals are multiplied by a carrier signal before the
motor is driven, rather than driving the motor directly which is sometimes the case for
ultrasonic motors (Ueha & Tomikawa 1993). The dead zone disappears if the applied
amplitude exceeds the threshold amplitude. Figure4.14illustrates the principle of opera-
tion. In order to visualize the behavior, the PWM frequency ischosen rather small. The
top plot shows the PWM signal for a duty cycle (dc) of 0.5 (dashed) and 0.25 (solid). The
second subplot shows a step response and two PWM signals withdc = 0.5 (dashed) and
dc = 0.25 (solid). The bottom plot shows the slider displacement, which contains a small
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Figure 4.12: Experiment performed with dual side actuation. Experiment is taken from
Vermeulen et al. (2002).
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Figure 4.13: The relative efficiency of the four actuation methods.

ripple. This ripple decreases with an increasing PWM frequency. Depending on the sign
of u the signalsumin anduplus are zero or equal to the generated PWM signal.

PWM frequency The allowable ripple on the displacement and the allowable acous-
tic noise limits the lower bound of the PWM frequency. Acoustic noise is an undesired
audible disturbance in the audio frequency range. Acousticnoise is circumvented when
the frequency is chosen above 20 kHz. At this frequency, the ripple is negligibly small
because the frequency is considerably larger than the bandwidth of a practical SAW mo-
tor. On the contrary, the pulse train length (dc/fPWM ) should be sufficient large to reach
the constant wave amplitude; the IDT response becomes dominant for small pulse train
lengths (section2.3.1). Therefore, a proper choice is a frequency of 20 kHz. We empha-
size thatfPWM ≪ fr=Rayleigh.
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Figure 4.14: Slider behavior with pulse-width modulation (simulation).

Equivalent damper In section3.2.4, we have discussed the motor characteristic of a
SAW motor. We have demonstrated that a SAW motor characteristic can be interpreted
as series connection of an ideal velocity source and an equivalent damper. However, as
expected, the relation of the equivalent damperRt changes by applying PWM actuation.
Experiments showed that the equivalent damper value increases with a decreasing duty
cycle. A sound relation between the equivalent damper and the duty cycle requires further
research.

Experiment Figure4.15shows the result of an experiment with a PWM frequency of
20 kHz that demonstrates the elimination of the dead zone. The ratio between input signal
u and slider velocityẋsis rather constant and is defined as the velocity constantKv. The
velocity constant is0.1. This linear relation is obtained by assigning the duty cycle value
asdc =

√

|u|. Accordingly, the PWM wave power for a constant amplitude (û = 1) and
variable width is

Ppwm = Pssa,max̂u
2dc = Pssa,max

√

ẋr for 0 ≤ ẋr ≤ 1 (4.11)

Hence, the input power is zero for a zero slider velocity. Figure4.13showsηrel for PWM
actuation. The relative efficiency is100 % for dc = 1 and dc = 0. The minimum
efficiency is25 %. A drawback of this method is the requirement of extra hardware.
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Figure 4.15: Experiment performed with pulse-width modulation.

4.2.5 Overview of actuation methods

Table4.2 contains an overview of the four discussed actuation methods. By comparing
the discussed methods it follows that the best results are obtained for PWM actuation: it
eliminates the dead zone and its efficiency can be qualified asgood. Therefore, actuation
by means of PWM is to be preferred and is used in the remainder ofthis chapter.

method eliminates dead zone relative efficiency
SSA no best

SSA + compensation partly best
DSA yes low

PWM yes good

Table 4.2: Actuation methods.

4.3 Open-loop control

It is informative to analyze the smallest (open-loop) slider displacement possible, e.g.,
to determine the specifications of a SAW motor or to select a measurement system. The
slider displacement depends on the duration of actuationT (length of a burst) and on the
wave amplitude. We assumed in the previous chapters that theratio between the input
amplitude and the wave amplitude is constant (static). Thisassumption is valid if the
input is smooth or if length of a burst is large, i.e.,T ≫ 2N/fc, whereN is the number of
finger pairs andfc the center frequency. However, for small bursts the transient response
of the active IDT needs to be taken into account (section2.3.1).

It turns out that the step size can be made very small by choosing a fixed (small) number
of periods and simply decreasing the wave amplitude. The slider displacement of the
experimental setup is measured for a number of bursts with different durations. A laser
vibrometer with a resolution of 2 nm measures the displacement. Figure4.16shows the
result. The displacement is averaged 10 times for the burstsconsisting of 11 periods
and 5 times for the other experiments. The minimal step size in this experiment is 1.7
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Figure 4.16: Measurement of the slider displacement. The burst length is varied.

nm for 11 periods, which is already below the vibrometer resolution. In literature, e.g.
Shigematsu et al.(2003) andShigematsu & Kurosawa(2004), steps are mentioned of 2
and 0.5 nm. Therefore, it seems that the step size can be made infinitesimally small.

Open-loop control by using stepping motion is possible. However, attention should be
paid to the reproducibility of the step size, because the variation in the step size increases
with a smaller number of excitation periods.

4.4 Closed-loop controller

In this section, we propose a controller for a SAW motor with PWM actuation. The
controller parameters are found by utilizing an LTI model. Finally, the controller is im-
plemented and tested.

4.4.1 Controller design

We choose to control the plantP – the SAW motor by PWM actuation – by a PID con-
troller. Figure4.17shows the basic structure. Signalr is a reference signal,KP is the
proportional gain and (1 + KI

s
= s+KI

s
) represents a pure integrator with an extra zero

in s = −KI. The integrator deals with the quasi constant disturbancesd (e.g. guiding
friction) at the input of the plant. The derivative actionKD is applied for extra damping
and the low-pass filterLP is used to suppress high-frequency noise in the velocity mea-
surement. The displacementxe is measured by the encoder and the slider velocityẋm is
measured by the vibrometer (figure4.1(a)).

The controller parameters will be found by a model of the plant. So far we have found
an LTI mechanical model which describes the relation between the no-force velocitẏxs

and the encoder displacementxe and the slider velocitẏxm (section4.1). Furthermore,
we have shown that the dead zone between the actuation signals, umin anduplus, and the
no-force slider velocitẏxs can be eliminated by utilizing PWM actuation (section4.2.4),
such that a linear relationKv remains. The combined model – the mechanical model
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Figure 4.18: Bode plot of controller and plant + controller.

plus the linear relation – will serve as plant model. We use the parameters of table4.1.
Therefore, the value of the equivalent damperRt corresponds with a duty cycle with a
value of 1. DamperRt will increase for smaller values of the duty cycle (section4.2.4).
Therefore, the controller parameters derived from the model may be changed at the real
setup in order to improve the closed-loop behavior.

The controller parameters are found by pole placement. First, the proportional gainKP

is determined. Suppose a specified−3 dB bandwidth of460 rad/s. Accordingly, the gain
KP is chosen12 103 such that the smallest conjugated closed-loop poles are a factor 1.7
below the resonance frequencyωr = 800 rad/s. Next, the damping gainKD is chosen
2.2 10−3 such that the smallest complex conjugated poles have a relative damping of
approximately0.7. The integrator gainKI is chosen100 such that it is large and that it
does not influence the relative damping a lot. The low pass filter, a third order Bessel filter
with a cut of frequency of5 kHz, is part of the vibrometer controller.

Figure4.18(a)shows the resulting bode-plot of the controller (−xe → u), where we as-
sumed thaṫxm = ẋe. Figure4.18(b)shows the bode plot of the open and the closed-loop
system (plant + controller). The bandwidth is about800 rad/s. The pole-zero configura-
tion of the closed-loop and open-loop system and the root loci of the open-loop system is
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shown in figure4.19. The root loci demonstrate that the two open-loop poles in the origin
move to approximatelys = −300 ± 370i. Figure4.4.1shows the step response of the
closed-loop system. The overshoot is13 % and the resonance behavior due to the poles is
ω = 786 rad/s.

4.4.2 Experiments

The controller is implemented in Simulink (Mathworks, Inc. 2003). The code for the
acquisition hardware (dSPACE 2001) -DS1103- is directly generated by Simulink. By
using the graphical user interface ControlDesk (dSPACE 2001) that runs on the acqui-
sition hardware, we can set parameters and observe signals.The sample frequency is
10 kHz. Three experiments are discussed with successively acycloid step, a constant
velocity and a continuous cycloid reference profile.

Tracking of a cycloid step

In this experiment we are interested in the steady state error rather than the maximal
tracking error. The duration of the step is 0.13 seconds and the stroke is 1.5 mm. The
controller of figure4.17is used with controller parametersKP = 12 103, KD = 10−4 and
KI = 100. The motor velocity is filtered with a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency
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Figure 4.21: Cycloid step. The error is plotted for two experiments. The dashed line is
the simulated error.

of 5 kHz and the measurement resolution ofxe is 6.67 nm. To obtain better results, the
D-action is chosen a factor22 smaller than determined in subsection4.4.1. This is not a
surprise, since the system model is considerably simplifiedfor the purpose of controller
design. The decrease ofKD is explained by an increase of the equivalent damperRt

due to PWM actuation. An increase ofRt causes more mechanical damping hence less
D-action (KD) is required. Although the D-action appears to be small, it still has its
influence on the closed-loop behavior. Figure4.21shows the measured (solid) and the
simulated (dashed) result. For the simulation we used the LTI model of figure4.17and
the model parameters of table4.1and the controller parameters applied for the real setup.
The results are remarkably close, despite the considerablemodel simplification. The non-
smooth reproducing error while moving is due to the surface roughness as will be shown
in the next experiment.

To obtain an indication for the reproducibility, the experiment is repeated 15 times. The
maximal tracking errorǫtracking, maxand the maximal steady state errorǫss are determined
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for each experiment. Next, the mean valueµ and the standard deviationσ are calculated.
For the maximal tracking error we foundµ = 10.8 µm andσ = 0.81 µm and for the
steady state errorµ = 20.3 nm andσ = 1.7 nm. See the inset of figure4.21. Because the
standard deviation is small with respect to the mean value, we conclude that the experi-
ment is reproducible. The steady state error has a mean valueof three encoder increments.
Therefore, the steady state error is mainly limited by the measuring resolution.

Tracking of constant motion

In this experiment, we are interested in the error during a constant motion rather than
a transient. The reference signal is a ramp with a constant velocity of 3 mm/s. The
controller parameters areKP = 10 103, KD = 10−3 andKI = 100. The motor velocity is
again filtered with a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 kHz and the measurement
resolution is 13 nm. In this experiment, the errors are not limited by the measurement
resolution1. Figure4.22shows the measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) result, which
match again well. The maximal measured tracking errorǫtracking, maxduring the transient
is 4.1µm and the tracking errorǫtracking during motion is 0.2µm. Figure4.23(a)shows
the error as a function of the displacement for three repetitions. It shows that the tracking
error is position dependent. Figure4.23(b)shows the absolute value of the fast fourier
transform (FFT) of the error vs. the displacement. The dominating spatial period is 20
µm, which corresponds with the stator roughness. The associated (time) frequency is
3mms−1/20µm = 150Hz.

1The encoder input of the acquisition hardware has a maximum counting frequency, which should not be
exceeded to preserve stability of the closed-loop plant. The number of pulses generated by the encoder mea-
surement system is proportional to the velocity times the measurement interpolation. Hence, the maximum
velocity increases by lowering the measuring interpolation and thereby the resolution or the measurement
accuracy increases for lower velocities.
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Figure 4.23: Position dependent error

In this particular experiment the frequency of the error is constant due to the constant ve-
locity. Therefore, the controller could be designed such that this frequency is suppressed.
Because the error is position dependent, it would also be possible to compensate the error
by means of (learning) feed forward control (Velthuis 2000), (De Kruif 2004). The error
could be decreased by design as well. One possibility is to decrease the stator roughness.
For example, the RMS roughness of a Lithium Niobate stator could be as small as1.3
nm, while the RMS roughness of the applied stator is9.5 nm. Another possibility is to
increase the proportional gain, which increases the error suppression and the bandwidth.
However, the practical maximum bandwidth is often limited by the ‘parasitic’ vibration
modes of the system.

Tracking of a continuous cycloid reference

In this final closed-loop experiment, the reference is a continuous cycloid signal with an
amplitude of 10 mm and a period time of 13.3 s. We use the controller of the previous
experiment with an additional I-action. The motivation forthe extra I-action is discussed
next.

The number of pure integrators in the forward path (plant plus controller) determines the
type-number of the system. This is 1 for the ‘plant’ and 1 for the I-action of the controller
of the previous section, which makes the type-number 2. The highest power of the poles in
the denominator of the Laplace transform of a profile determines the order of the profile.
Hence, for a ramp profile (1/s2) the order is 2 and for a cycloid profile (1/s2(s2 + 1))
the order is 4. The type-number of the system should be no morethan one integer value
lower to achieve a bounded steady state error (Van Amerongen 1992). Therefore, for the
slowly varying cycloid path we use an additional I-action, which makes the type-number
3. See figure4.24. The controller parameters are:KP = 12 103, KD = 0.2 10−3 and
KI = 100. The motor velocity is filtered with a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency
of 5 kHz and the measurement resolution is again 13 nm. The reason for the smallerKD

value is discussed in the first closed-loop experiment.
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Figure 4.25: Continuous cycloid experiment.

Figure4.25shows the experimental result. The maximal tracking error is 0.7µm. The
error ǫtracking, max is again dominantly caused by the roughness of the stator. Inorder to
suppress this disturbance, the sensitivity functionxe/d = 1/(1 + PC) should be chosen
small in the disturbing frequency band, rather than at one frequency only. Alternative
solutions were discussed in the previous experiment.

4.4.3 Review

In the previous subsection different experiments were discussed. Table4.3list the results.

experiment x̂ [mm] Tmotion [s] u̇max [mm/s] Ft,max [N] ǫtrack, max[µm] ǫss [µm]
cycloid step 1.5 0.13 22.5 0.06 10.8 20.3 10−3

constant motion - - 3 - 4.1 0.2
continuous cycloid 10 13.3 3 0.15 10−3 0.7

Table 4.3: Summary of the experiments.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have examined the actuation and closed-loop control of a SAW motor.
To this end, a linear dynamic model of the SAW motor was derived, which took the first
vibration mode of the guiding into account. Next, the disturbances sources of the motor
were discussed, which are:

– variation of wave amplitude along stator length;
– friction of slider guiding;
– stator roughness;
– variation of preload force;
– variation of frictional behavior between stator and slider.

We have shown that the inherent SAW motor threshold amplitude varies due to these dis-
turbances. A dead zone with a time-variant and position depending threshold amplitude is
not beneficial from a control point of view. Therefore, four actuation methods have been
compared:

– single-sided actuation (SSA);
– compensated single-sided actuation (CSSA);
– dual-sided actuation (DSA);
– pulse width modulation (PWM).

By adding a constant value with a proper sign the dead zone onlypartly disappears
(CSSA). Furthermore, CSSA allows overcompensation. The use of two opposite prop-
agating waves (DSA) eliminates the dead zone without the risk of overcompensation.
However, the input power for a zero slider velocity is large.Finally, this examination has
shown that pulse width modulation (PWM) also eliminates the dead zone, also without
the risk of overcompensation, but with considerably smaller input power compared to
DSA in case of small slider velocities. Therefore, this method is recommended for SAW
motor control, in particular closed-loop control.

An experiment was performed to determine the stepping resolution of the SAW motor.
The smallest open-loop steps measured were1.7 nm. Smaller steps could not be measured
due to the limited measurement resolution. However, it seems that the step size can be
made infinitesimally small.

A PID and a PI2D controller was used for closed-loop control of the SAW motor. The
controller parameters were determined by pole-placing utilizing the derived linear dy-
namical model. The controller was implemented and experiments were performed. Some
conclusions regarding the closed-loop experiments were:

– The maximal tracking error depends on the velocity and is predominantly caused
by the stator roughness.

– The steady state errors are small and are limited by the resolution of the measure-
ment system.
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Hence, a SAW motor with PWM actuation performs well for positioning applications,
especially regarding the relative large stroke. Since the SAW motor tracking is predomi-
nately hampered by the stator roughness, we expect improvedresults by applying a stator
with a smaller roughness. Alternatively, the error could be decreased byimproving the
sensitivity functionfor the associated roughness frequency band. Finally, since the error
due to roughness is position dependent, it could be possibleto compensate it by means of
feed forward control.





Chapter 5

Design procedures

Overview: In this chapter, we consider the design of a SAW motor to obtainan in-
dication for the applied materials, the geometry, the construction and the actuation.
First, the inherent SAW motor is discussed, where a design trajectory is proposed to
obtain design parameters. Next, the guiding design and the preload mechanism are
examined. Finally, the electronics of the control loop are discussed.

5.1 Introduction

Suppose we need to design a system which has to perform a certain task, for example the
displacement of a sample with a particular motion profile andwith a maximum allow-
able tracking error. By considering a mechatronic design trajectory, we could distinguish
different phases and iterations of such a system until the final design is ready (Coelingh
2000) (Van Amerongen & Breedveld 2003). This final design contains the specification
for the construction (configuration, stiffness, mass), thecontroller structure and parame-
ters, the sensor placement and requirements and the specifications for the actuator(s) or
in particular the specifications for a SAW motor. Based on these specifications a SAW
motor has to be designed.

The goal of this chapter is to give an indication of the applied materials, the geometry, the
construction and the actuation, such that the specified motor specifications are satisfied.
Furthermore, the parameter limits and the effect of a parameter change on the motor
behavior are discussed. To this end, we have subdivided the SAW motor design into
three parts: the inherent SAW motor design (section5.2), guiding and preload mechanism
design (section5.3) and the design of the electronics for the control-loop (section 5.4).

In the SAW motor design section a design trajectory is proposed. The guiding and preload
mechanism design section gives suggestions to achieve a well-conditioned slider-stator
contact interface. Furthermore, the guiding itself and thepreload mechanism are con-
sidered. Finally, in the electronics for the control-loop section we briefly discuss the
electronics and related aspects of the SAW motor control-loop.

111
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5.2 Motor design

In this section, we discuss a possible design trajectory fora SAW motor (without guiding).
The goal of the design trajectory is to generate a set of design parameters –the required
choice of, for example, material and geometry in order to satisfy the given specifications–
and to show the relation between specifications and design parameters. Figure5.1shows
the flow chart of the design trajectory. We distinguish two kinds of input parameters.
The first kind is the group of predefinedspecificationsof a SAW motor, e.g., the stroke
and the velocity. These specifications are underlined in figure 5.1. The second kind of
input parameters is the group ofselections, which are related to the projection geometry,
the properties of the applied materials and quality relatedparameters, e.g., the attainable
attenuation due to beating (section2.1.4) and the wave amplitude. In subsection5.2.1, we
discuss rules and considerations to utilize a proper selection. The interrelations between
the design parameters, the selections and specifications are examined in subsection5.2.2.
Additional design parameters are explored in subsection5.2.3.

5.2.1 Selection rules and considerations

Stator-IDT material and composition

The stator-IDT composition of a SAW motor has two functions;one function is to gener-
ate waves and the other function is to use these waves to generate a slider motion. For the
generation of waves, a piezoelectric material is required with preferably

– a high piezoelectric coupling factor;
– and a large quality factor.

(section2.3.2). For the generation of a slider motion we prefer a stator with

– a high stiffness (Young modulus, Poisson ratio);
– a high coefficient of friction with respect to the slider material;
– high wear resistance.

The first two properties have been elaborated in section3.6. The property of wear is
important in the context of lifespan and vacuum applications. We will not explore the
wear resistance in this thesis. Additional issues are the stator roughness, which should be
small to minimize the associated disturbance and the statorflatness, which should be high
to achieve a conditioned contact with the slider projections (section5.3).

We discuss three possibilities to obtain a stator-IDT composition with the summarized
properties. One possibility is to applyone materialthat meets (in some degree) all sum-
marized properties. Materials that have proven to work are128◦Y-X Lithium Niobate
(LiNbO3) and PZT (PXE43). Lithium Niobate is recommended because the stiffness, the
piezoelectric coupling factor and the quality factor are larger than those of the PZT type.
A second possibility is to generate waves by using apiezoelectric thin film on a non-
piezoelectric substrate(section2.3.2). The application of thin films increases the design
freedom since the substrate does not have to be piezoelectric. A SAW motor based on
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Figure 5.1: SAW motor design trajectory
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piezoelectric thin films has not yet been fabricated. A thirdoption, is the application of
a coating on a piezoelectric substrate(section2.1.3), e.g., to improve the contact stiff-
ness or decrease wear.Nakamura et al.(2003) have demonstrated that the application of
coatings can increase the motor force and velocity. A material with a high stiffness, good
wear properties and that can be applied as coating is Alumina(Aluminum Oxide, Al2O3).
This material is applied as stator material in the commercially available ultrasonic motors
of the company Nanomotion Ltd. Table5.1summarizes the possibilities.

substrate
thin film for

wave generation
coating for

slider motion
SAW motor reference

PZT (PXE43) - - Dijk (2000)
128◦ LiNbO3 - - Kurosawa et al.(1994)

Sapphire; Al2O3 in the purest form ZnO - -
LiNbO3 - Al2O3 Nakamura et al.(2003)

Table 5.1: Examples of stator composition.

The input parameters (selections) for the design trajectory of figure 5.1 are the stator
material properties, which include the Young moduliE and the Poisson ratiosσ of the
stator coating and the stator substrate1.

Slider material and projection geometry

We prefer, similar to the stator, a slider with

– a high contact stiffness (Young modulus, projections, number of projections), (sec-
tion 3.6);

– a high coefficient of friction with respect to the stator material (section3.6);
– high wear resistance.

The projections are commonly fabricated by lithographic techniques. Therefore, silicon
(Si) is a useful slider material as the fabrication of semiconductors has given rise to the
collection of a large volume of knowledge (Madou 2002) (Senturia 2001). For reference:
the Young modulus of silicon lies in between the Young modulus of lithium niobate and
PZT (PXE43). Furthermore, similar to the stator, the tribological properties can be im-
proved by a coating.

The slider projections in the experimental setup were ball-shaped. Although, cylindrically
shaped projections have been used as well, for example byShigematsu et al.(2003), we
only elaborate ball-shaped projections. Ball-shaped projections can be fabricated by so-
called thermal reflow processes and reactive ion etching (RIE) processes (Dijk 2000),
where the errors between the desired radius and the fabricated radius can be less than
±8 % (Yang et al. 2004). The optimal geometry of the ball-shaped projections, which

1The Raleigh wave velocity for a stator with a small coating thickness (h ≪ λr) is determined by the
stator substrate properties (Oliner et al. 1978).
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Figure 5.2: Ball-shaped projection values

is determined by the balance between the contact stiffness and the prevention of an air-
film, is not explored. Instead, figure5.2shows typical dimensions, which can be used as
starting point.

The length and width of the slider follows from the design trajectory (subsection5.2.2)
and the thickness of the slider is discussed in subsection5.3.1. For reference; the slider
size of fabricated SAW-motors varied between10 · 10 · 1 mm3 (Dijk 2000) and2 · 2 · 0.5
mm3 (Shigematsu & Kurosawa 2004).

Additional input parameters (selections) for the design trajectory of figure5.1 are the
properties of the slider coating or substrate material and the geometry (radius and pitch)
of the projections.

Nominal wave amplitude

An increase of the wave amplitude increases the motor force and the motor velocity but
also the power consumption. Furthermore, the wave amplitude at a constant power de-
creases with the frequency. These relations demonstrate that it is difficult to choose a
wave amplitude at forehand. Nevertheless, we recommend to start with an amplitude in
the range of5−15 nm and approach a suitable nominal amplitude value by iteration using
the design trajectory of figure5.1.

The maximal amplitude of PZT material is limited by quality factor degradation, which
results in considerable heat generation if a certain vibration velocity is exceeded:̇̂uz, max =
0.3 − 0.6 m/s (section2.3.2). Therefore,

ûz,max =
1

2πfr

ˆ̇uz, max (5.1)

The effect of degeneration is small for single-crystal material.

Peeters & Vermeulen(2004) mention that the wave amplitude should exceed the stator
roughness, which implies the existence of a minimal wave amplitude. However, the stator
roughness of the experimental setup of section1.5 is Ra = 13 nm (measured over a
distance of50 µm) and we have utilized wave amplitudes below7 nm to generate a slider
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motion (figure3.34). Our experiment falsifies this hypothesis. Consequently, research is
required to lay down a rule for a minimum wave amplitude.

Interdigital transducer

In this thesis we have only considered bidirectional IDT’s.The length of a bidirectional
IDT is determined by the number of finger pairs times the wavelength. There exist no
general rule for the number of finger pairs (section2.3.1). Often the number is chosen
between10 and20. Alternatively, the number can be chosen such that the electrical ad-
mittance is easily matched (section2.3.1). Bulk wave generation reduces for an increasing
number of finger pairs.

The length of bidirectional IDT’s is small compared to the length of unidirectional trans-
ducers, which is an advantage of bidirectional IDT’s. Especially at low frequencies, the
absolute length of unidirectional IDT’s can be large (for example 50 mm for 50 finger
pairs at 2.2 MHz on a PZT stator). On the other hand, the efficiency of a unidirectional
transducer is approximately3 dB better. Refer toWhite (1970), Oliner et al.(1978) and
Campbell(1998) for some possible configurations.

In order to overcome reflections between the fingers, the thickness of the fingers should
be much smaller than the wavelength (h/λ < 1%). However, the thickness should be
larger than50 nm in order to obtain a good conductivity (Campbell 1998). A common
used material for an IDT finger patern is aluminum. The fingersof our experimental stator
are made of silver, since this material attached well to the stator and since it had a hight
conductivity. For the manufacturing process we refer toSenturia(2001), Madou(2002)
andDijk (2000).

5.2.2 Design parameters

In this subsection, we estimate the interrelations betweenthe design parameters, the se-
lections and the specifications. These interrelations are denoted in figure5.1by the gray
blocks.

Average tangential force

We will derive a relation between the input and output parameters that are shown in ta-
ble 5.2 and indicated by block I in figure5.1. The goal is to find the optimal preload
force and the minimal number of projections. A global analytical relation between the
parameters cannot be found. However, for one specific case wecan find a solution.

Figure3.38(b)demonstrates that for each wave amplitude a preload force exists for which
the tangential force is maximal. From simulation it appearsthat the so-called release
preload force (equation3.23) approximates this optimal preload force.

Fp,opt = û3/2
z

16

3

kn

π
√

2
(5.2)
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selection (input):

stator Young modulusE2

stator Poisson ratioσ2

slider Young modulusE1

slider Poisson ratioσ1

radius of ball-shaped projectionR
coefficient of frictionµd

force ratiorF

normal wave amplitudêuz

specification (input): average tangential forcēFt

design parameters (output):
preload forceFp

number of contact pointsp

Table 5.2: Overview of input and output parameters used in the subsection‘Average
tangential force’.

ûz [nm]
R [mm] 4 8 12.5

1 0.5802 0.5799 0.5811
5 0.5798 0.5791 0.5804

10 0.5797 0.5798 0.5802

Table 5.3: Force ratiosrF = F̄t/(µdFp) for different radii and wave amplitudes found by
simulation. The preload is set to the optimal value. The slider is made of silicon andthe
stator is made of PZT (PXE43).

wherekn is the normal stiffness of one projection (equation3.5), which is a function of the
selection parameters (table5.2). In the remainder, we denote the approximated preload
force byFp,opt. Furthermore, the ratiorF between the average tangential forceF̄t and
the maximum tangential forceµdFp is approximately constant if the preload force equals
Fp,opt.

rF =
F̄t

µdFp
(5.3)

Moreover, this ratio is almost independent of the projection radius and the wave ampli-
tude. The simulation values in table5.3demonstrate this relation for a silicon slider and
a PZT stator. The simulation is performed with the model of section 3.2and the simula-
tions parameters of table5.4. The force-ratiorF is approximately0.58 for all simulated
configurations. Table5.4 lists also the force-ratiorF for a slider made of silicon and a
stator made of lithium niobate. Now it is possible to calculate the preload force and the
ideal number of projections. Withideal we assume that every projection behaves like a
single projection (section3.3.1). The actual number of projections can be estimated on
the basis of performed experiments. We illustrate the calculation with an example.

Example 5.1. We like to move a load with a certain motion profile. This requires a
maximal no-velocity force of̄Ft = 0.8 N. The stator and slider materials are respectively
128◦ Y-X LiNbO 3 and silicon. The radius of one slider projection is6 mm and the wave
amplitude is10 nm.
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slider (1) stator (2) E1 [Gpa] E2 [Gpa] σ1 σ2 µd rF

Silicon PXE43 107 77 0.3 0.3 0.13 0.58
Silicon LiNbO3 128◦ Y-X 107 172 0.3 0.27 0.18 0.52

Table 5.4: Force-ratiosrF found by simulation.

Solution: The normal contact stiffness of one projection (equation3.5) is

kn =
4

3

√
RE = 7.4 [GPa m1/2] (5.4)

The optimal preload force of one projection is accordingly

Fp,opt = û3/2
z

16

3

kn

π
√

2
= 8.9 [mN] (5.5)

and the tangential force of one projection is found by

F̄t,single = µd Fp,opt rF = 0.84 [mN] (5.6)

The idealnumber of projections and the total preload force are therefore respectively

pideal =
F̄t

F̄t,single
=

0.8

0.84 10−3
≈ 1000

Fp,total = pidealFp,opt = 1000 8.9 ≈ 9 [N] (5.7)

In section3.5 it is shown that the actual number of projections is approximately a factor
30 larger than the ideal number of projections. Hence, an indication for the actual number
of projections isp = 30000. ¤

We showed that the motor force can be increased by the choice of material, the projection
radius/shape and the number of projections. The effect of improvement (with respect to
already a proper material choice) is the highest for the number of projections, medium for
the projection radius and low for the material choice. Moreover, the number of applicable
materials is limited. The projection shape is constrained by an emerging air-film that
degrades the motor behavior. The number of projections is limited by the slider size,
which complicates the uniform preload distribution (section 5.3) and an increasing slider
length increases the wave attenuation at the contact interface, such that the trailing edge
of the slider can block. Note that the number of projections can be increased by applying
multiple sliders.

Slider velocity

We will derive a relation between the input and output parameters that are shown in ta-
ble 5.5 and indicated by block II in figure5.1. The goal is to find the minimal SAW
frequency, given the no-force slider velocityẋs.
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ûz [nm] fr = 2.2 [MHz] ûz [nm] fr = 5 [MHz] ûz [nm] fr = 10 [MHz]
R [mm] 4 8 12.5 4 12.5 8

1 0.4682 0.4731 0.4746 0.4713 0.4730 0.4689
5 0.4693 0.4755 0.4775

10 0.4709 0.4772 0.4803

Table 5.6: Velocity ratiosrv for different radii, wave amplitudes and frequencies found
by simulation. The preload is set to the optimal value. The slider is made of silicon and
the stator is made of PZT (PXE43).

slider (1) stator (2) E1 [Gpa] E2 [Gpa] σ1 σ2 µd rxz rv

Silicon PXE43 107 77 0.3 0.3 0.13 0.64 ≈ 0.47
Silicon LiNbO3 128◦ Y-X 107 172 0.3 0.27 0.18 0.89≈ 0.45

Table 5.7: Velocity-ratiosrv found by simulation.

selection (input):
stator wave amplitude ratiorxz

velocity ratiorv

normal wave amplitudêuz

specification (input): no-force slider velocitẏxs

design parameters (output): frequencyf

Table 5.5: Overview of input and output parameters used in the subsection‘No-force
slider velocity’.

In theory, ẋs does not depend on the number of projectionsp if the preload force per
projection remains the same. Therefore, we only consider one projection for determining
the frequency. Furthermore, we can also determine a ratiorv between the no-force slider
velocity ẋs and the tangential wave velocity amplitudeˆ̇ux, where the preload force equals
the optimal preload force (optimal with respect to the tangential force). Note that a higher
velocity is obtained with a smaller preload force).

rv =
ẋs

ˆ̇ux

=
ẋs

ûzωrxz
(5.8)

whererxz = ûx
ûz

, (section2.1.3). Table5.6 tabulatesrv for different radii, frequencies
and amplitudes. The values are found using the simulation model of section3.2 and the
simulations parameters of table5.7. The velocity-ratiorv is approximately0.47 for all
configurations. The resulting velocity-ratiosrv are listed in table5.7. We demonstrate the
obtained design parameter by an example.

Example 5.2. The parameters and variables of example5.1are used. We like to find the
frequency required to achieve a no-force velocity of0.3 m/s.

Solution: The SAW frequencyfr follows directly from the data given in table5.7

fr =
ẋs

2π ûz rxz rv
= 12 [MHz] (5.9)

¤
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Indeed, the velocity can be increased by increasing the frequency or by the choice of
material. A velocity increase by applying a different material is marginal with respect
to frequency sensitivity. The frequency is hardly limited for a SAW motor; frequencies
larger than1 GHz are possible. The theoretical maximal slider velocityẋs = ωûzrxy is
achieved when the normal force approaches zero.

Stroke

Table5.8shows the input and output parameters for block III of figure5.1. The frequency
was found by the relation derived in the previous subsection. The goal is to find the
minimal stator thickness and the IDT aperture width.

selection (input):

frequencyfr

stator (substrate) Rayleigh phase velocitycr

beating attenuationû
û0

Fresnel distanceX
specification (input): strokexstroke

design parameters (output):
thickness statorb
IDT aperture width2a

Table 5.8: Overview of input and output parameters used in the subsection‘Stroke’.

In section2.1.4we have found a relation between the stator thickness and thedecrease
of the wave amplitudesû

û0

due to beating (equation2.19). The relation is valid for an
isotropic plate that is free at both surfaces and has a Poisson ratio of σ = 0.3. The
expression for the stator thickness was found to be:

nthickness = − log




arccos

(
û
û0

)

3.87nlength




1

1.03
(5.10)

wherenthickness=
b
λr

is the stator thickness in wavelengths andnlength = x
λr

is the distance
to the wave generating IDT in wavelengths. The wavelength ofthe SAW is found by
λr = cr/fr wherecr is the Rayleigh wave phase velocity of the stator. In order to find a
value for the thickness, we need to specify the wave amplitude decreaseû

û0

atx = xstroke.

We continue with the IDT aperture width. In section2.2.2we have mentioned that the
diffraction of power is small if a pointx lies within the Fresnel region , i.e., if the dimen-
sionless Fresnel parameterX < 1. By rewriting equation2.24, we find an expression for
the IDT aperture width2a (x = xstroke).

xstroke = X a2

λr
= X a2fr

cr
⇒ 2a = 2

√
xstrokecr

frX
(5.11)

In order to find an aperture width, we need to specifyX . Furthermore, for an optimal use
of the wave, the IDT aperture width should equal the slider width bslider.

bslider = 2a (5.12)
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The two design parameters are demonstrated by an example.

Example 5.3. The parameters of example5.2 are used. We calculate the minimal stator
thickness and the minimal slider aperture width. This minimal stator thickness is only a
rough estimate because lithium niobate is anisotropic (andthe relation is only valid for
an isotropic material). The SAW frequency and the SAW phase velocity are12 MHz and
cr = 3980 m/s respectively. The stroke (plus the slider length) isxstroke = 4 cm, the
maximal attenuationû

û0

atx = xstroke is 0.95 and the Fresnel parameter isX = 0.85.

Solution: First, the minimal thicknessb of the stator is determined. The wavelength is:

λr =
cr

fr
= 0.33 [mm] (5.13)

Hence, the stroke in wavelengths is

nlength =
xstroke

λr
= 114 (5.14)

The minimal stator thickness is found by using equation5.10

b = −λr log




arccos

(
û
û0

)

3.87nlength




1

1.03
= 1 [mm] (5.15)

Because this thickness is rather small we recommended to support the stator (section5.3.2).
Next, the aperture width2a is found by equation5.11

2a = 2

√
xstrokecr

frX
= 8 [mm] (5.16)

Hence, the slider width should also be8 mm. ¤

Concluding, the stroke may be increased by increasing the IDTaperture width and the
frequency by satisfying the stator thickness relation (equation 5.10). The effect of the
aperture width with respect to the stroke is quadratic and with respect to the frequency
linear. Since both parameters equally contribute to the power consumption (foruz con-
stant), it is preferred to increase the aperture width rather than the frequency.

5.2.3 Additional design parameters

Additional design parameters can be calculated by using thepreviously discussed design
parameters.
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Slider length

The slider length is calculated in block IV of figure5.1. We have found relations for
estimating the number of projectionsp and the slider widthbslider = 2a. By specifying the
pitch lpitch between the projection, we can calculate the minimal sliderlengthlslider.

p =

(
bslider

lpitch
+ 1

) (
lslider

lpitch
+ 1

)

⇒

lslider =
pl2pitch

bslider + lpitch
− lpitch ≈

pl2pitch

bslider
(5.17)

Example 5.4. We continue with example5.3. The projection pitch islpitch = 50 µm, the
found number of projections was30000 andbslider = 2a = 8 mm.

Accordingly the minimal slider length islslider = 10 mm. ¤

The maximum slider length depends on the wave attenuation, i.e., the wave amplitude at
the trailing edge of the slider should be sufficiently large to drive rather than block the
slider.

Power flow

The power flow is calculated in block V of figure5.1. The total power flowP transported
by the propagating SAW is (section2.2.1)

P = 2a
û2

zω

c2
3

(5.18)

wherec3 is a material constant. Table2.2lists some power constant for different materials.
Moreover, the power delivered by the power amplifiers, in thecase of bidirectional IDT’s,
should at least be 2 times as large (section2.3.1). If the power is too large we recommend
to decrease the amplitude by a factorκ. This results in a proportional frequency increase
and satisfies a decrease of the aperture width with the squareroot. Because the power
is proportional to the frequency, quadratic to the amplitude and again proportional to the
aperture width, the total power is decreased by a factorκ

√
κ. Unfortunately, an amplitude

decrease reduces the tangential force.

Example 5.5. We continue with example5.4. The IDT aperture width is2a = 8mm, the
frequency isfr = 12 MHz, the wave amplitude iŝuz = 10 nm and the power constant is
approximately3.25 10−6 [ m

√
m√

Ws
].

Accordingly, the total power flow is 5.6 W and the power delivered by the amplifiers is
11.2 W ¤.
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motion directionx

RyRyRy

negative torque no torque positive torque

radiusradiusradius

bodyA

slider

C
C

C

Figure 5.3: Ball-joint: variation of the rotation pointC.

5.3 Guiding and preload mechanism design

In the previous section, we examined the inherent SAW motor design for which we sup-
posed the presence of a preload force and a guiding of the slider motion. Design rules and
design considerations of those two items are examined in this section.

5.3.1 Slider-stator contact

A well conditioned interface between the slider surface, orrather the projections of the
slider and the stator surface is crucial for a proper SAW motor performance. One aspect
is that slider and stator should be enabled to make contact over the whole slider area, i.e.,
the proper degrees of freedom between slider and stator needto be free. A second aspect
is that the surfaces should be sufficiently flat. In the experimental setup we use a ball joint
to setRx andRy of the slider free (figure5.3) (Also Rz is free). The centerC of the
ball determines the point of rotation of the slider with respect to bodyA. Hence, due to
the generated force of a SAW a negative torque will act on the slider if point C is above
the stator surface andvice versa. As a consequence the pressure distribution at the slider
stator stator is not uniform and moreover it depends on the tangential force. The pressure
distribution is uniform if theC lies in the contact, which is the preferred situation. A ball
joint is a simple but frictional configuration. In the literature, for exampleKoster(2000),
alternative constructions are given.

A second aspect is the preload distribution at the slider-stator interface, which ideally
should be uniform, again, for a proper SAW motor performance. However, when a slider
is not uniformly preloaded (for example point loading), theslider deforms due to the
limited stiffness. Consequently, the preload distributionat the slider-stator surface is not
uniform. The distribution improves by

– increasing the rigidity/stiffness of the slider arrangement, e.g., by increasing the
thickness (figure5.4) or decreasing length and width of the contact interface;

– including a rubber ‘force distributor’ block in between a joint and a relatively com-
pliant slider (figure5.4).

By using multiple sliders, the length and width of asingleslider can be decreased, while
preserving the projection pitch and the number of projections. Some examples are pre-
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stator

Fp

thickness
ball-joint

rubber

slider Rx

Ry

motion directionx
z

point of rotation

Figure 5.4: Improvement of the preload distribution.

sented in subsection5.3.3. Rubbery materials, easily change shape but not volume (simi-
lar to water). The incompressibility is described by Poisson’s ratio. For rubber, the Pois-
son ratio is close to the theoretical upper limit of0.5. A rubber block has the advantages
that it can accommodate also some degree of misalignment. Furthermore, production tol-
erances of the slider flatness are partly eliminated by applying a sufficiently small slider
thickness in combination with a rubber block. In the experimental setup, we use dual-
sided tape as a force distributor (section1.5).

5.3.2 Slider/stator guiding

We start with a brief motivation. A slider that is pressed against a stator will block inx-
andy-direction in absence of waves. The corresponding (dry) friction forcesFx andFy

are determined by the direction of the slider motion;

[
Fx

Fy

]

= −µdFn
1

|v|v

= −µdFn
1

√

ẋ2 + ẏ2

[
ẋ
ẏ

]

for
√

ẋ2 + ẏ2 > 0 (5.19)

whereẋ and ẏ are the slider velocity components,µd the coefficient of friction andFn

the normal force. The friction forces change when a SAW propagates inx-direction. For
explanation reasons we consider a rigid tangential contact. Thus, the tangential friction
forces acting on the slider are

[
Fx

Fy

]

= −µdFn
1

|v|

[

ẋ − ˆ̇ux cos(ωt)
ẏ

]

for |v| > 0 (5.20)

whereFn = Fn(t) is the time dependent normal force,ˆ̇ux cos(ωt) the tangential wave
velocity and

|v| =

√

(ẋ − ˆ̇ux cos(ωt))2 + ẏ2 (5.21)
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is the modulus of the sliding velocity. These relations demonstrate a considerably friction
force decrease iny-direction if the ratio between the velocity difference inx-direction
and ẏ is large. Therefore, also the average (macroscopic) friction force iny-direction
decreases (Storck 2004), i.e., they-motion is not constrained by a large friction force.
Concluding, a slider guiding is necessary to conduct the slider inx direction and prevent
a translation iny-direction (and a rotation around thez-axis).

There are numerous ways to achieve a (linear) guiding. We mention only two types.

– Linear ball bearings guiding, which consists of a rail/axis and a slide;

– Flexible beams (flexures) applied in different configurations. The material can for
example be steel (Koster 2000) or silicon, which is usually applied in MEMS de-
vices.

The stroke of a linear ball bearing is basically unlimited asthe stroke of a flexure guiding
is not. Furthermore, flexures have the drawback of generating counter forces. Neverthe-
less, they are suitable for application in micro structures(miniaturization) and in vacuum
since they do not require additional precautions as ball bearings do. Furthermore, flexures
are not affected by backlash and have (almost) no friction.

The specified closed loop motor performance, for example thetracking accuracy of a dis-
placement reference profile, determines the guiding specifications. These specifications
include the guiding configuration, stiffness and mass. Somebasic design rules to increase
the frequency of the slider-guiding vibration-modes are (section4.1.1)

– a decrease of the moving mass;

– an increase of the stiffness of the guiding construction.

The mass is decreased by using truss or sheet constructions,light materials and by in-
tegrating the preload mechanism in the guiding construction. The stiffness is increased
by reducing the distance between the point of actuation and the guiding. Furthermore,
the guiding behavior is improved if the center of the moving mass lies in the center of
actuation and if the guiding is symmetric with respect to theplane of actuation.

The recommendation are applied in the design of the preload mechanisms.

Stator support

In subsection5.2.1, we mentioned that a high stator flatness is preferred. To preserve
the flatness of a (compliant) stator it is important to overcome stator deformation when
attaching the stator to a motor frame or guiding (when the stator moves). This is achieved
by statically determining the connection between stator and frame. The approach depends
on the preload mechanism and the stator thickness. For a thinstator it may useful to first
support the stator by a base plate, preferably with a similarrelative expansion, before
attaching it to the frame/guiding. Examples of statically determined construction are given
in Koster(2000).
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5.3.3 Preload mechanisms

In order to generate a friction force, it is necessary to preload the slider against the stator.
The numerous preload mechanisms can be classified as one of the following types:

1. mechanical (springs);
2. magnetic (permanent magnets);
3. gravitational force;
4. electrostatic;
5. electromagnetic;
6. vacuum;
7. piezoelectric;
8. thermoelastic.

Types 4 until 8 require a power source and are therefore less suitable. However, electro-
static preloading can become interesting if the size of a SAWmotor is downscaled, since
the electrostatic force gains over inertial forces as the size of a system is decreased (Madou
2002). Types 1 until 3 are all tested on a SAW motor. Gravitationalforce is less useful
for a practical SAW motor application, since it restricts the orientation of a SAW motor.
Permanent magnets generate magnetic fields, which are unwanted in certain applications.
Furthermore, the design of a ‘stable’ and relatively high preload-force-generating mag-
netic circuit is not trivial, which is seen as a drawback. Theuse of springs enables a light
design that can generate large preload forces, which is therefore recommended.

The choice of a preload mechanism is determined by

– the required number of sliders;
– whether the stator or slider moves.

Figure5.5shows the basics of some mechanical preload mechanisms. Thepreload is ad-
justable and the guiding is placed symmetrically with respect to the plane(s) of actuation.
Flexures, if required, may replace the ball bearing guiding.

5.4 Electronics of the control loop

In this section, we briefly enumerate the design considerations for the electronics of the
control loop. See figure5.6. First, we consider the displacment/velocitymeasurement(s)
of a SAW motor. Basically, there are two limiting actuation – measurement configurations
possible, which generate respectively.

1. non-observable behavior: the sensor is placed in the cog while the moving mass is
not actuated in the cog;

2. non-controllable behavior: the moving mass is actuated in the cog while the sensor
is not placed in the cog.
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slider
stator

guiding

– slider moves, stator is fixed;
– preload mechanisms contributes to

moving mass;
– preload force closed through guiding,

hence preload force limited by guiding;

(a) One moving slider

slider
stator

guiding

– stator moves, slider is fixed;
– IDT/matching wires to moving part;
– preload force closed through guiding,

hence preload force limited by guiding;

(b) Moving stator with one slider

slider

slider
stator

guiding

– sliders move, stator is fixed;
– two sliders/doubled output force;
– preload force is closed;

(c) Two moving sliders

slider

slider
stator

guiding

– stator moves, sliders are fixed;
– two sliders/doubled output force;
– preload force is closed;
– IDT/matching network wires to mov-

ing part

(d) Stator moving with two sliders

Figure 5.5: Basic configurations for mechanical preload.

The optimal location is determined by the system requirements.

The controller can be implemented in various ways, for instance on a computer with
dedicated acquisition hardware, on a stand-alone digital signal processor (DSP) or with
analog electronics. The controller discussed in section4.4 does contain specific features
(besides a homing algorithm).

Next, the control output is converted. In section4.2, we have investigated differentac-
tuationschemes and recommended PWM actuation. The PWM signals can be generated
by the controller hardware or by separate electronics. Subsequently, the PWM signals
areamplitude modulated(AM). The amplitude modulation electronics can be combined
with the PWM electronics. The resulting signals are high frequency signals. Hence, the
energy is electromagnetic of nature. Therefore, coaxial cables (wave-guides) are utilized

measuringcontrol PWM modulation amplify matching SAW motor

high frequency signals

Figure 5.6: Overview of SAW motor control-loop hardware.
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to confine the energy. Furthermore, the amplifiers and the IDT’s should be matched to
the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cables to overcome reflection and dispersion
of the signals.

Next, the high frequency signals areamplified. Since, SAW motors operate in the high
frequency (HF) band (3MHz to 30MHz), commercially power amplifier (broadcasting)
are available. Amatchingnetwork adapts the HF power before it reaches the IDT’s. The
components of the matching network should be rated to handlethe power and the applied
frequency. The generated waves drive the slider, which closes the loop.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the design of a SAW motor toobtain an indication
for the applied materials, the geometry, the construction and the electronics. First, the
inherent SAW motor design was discussed and a design trajectory was proposed. The
trajectory input parameters are the specifications of

– force;
– velocity;
– stroke;

and the properties of the selected

– stator and slider materials;
– geometry of slider;
– wave amplitude.

The resulting design parameters were derived at the preloadforce that maximizes the
tangential force (optimal preload force). The resulting design parameters were the

– preload force;
– number of projections;
– frequency;
– aperture width;
– stator thickness;
– slider length;
– required power.

We have derived new relations to obtain these parameters. The optimal preloadforce
is given by equation5.2. The force ratio, the ratio between tangential slider force and
preload force is given by equation5.3, the velocity ratio, the ratio between tangential
slider velocity and wave amplitude is given by equation5.8and a relation for theminimal
slider thicknessis given by equation5.10.

Secondly, the guiding and the preload mechanism design wereexamined. We concluded
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– that the contact between stator and slider is improved by using a ball-joint, a force
distributor and restricting the maximal slider size;

– the necessity of a guiding;

– that guiding dynamics are improved by reducing mass and increasing stiffness, ac-
tuate in the center of mass and positioning the guiding symmetrical with the plane
of actuation;

– the stator attachment should be statically determined to preserve stator flatness;

– mechanical preloading by springs enables a light design that can generate large
preload forces.

Finally, we have briefly discussed the electronics of the closed loop. We concluded that

– coaxial cables should be utilized after the control signalis amplitude modulated;

– the transmitting and receiving high frequency parts should be matched to the char-
acteristic impedance of the coaxial cables;

– the components of the matching networks should be rated to handle the power and
the frequency.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we have determined and analyzed the characteristics of a SAW motor which
are interesting for potential applications and we have determined and explained the design
parameters of a SAW motor. The insight was obtained by developing a SAW motor
contact model, which describes the contact point behavior and the macroscopic motor
behavior simultaneously.

The main results are:

– Both the maximum motor force and maximum motor velocity increase for rising
contact stiffness. The contact stiffness increases by applying materials or coatings
with a high Young modulus, by optimizing the projection shape and by increas-
ing the number of projections. Furthermore, the motor forceincreases for a larger
coefficient of friction.

– There exists an optimal preload force to achieve a maximum motor force for a given
wave amplitude. At this optimum preload force, the contact behavior transits from
continuous contact to intermittent contact. Moreover, at this preload force the ratio
between the wave vibration velocity and the slider velocityis (almost) independent
of projection radius and wave amplitude. Similarly, the ratio between the braking
force and the motor force is (almost) independent of projection radius and wave
amplitude.

– By means of a design trajectory, we can estimate design parameters of a SAW
motor as a function of requirements like motor velocity, motor force and stroke. The
resulting design parameters are the preload force, number of projections, frequency,
aperture width, stator thickness, slider length and the required power.

– The wave amplitude has to exceed a dead zone before the motorstarts to operate.
This phenomenon is explained at contact point level, i.e., below the threshold ampli-
tude (of the dead zone) the contact between slider and wave remains in stick-mode
and accordingly no effective motion of the slider occurs. The threshold amplitude
reduces by increasing the contact stiffness, decreasing the coefficient of friction and
decreasing the preload force.

– In practice, the dead zone of the motor varies. By using PWM actuation (PWM
of the high frequency carrier envelope), it is possible to eliminate this dead zone,

131
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without the risk of overcompensation and without a large increase of wave power
at small motor velocities.

– By simple closed-loop control, we have achieved a repetitive positioning accuracy
of 20 nm (which corresponds to 3 encoder counts). This accuracy is high with
respect to the stroke of the motor, which is8 cm.

– The observed tracking error in closed-loop control is related to the roughness peri-
odicity of the stator surface.

– The features of a SAW motor differ from those of electromagnetical motors. There-
fore, potential applications of a SAW motor may be in areas where those features
can be utilized or where electromagnetical motors are inadequate, especially ap-
plications that have low duty cycles, require a high accuracy and a relatively large
stroke.

Potential attractive fields of application are:

– positioning of for example small mirrors, lenses, lasers and sensors in optical
setups;

– positioning of samples in (electron-) microscopes for visualization and for
material research (e.g. magnetic resonance force microscopy);

– actuators for use in space, (no lubrication, vacuum compatible);
– actuators with extreme demands regarding (low) electromagnetic fields.

6.1 Recommendations

Based on the research described in this thesis a number of recommendations can be for-
mulated.

Efficiency

Motor loss can cause a temperature rise and thereby a decrease of, for example, the po-
sitioning accuracy. The efficiency describes the motor loss. The efficiency of a SAW
motor is small with respect to commercial traveling-wave motors. For example, the ef-
ficiency of the traveling-wave motor of Shinsei industry is30% (Uchino 1998). The
reported best performance SAW motor that uses coatings for improvement and no en-
ergy recycling (Nakamura et al. 2003) is approximately1.3%. (Fx = 10 N, ẋ = 0.8
m/s, f = 10 MHz, ûz = 25 nm, 2a = 10mm → Pmotor ≈ Fx,maxẋs,max/4 = 2W,
Pin ≈ 2Pwave≈ 4au2

zω/(5 10−12) = 150W)

To improve the efficiency we recommend to apply unidirectional transducers (estimated
gain of a factor2). A second cause of efficiency decrease is that not all wave power
is utilized for motion generation. In the example the sliderwidth is 4mm and the IDT
aperture width is10mm. By reducing the IDT aperture width another factor2.5 may be
gained. So, the total efficiency could be7%.

The wave power reaching the slider is partly used for motion generation, partly reflected
and partly transmitted. Kurosawa et al. proposed energy circulation methods to reuse the
transmitted energy. However, superposition of recycled energy and input energy appears
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to be difficult due to a varying change of phase velocity alongthe slider-stator interface.
As an alternative, we recommend to investigate the optimal slider length such that no
wave energy is transmitted, but directly used for motion generation instead.

Wear

Another important open aspect is the wear resistance of SAW motors, for example, in
the context of lifespan and clean environments. The wear resistance has not yet been
investigated for SAW-motors. Therefore, it is recommendedto study the shape of the
projections and the material/coating of slider and stator from a wear point of view.

Vacuum

An analysis of the SAW motor operation in a vacuum environment is recommended to
broaden the potential application field of SAW motors.

An experiment was performed to check if a SAW motor would still work under low-
pressure conditions. To this end, a stator together with matching networks and a slider
with an additional mass for preloading was placed in a vacuumchamber. The vacuum
chamber was equipped with a cover made of glass such that the slider motion could be
observed. The lowest pressure reached was0.03 mbar. The motor seemed to operate
well under these conditions. No quantitative measurementswere performed, although it
seemed that the low pressure did not influence the steady state velocity.

This result gives rise to recommend further study of the behavior in vacuum, e.g., the
contact behavior.

Electromagnetic compatibility

For the same reason, to broaden the potential application field, it is recommended to ex-
plore the electromagnetic compatibility. We do not expect problems with external electro-
magnetic fields. However, the IDT’s and the matching networks radiated electromagnetic
fields (when actuated). Shielding of those radiating elements is a possible way to obtain
locally at the slider/stator contact a low electromagneticfield.

Squeeze film of air

We concluded that motor force and motor velocity are improved by increasing the contact
stiffness. One way to improve the contact stiffness is by optimizing the projection shape.
However, this also influences the behavior of squeeze films ofair between stator and
slider. Therefore, it is recommended to find an optimal projection shape that has a high
contact stiffness and still prevents the buildup of air films.
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Tracking error due to the stator roughness

The observed tracking error in closed-loop control is related to the roughness periodicity
of the stator surface. In order to reduce this tracking errorwe recommended to inves-
tigated stators with asmaller roughness. Alternatively, we recommend toimprovethe
sensitivity functionfor the associated roughness frequency band, which impliesan in-
crease of the proportional gain and subsequently it requires an increase of the guiding
vibration frequencies. Finally, since the error due to roughness is position dependent, it
could be possible to compensate it by means offeed forward control.



Appendix A

Uniform plane wave solution

In this appendix, we illustrate the solution of uniform planes waves in a non-piezoelectric
linear homogenous solid (Auld 1990). We start by introducing the in acoustics commonly
used reduced notation of stress, strain and stiffness tensors.

Reduced notation

The strain tensorS is symmetric and is usually specified by one index (Auld 1990).

S =





S11 S12 S13

S12 S22 S23

S13 S23 S33



 =





S1
1
2
S6

1
2
S5

1
2
S6 S2

1
2
S4

1
2
S5

1
2
S4 S3



 (A.1)

Six instead of nine elements now describe the strain, often written asS = [S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6]
T .

The factor a half accounts for the reduction of elements. A similar reduced subscript no-
tation exist for the stress tensor

T =





T11 T12 T13

T12 T22 T23

T13 T23 T33



 =





T1 T6 T5

T6 T2 T4

T5 T4 T3



 (A.2)

or T = [T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6]
T . Moreover, an associated reduced stiffness matrix is de-

rived from the stiffness tensor of equation2.5. The components of the rank 4 stiffness
tensor are dependent i.e.,cijkl = cjikl = cijlk = cklij, which restricts the number of
elements to21 rather than81. Therefore, the reduced matrix notation can be used viz.
cIJ whereI, J ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The symmetry in the solid restricts the number of in-
dependent elements further. An isotropic solid, for example, has only two independent
elements.

Wave solution

Equation2.6can be described as a matrix multiplication

ρü − DTCDu = 0 (A.3)
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by using the matrix operator

DT =





∂
∂x1

0 0 0 ∂
∂x3

∂
∂x2

0 ∂
∂x2

0 ∂
∂x3

0 ∂
∂x1

0 0 ∂
∂x3

∂
∂x2

∂
∂x1

0





and the reduced6 × 6 stiffness matrixC.

For time-harmonic fields the analysis is greatly simplified by the so-called phasor nota-
tion (Cheng 1989). For example, instead of usinĝu cos(ωt + φ) in an analysis, we use
ûej(ωt+φ), where the real-part of the resulting exponential solutionis calculated as the final
step.

Consider an uniform plane wave that propagates along thel = (l1, l2, l3)
T direction. The

general solution of a plane wave in a linear, homogenous solid is

u = ûej(ωt−kl·x) (A.4)

To obtain the plane wave solution we need to find the amplitudevectorsû and the wave
vectorsk. Substitution of equationA.4 in equationA.3 leads to

− ω2ρû + k2
r L

TCLû = 0
(

ω2

k2
r

I − LTCL
1

ρ

)

û = 0 (A.5)

whereI is a3 × 3 identity matrix and

LT =





l1 0 0 0 l3 l2
0 l2 0 l3 0 l1
0 0 l3 l2 l1 0



 (A.6)

The problem of the uniform plane wave solutions is reduced toan eigenvalue problem
(e.g. (sI − A)x = 0). The square roots of the eigenvalues

√

ω2/k2
r correspond to the

associate phase velocitiesc of the plane wave solution. The eigenvectorsû determines
the type of the plane wave.

Example A.1. Consider an uniform plane wave solution that propagates in a rotational
symmetric solid (hexagonal crystal class, for example PZT in a plane normal to the poling
axis) along the propagation vectorl̂ = (l1, l2, l3)

T = (cos(φ), sin(φ), 0)T. The reduced
stiffness matrix is (Auld 1990)

C =











c11 c12 c13 0 0 0
c12 c11 c13 0 0 0
c13 c13 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c66
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wherec66 = (c11 − c12)/2. The eigenvaluess = ω2

k2
r

are found by finding the roots of the
characteristic polynomial:

∣
∣
∣
∣
sI − LTCL

1

ρ

∣
∣
∣
∣

= 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣






s − cos(φ)2c11+sin(φ)2c66
ρ

− cos(φ)c12 sin(φ)+sin(φ)c66 cos(φ)
ρ

0

− cos(φ)c12 sin(φ)+sin(φ)c66 cos(φ)
ρ

s − cos(φ)2c66+sin(φ)2c11
ρ

0

0 0 s − c44
ρ






∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

= 0

The positive square roots of the eigenvalues are the phase velocities of the three plane
waves modes.

cl =

√
c11

ρ
, csv =

√
c44

ρ
, csh =

√
c66

ρ
(A.7)

(csv = csh for an isotropic solid). From the eigenvectors, which are derived next, we can
see that they relate respectively to a pure longitudinal, a pure shear wave polarized parallel
to x3 axis (sv) and a pure shear wave polarized normal to thex3 direction (sh) (figure2.4).
Note that the values do not depend on the direction in the considered plane, i.e. the phase
velocity is not a function of the angleφ. The eigenvectors are determined by substitution
of the eigenvalues in equationA.5 and solving for̂u.

ûl =





cos φ
sin φ

0



 , ûs,sv =





0
0
1



 , ûs,sh=





− sin φ
cos φ

0









Appendix B

Rayleigh wave solution in an isotropic
half-space

In this appendix we derive the Rayleigh wave solution for an isotropic solid by means of
the potential theory (figure2.5). The reduced stiffness matrix of an isotropic material has
two independent states.

C =











c11 c12 c12 0 0 0
c12 c11 c12 0 0 0
c12 c12 c11 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c44











(B.1)

c11 = c12 + 2c44

In the literature often the two Laḿe constants,λ andµ, are used to describe the wave
equation of an isotropic solid.

C =











λ + 2µ λ λ 0 0 0
λ λ + 2µ λ 0 0 0
λ λ λ + 2µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ











(B.2)

TableB.1 shows the relations between the stiffness tensor elements,the Laḿe constants
and the Young’s modulusE, the shear modulusG and Poisson’s ratioσ (Gooberman
1968).
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tensor elements Lamé constants Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio

c11 λ + 2µ E(1−σ)
(1+σ)(1−2σ)

c12 λ −Eσ

2σ2+σ−1

c44 µ E

2(1+σ) = (G)

Table B.1: Relation between variables.

Substitution of equationB.2 in equationA.3 yields

ρ






∂2ux

∂t2
∂2uy

∂t2
∂2uz

∂t2




 = µ






∂2ux

∂x2 + ∂2ux

∂y2 + ∂2ux

∂z2

∂2uy

∂x2 + ∂2uy

∂y2 + ∂2uy

∂z2

∂2uz

∂x2 + ∂2uz

∂y2 + ∂2uz

∂z2




 + (λ + µ)






∂2ux

∂x2 + ∂2uy

∂x∂y
+ ∂2uz

∂x∂z
∂2ux

∂y∂x
+ ∂2uy

∂y2 + ∂2uz

∂y∂z
∂2ux

∂z∂x
+ ∂2uy

∂z∂y
+ ∂2uz

∂z2




(B.3)

or in compact form

ρ
∂2u

∂t2
= µ∇2u + (λ + µ)∇(∇ · u) (B.4)

whereu is the displacement vector(ux, uy, uz)
T . By using Helmholtz theorem/decompostion

(Cheng 1989)[p.64] we can write the displacement into the sum of gradient and curl:

u = ∇φ + ∇× ψ (B.5)

=






∂φ
∂x

+ ∂ψz

∂y
− ∂ψy

∂z
∂φ
∂y

+ ∂ψx

∂z
− ∂ψz

∂x
∂φ
∂z

+ ∂ψy

∂x
− ∂ψx

∂y




 (B.6)

whereφ is a scalarψ is a vector. Substitution inB.4 gives.

ρ
∂2(∇φ + ∇× ψ)

∂t2
= µ∇2(∇φ + ∇× ψ) + (λ + µ)∇(∇ · (∇φ + ∇× ψ)) (B.7)

By using some vector identities (Cheng 1989) whereA is a vector andV a scalar,

∇×∇× A = ∇(∇ · A) −∇2A (B.8)

∇×∇V = 0 (B.9)

∇ · (∇× A) = 0 (B.10)

∇ · ∇V = ∇2V (B.11)

equationB.7 can be written as

∇(ρ
∂2φ

∂t2
− (λ + 2µ)∇2φ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

gradient

+∇× (ρ
∂2ψ

∂t2
− µ∇2ψ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

curl

= 0 (B.12)
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This equation is satisfied if

ρ
∂2φ

∂t2
− (λ + 2µ)∇2φ = 0 ⇒ 1

c2
l

∂2φ

∂t2
−∇2φ = 0 (B.13)

ρ
∂2ψ

∂t2
− µ∇2ψ = 0 ⇒ 1

c2
s

∂2ψ

∂t2
−∇2ψ = 0 (B.14)

where we used the relationcl =
√

c11
ρ

=
√

λ+2µ
ρ

and the shear phase velocitycs =
√

c44
ρ

=
√

µ
ρ

(equation2.9, tableB.1).

Finding φ and ψ

Assume that the scalarφ and the vectorψ have the following form when searching for
surface waves

φ = f(z)ei(krx−ωt) (B.15)

ψ = g(z)ei(krx−ωt) (B.16)

By substitution ofφ andψ in equationB.13and equationB.14we find

d2f(z)

dz2
+ (k2

l − k2
r )f(z) = 0 (B.17)

d2g(z)

dz2
+ (k2

s − k2
r )g(z) = 0 (B.18)

The solutions off(z) andg(z) are

f(z) = F1e
−z
√

k2
r −k2

l + F2e
z
√

k2
r −k2

l (B.19)

g(z) = G1e
−z
√

k2
r −k2

t + G2e
z
√

k2
r −k2

t (B.20)

whereF1 andF2 are arbitrary scalar constants andG1 andG2 are arbitrary vector con-
stants. Solutions with positive roots correspond to along surface motion (the motion de-
cays forz → −∞, k2

r > k2
s > k2

l ). Therefore,φ andψ are

φ = F2e
z
√

k2
r −k2

l ei(krx−ωt) (B.21)

ψ = G2e
z
√

k2
r −k2

sei(krx−ωt) (B.22)
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Boundary conditions

Consider again figure2.5 where we assume an uniform wave field iny-direction and a
stress free boundary (Tzz = T3 andTxz = T5).

0 = T3

= c12S1 + c11S3

= λ
∂ux

∂x
+ (λ + 2µ)

∂uz

∂z

= λ

(
∂2φ

∂x2
− ∂2ψy

∂x∂z

)

+ (λ + 2µ)

(
∂2φ

∂z2
+

∂2ψy

∂x∂z

)

(B.23)

0 = T5

= c44S5

= µ

(
∂ux

∂z
+

∂uz

∂x

)

= µ

(

2
∂2φ

∂x∂z
− ∂2ψy

∂z2
+

∂2ψy

∂x2

)

(B.24)

where we used the reduced notation (appendixA) and equation2.4. We define
√

k2
r − k2

l =

q and
√

k2
r − k2

s = s. By substitution of equationsB.21andB.22 in equationsB.23and
B.24we find

(
2iqk k2

r + s2

k2
r

λ
2µ

− q2(1 + λ
2µ

) isk

)(
F2

G2,y

)

= 0 (B.25)

By using the relation between the longitudinal and shear wavevector we find (equa-
tion A.7, tableB.1 andk = ω

c
)

k2
l =

µ

λ + 2µ
k2

s (B.26)

k2
r + s2 = −k2

r
λ

µ
+ q2(2 +

λ

µ
) (B.27)

Such that equationB.25can be written as
(

2iqkr k2
r + s2

k2
r + s2 −2iskr

)(
F2

G2,y

)

= 0 (B.28)

The characteristic polynomial of the matrix of equationB.28is called the Rayleigh equa-
tion and is used to find the wave vectorkr. To find a non-zero solution, the characteristic
polynomial of the previous matrix has to satisfy

4k2
r qs − (k2

r + s2)2 = 0 (B.29)

In Auld (1990) an approximation of the solution is given

ks

kr
≈ 0.87 − 1.12σ

1 + σ
(B.30)
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Next,F2 is derived as a function ofG2,y is (equationB.28)

F2 = i
1

2

(k2
r + s2)G2,y

qk

= i2
skG2,y

k2
r + s2

(B.31)

Finally, by using

ux =
∂φ

∂x
− ∂ψy

∂z

uz =
∂φ

∂z
+

∂ψy

∂x
(B.32)

and substitution of equationsB.21andB.22we can derive a relation forux anduz.

ux =
C

2q

(
2sqezs − (k2

r + s2)ezq
)
eiωt−ikrx

uz = i
C

2kr

(
2k2

r e
zs − (k2

r + s2)ezq
)
eiωt−ikrx (B.33)

Hence, the real Rayleigh wave distribution is

Re(ux) =
C

2q

(
2sqezs − (k2

r + s2)ezq
)
cos (ωt − krx)

Re(uz) =
C

2kr

(
2k2

r e
zs − (k2

r + s2)ezq
)
sin (ωt − krx) (B.34)





Appendix C

Lamb dispersion curve

Figure2.10 shows a dispersion curve of Lamb waves in an isotropic plate.This curve
is obtained by a Matlab routine, which is based on a bisectional search algorithm. This
routine solves the so-called Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equations given byAuld (1990).

The symmetric Rayleigh Lamb frequency equation is

tan
(

1/2
√

(ωb/cs)2 − (βb)2
)

tan
(

1/2
√

(ωb/cl)2 − (βb)2
) = −4(βb)2

√

(ωb/cl)2 − (βb)2
√

(ωb/cs)2 − (βb)2

((ωb)/cl)2 − 2(βb)2)2

tan
(

1/2
√

(πy)2 − x2
)

tan
(

1/2
√

a(πy)2 − x2
) = −4x2

√

a(πy)2 − x2
√

(πy)2 − x2

(a(πy)2 − 2(x)2)2 (C.1)

whereβ = ω/cLamb is the wave vector andcLamb is the phase velocity. The plate thickness
is b andcs andcl are the shear and longitudinal plane wave phase velocity respectively.
Furthermore, we have usedx = βb, y = 2fb/cs anda = (cs/cl)

2. Similarly, the asym-
metric Rayleigh Lamb frequency equation is

tan
(

1/2
√

(ωb/cs)2 − (βb)2
)

tan
(

1/2
√

(ωb/cl)2 − (βb)2
) = − ((ωb)/cl)

2 − 2(βb)2)
2

4(βb)2
√

(ωb/cl)2 − (βb)2
√

(ωb/cs)2 − (βb)2

tan
(

1/2
√

(πy)2 − x2
)

tan
(

1/2
√

a(πy)2 − x2
) = − (a(πy)2 − 2(x)2)

2

4x2
√

a(πy)2 − x2
√

(πy)2 − x2
(C.2)

We have solved these equations by performing the following steps:

1. determine the intervals of the two tan-functions (begin and end point of the inter-
vals) and make an ascending list of these points;

2. set anx value. Search for ay-solution of equationC.1andC.2within every two ad-
jacent points of the list. Approach the solution by utilizing a bisectional algorithm.

3. Assign each foundy to the proper mode.
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Appendix D

IDT admittance matrix

In an equivalent circuit model each IDT finger is representedby a three-port network.
One port is the electrical port and the other two ports are electrical equivalents of the
acoustic ports. The total IDT model consists out of the cascade of three-port networks
and can be represented by an admittance matrixY (Campbell 1998). FigureD.1 shows a
representation of the total model.

i1 i2

i3

E1 E2

E3

G0 G0

+

+

+

+
Ein Rs

Y

IDT

AcousticAcoustic

Electrical

Figure D.1: Three port equivalent admittance network representation for an IDT.

The acoustic ports are one-dimensional, i.e., it is assumedthat there is no diffraction such
that a wave at each point can be represented by a scalar, e.g.,the normal surface particle
velocity. The equivalent currenti and voltageE are related to the velocityv and forceF
by

E =
F

r
(D.1)

i = u̇3 r (D.2)
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wherer is the electric acoustic transformation ratio. When the electrode width equals the
with of the gaps the value ofr is

r =
√

f0CsK2Z0 (D.3)

whereK2 is the electromechanical coupling constant,Cs the static capacitance of one
periodic section andf0 the IDT center frequency. An acoustic impedanceZ0 can be
found by the power flow and the normal particle velocity.

Z0 =
P4a

ˆ̇u3
2 (D.4)

where2a is the aperture width,P the acoustic power flow per unit width anḋ̂u3 the
amplitude of the normal particle velocity. The power flow perunit width is discussed in
section2.2.1. The equivalent acoustic admittance is

G0 =
r2

Z0

(D.5)

= K2Csf0 (D.6)

We assume that reflections from IDT finger discontinuities can be disregarded. This as-
sumption is valid if the ratio between film-thickness and thewavelength (h/λ0) is ≪ 1%
(Campbell 1998). In that case the current-voltage relation is





i1
i2
i3



 =





Y11 Y12 Y13

Y12 Y11 −Y13

Y13 −Y13 Y33









E1

E2

E3



 (D.7)

The admittance matrix elements are

Y11 = −iG0 cot(Nθ) (D.8)

Y12 = iG0 csc(Nθ) (D.9)

Y13 = −iG0 tan(θ/4) (D.10)

Y33 = iωCT + i4NG0 tan(θ/4) (D.11)

whereN is the number of electrode pairs,θ = 2πf/f0 the electrical transit angle and
CT = NCs the total IDT capacitance. By terminating both acoustic ports with the char-
acteristic admittanceG0, as shown in figureD.1, we can determine the relation between
the input voltageE3 and the normal wave particle velocity.

u̇3

E3

=
Y13

Y11 − Y12 + G0

G0

r
(D.12)

= − tan(
1

2

πf

f0

) sin(
Nπf

f0

)e
−iNπf

f0

G0

r
(D.13)

(D.14)
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At the center frequency, the ratio is2NG0/r. With the same termination, we can deter-
mine the electrical input admittance as well.

Yel = − 2Y 2
13

Y11 − Y12 + G0

+ Y33 (D.15)

≈ 8N2G0
sin2(x)

x2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ga

+ i 8N2G0
sin(2x) − 2x

2x2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ba

+ iωCT (D.16)

wherex = Nπ(f − f0)/f0, Ga the unperturbed radiation conductance andBa the unper-
turbed radiation susceptance. The given approximation is valid in the neighborhood of
f0.





Appendix E

Tangential stiffness

In section3.2.3we use the tangential stiffness of a sphere-plane contact. In this appendix,
we give the non-linear tangential relation, which is used tofind the linear approximation.

When a tangential force is applied to two bodies pressed into contact, which is less than
the limiting force, no sliding motion will occur. Nevertheless, there will be a relative
motion referred to as presliding displacementδx. See figureE.1(a). The radiusa is the
contact radius as given by Hertz’s theory (a =

√
δzR). The following example explains

the physical behavior. If the normal forceFn is kept constant and the tangential (preslid-
ing) displacement is increased steadily from zero, micro-slip will occur at the edges of the
contact area. See figureE.1(b). As the tangential displacementδx approaches the maxi-
mum displacementδx,max, the stick radiusc approaches zero and the stick region shrinks
to a point at(x, y) = 0. Any attempt to increaseδx > δx,max causes the contact to slide.

a

δx

stator

sphere

x

z

(a) Side view.

y

ac

x

micro-slip

stick

(b) Top view. The radius of the contact
circle is a and the radius of the stick
circle isc.

Figure E.1: The contact interface.

According toJohnson(1994), Cattaneo(1938) proposed a solution to the problem of tan-
gential loading for a constant normal forceFn. FigureE.2shows the corresponding con-
stitutive nonlinear relation between the tangential forceFt and the presliding displacement
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δx. The relation is described by

Ft = µdFn

(

1 −
(

1 − 16Gδx
√

δzR

3µdFn

)3/2
)∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
Fn=const

where

G =

(
2 − σ1

G1

+
2 − σ2

G2

)−1 [
N

m2

]

andG1 andG2 are respectively the shear modulus of slider and stator. Foran isotropic
materialGi = Ei

2+2σi
. The dynamic coefficient of friction is denoted byµd.

Fb = µdFn

−Fb = −µdFn

δx,max−δx,max δx

F
t

approximation

Figure E.2: Relation between tangential displacementδx and tangential forceFt at a
constant normal forceFn.

When the normal force is changing, the behavior may be quite complex, because normal
force, normal stiffness and tangential stiffness are nonlinear, interacting functions of the
normal displacement. In general, the state of contact between two bodies subjected to
variations in normal and tangential load depends on the history. To a first approximation it
is actually the breakaway displacementδx,max that is constant (Armstrong-H́elouvry et al.
1994). The stiffness function is than

Ft =
Fb

δx,max
δx

=
16G

√
δzR

3
δx

= kt(δz)δx

whereFb = µdFn is the breakaway force. The approximation is shown in figureE.2.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations and acronyms
AM amplitude modulation
cog center of gravity
CSSA compensated single-sided actuation
dof degrees of freedom
DSA dual-sided actuation
EM electromagnetic
F1 lowest asymmetric Lamb wave mode
IDT interdigital transducer
L1 lowest symmetric Lamb wave
l longitudinal wave
LP low pass
LTI linear time invariant
m-poc multiple points of contact
MEMS micro electro mechanical systems
PWM pulse width modulation
r Rayleigh wave
s shear wave in an isotropic solid
s-poc single point of contact
SAW surface acoustic wave
sh horizontally polarized shear wave
ss steady state
SSA single-sided actuation
sv vertically polarized shear wave

Calligraphic symbols
P time-average power flow
X Fresnel parameter [-] , page 31

Greek symbols
δ indentation [m]
η efficiency
ǫ error
λ Lamé constant [N/m2]; wavelength [m]
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µ Lamé constant [N/m2]; mean value
µd dynamic coefficient of friction [-]
µst static coefficient of friction [-]
ω radial frequency [rad/s]
ψ angle where wave vibration velocity equals slider velocity[rad]
ρ mass density [kg/m3]
σ Poisson’s ratio [-]; standard deviation
θ angle where slider and stator make contact [rad]

Operators
•∗ complex conjugated of•
· dot product
•̄ average of• per period of time
∇× • curl of •
•̇ time derivative of•
∇ · • divergence of•
∇• gradient of•
•̂ amplitude of•
∝ proportional to

Roman symbols
2a aperture width [m]
ae distance between encoder and cog [m]
am distance between slider and cog [m]
An IDT weighting factor for fingeroverlap
b stator thickness [m]
Ba IDT radiation susceptance [1/Ω]
c• phase velocity of• wave [m/s]; power constants in• direction, page 29
cijkl element of stiffness tensor [N/m2]
CIJ element of reduced stiffness tensor [N/m2], page 135
Cs IDT static capacitance of one periodic section [F]
CT IDT total static capacitance [F]
dc duty cycle
DV infinitesimal neighborhood , page 73
E Young modulus [N/m2]
f frequency [Hz]
Fn normal force [N]
Fp preload force [N]
Fp,r release preload force [N], page 84
Ft tangential force [N]
g gravitational acceleration [m/s2]; air gap [m]
G shear modulus [N/m2]
G0 equivalent acoustic admittance [1/Ω]
Ga IDT radiation conductance [1/Ω]
h IDT finger thickness [m]; impulse response
j imaginary unit
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J inertia [kg m2]
k stiffness [N/m]
k• wave vector of• wave [1/m]
kn normal ‘stiffness’ [N/m2/3]
kt tangential stiffness [N/m]
K2 Rayleigh wave electromechanical coupling factor [-]
KD derivative gain
KI integral gain
KP proportional gain
Kv velocity constant
l wave propagation direction vector [m]
m mass [kg]
n speed-up factor , page 71
nlength stator length in wavelengths [-]
nthickness stator thickness in wavelengths [-]
N number of finger pairs [-]
p number of projections
pY maximal contact pressure [Pa]
P power [W]
r electric acoustic transformation ratio [V/N]; reference signal, page 148
rF force ratio [-], page 117
rv velocity ratio [-], page 117
R radius [m]
Rc dry (Coulomb) friction
Rd tangential compliant damping [Ns/m]
Rt equivalent non-linear damping [Ns/m]
Rv flux reluctance [A/Wb]
Rz normal air damping [Ns/m]
slope steepness of dry friction implementation [-]
Sij element of strain tensor [-]
SI element of reduced strain tensor [-], page 135
t time [s]
Tr rise time [s]
Tij element of stress tensor [N/m2]
TI element of reduced stress tensor [N/m2], page 135
u̇• particle vibration velocity in• direction [m/s]
ûz,r ‘release’ amplitude [m], page 51
u plant input
u• particle displacement in• direction [m]
umin actuation signal min, page 95
uplus actuation signal plus, page 95
vr sliding velocity [m/s]
ẍ tangential slider acceleration [m/s2]
ẋ tangential slider velocity [m/s]
ẋmax maximal slider velocity [m/s]
ẋr normalized slider velocity [-]
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ẋs steady state slider velocity [m/s]
x tangential slider displacement [m]
xc displacement center of gravity [m]
xe measured (encoder) displacement [m]
xlength stator length [m]
xm slider displacement [m]
Y yield stress [Pa]; electrical admittance [1/Ω]
ż normal slider velocity [m/s]
z normal slider displacement [m]
Z electrical impedance [Ω]



Index

acoustics,3
actuation,94

compensated single-sided,96
dual-sided,96
pulse-width modulation,97
single-sided,95

air film, 3, 133
AM, 14, 95, 127
aperture width,12, 30, 35, 120
apodized IDT,35
attenuation,32, 69, 92

Barth,2
beating,24
breakaway displacement,57
Brown,2
bulk wave,seeplane wave

causality,56
ceramics,41
closed-loop control,101
computation time,71
contact model,45, 58
coupling factor,36, 41, 42, 112

dead zone,seethreshold amplitude
delta-function model,36
dielectric loss,42
diffraction,30, 92, 120
dispersion curve,24, 145
domain wall motion,42
dot product,20

edge transducer,34
efficiency

IDT, 40, 43
piezoelectric ultrasonic motor,1, 132
SAW motor,65, 132

Einstein’s summation convention,18

electromagnetic feedthrough,40
EM-fields,41, 127, 133
equivalent non-linear damper,63

far-field region,seeFraunhofer region
force-ratio,117
Fraunhofer region,31
Fresnel region,31, 120

guiding dynamics,87

Hélin, 4
Hertz theory,47
horizontally polarized shear wave,20
hybrid model,71

IDT, 12, 34, 116
admittance,35, 149
insertion loss,40, 43

interdigital transducer,seeIDT
isotropic material,20, 139

Kurosawa,3

Lamé constants,139
Lamb waves,23, 145
leaky wave,33
longitudinal wave,20

m-poc,seemultiple points of contact
mass loading,33, 41, 69
matching network,14, 39, 128
mechanical loss,42
motor characteristic,61

measured,78
multiple points of contact,65, 75, 77
mutual interference,70

near-field region,seeFresnel region
non-leaky SAW,28
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open-loop control,100

phase velocity,20, 23, 46, 133
plane wave solution,19, 135
power flow,28, 122
preload force

distribution,69, 123
mechanism,14, 126
variation,83, 93

projections,3, 12, 114, 133
propagation velocity,seephase velocity
PWM, 97
PZT,11, 41, 112

quality factor,42, 112

Rayleigh equation,22, 142
Rayleigh wave

at a thin layer,23
in an isotropic half space,21, 139

reflection,69
release amplitude,51, 62
release preload force,84, 116
rise time,51, 54, 61, 69

s-poc,seesingle point of contact
Sashida,2
SAW, 3, 44
SAW motor

circular motion,6
features,8
planar motion,6, 8
power,64, 122
rotation,7

scattering,34
single crystal,41, 42
single point of contact,46, 74
slider,12, 114
squeeze film of air,seeair film
stator,11, 112

roughness,92, 134
stepping motion,101
strain,19, 135
stress,18, 135
surface acoustic wave,seeSAW

thin-films,41
threshold amplitude,62, 94, 95

traveling wave motor,seeSashida
triple transit interference,40

ultrasonic motor,2

velocity-ratio,119
vertically polarized shear wave,20
vibrometer,15

wave equation,17
wave scattering,33
wave vector,20, 22
wedge transducer,34
weighted IDT,seeapodized IDT
Williams, 2



Summary

A Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Motor utilizes Raleigh waves that propagate at the sur-
face of a stator. Due to these waves, material particles at the stator surface describe a
microscopic elliptical motion. Subsequently, the elliptical particle motion can generate
a macroscopic motion of a slider that is pressed against the stator surface. The elliptical
particle motion drives the slider by means of friction. The wave amplitude is small (nm)
and the wave frequency is large (MHz).

This thesis introduces Rayleigh waves and describes the generation of Rayleigh waves.
Furthermore, the principle of operation of a SAW motor is analyzed. The analysis is
based on a contact model, which describes the behavior between slider and stator. Due to
the contact model, the microscopic and the macroscopic behavior can be studied simul-
taneously. This model explains typical SAW motor features and determines the influence
of parameters. The influence of the model parameters on the SAW motor behavior is
studied in order to find the requirements for an optimal contact between slider and sta-
tor. The models are validated. To control the SAW motor a linear time invariant system
model of the SAW motor is derived and the disturbance sourcesof the SAW motor are
determined and discussed. For closed-loop control, it is useful to eliminate the exist-
ing varying dead-band between input and slider velocity. Tothis end, different actuation
methods are investigated. Furthermore, controllers are designed, implemented and tested.
Finally, the motor design is studied to obtain an indicationfor the applied materials, the
geometry, the construction, the actuation and the practical limitations. Moreover, a design
trajectory, to find initial design parameters, is proposed.
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Samenvatting

Een Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Motor maakt gebruikt van Raleigh golven die pro-
pageren aan het oppervlak van een stator. Door deze golven beschrijven materiaaldeeltje
aan het statoroppervlak een microscopische elliptische beweging. Deze beweging kan
een macroscopische beweging van een slider, die tegen het stator oppervlak aangedrukt
is, genereren. De aandrijving is gebaseerd op wrijving. De golfamplitude is klein (nm) is
en de golffrequentie is hoog (MHz).

Dit proefschrift introduceert Rayleigh golven en beschrijft het opwekken van Rayleigh
golven. Bovendien wordt het werkingsprincipe van de SAW motor geanalyseerd. De
analyse is gebaseerd op een contactmodel dat het gedrag tussen slider en stator beschrijft.
Doormiddel van het contactmodel kunnen beide; het microscopisch en het macroscopisch
gedrag worden bestudeerd. Hiermee worden typische SAW motor kenmerken verklaard
en wordt de invloed van de modelparameters gevonden. De invloed van de modelpa-
rameters op het SAW motor gedrag wordt bestudeerd voor het vinden van de eisen voor
een optimaal slider-stator contact. De modellen worden gevalideerd. Voor het regelen
van de SAW motor wordt een lineair tijdinvariant model van deSAW motor afgeleid en
worden de storingsbronnen van de SAW motor bepaald en bediscussieerd. Voor gesloten
lus regeling is het zinvol om de variërende dode-band tussen het ingangssignaal en de
slidersnelheid te elimineren. Hiertoe worden een aantal mogelijke methodes bestudeerd
en vergeleken op basis van effectiviteit en efficiency. Verder worden regelaars ontworpen,
gëımplementeerd en getest. Tot slot wordt het SAW motorontwerp bestudeerd voor het
verkrijgen van een indicatie van de toepasbare materialen,de geometrie, de constructie
de actuatie en de praktische begrenzingen. Bovendien wordt een ontwerptraject, waarmee
initi ële ontwerpparameters gevonden kunnen worden, geı̈ntroduceerd.
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